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Table A: Cultural heritage sites within 200m study corridor along the main overhead transmission line 
 
Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
Tower 4 
4.1 Isauld Lodge NC 9757 6547 NC96NE 92 NC96NE0110 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 House, Residential The NMRS and SMR record the location of Isauld Lodge at NC 

9757 6547. 
Field survey identified the lodge, which is currently occupied. 

 

Tower 5 
5.1 Isauld NC 9750 6510   1st Edition OS  Stepping stones The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts a series of stepping 

stones crossing the Burn of Isauld just west of Isauld Bridge. The 
stepping stones are not recorded on the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition map.  
No visible remains of the stepping stones were visible during the 
field survey. 

 

5.2 Isauld NC 9750 6510   1st Edition OS  Well The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map records the site of a well 
close to the Burn of Isauld. 
No visible remains of the well were identified during the field 
survey. 

 

5.3 Reay NC 9750 6500 NC96NE 37 NC96NE0024 NMRS; SMR  Excavation, 
Building, Midden, 
Pottery 

The NMRS and SMR record that an amorphous stone structure 
with an associated domestic midden was partially investigated prior 
to sand removal for an extension to Sutherland’s Garage. The 
midden extended E under the adjacent property (Gourlay 1981). 

 

5.4 Bridge of Isauld NC 9767 6504 NC96NE 19 NC96NE0019 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS 

 Mound/Broch, 
quernstone 

The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map records the site of a Pictish 
house at Bridge of Isauld. 
The NMRS and SMR record that when this 'Picts' house was 
removed about 1860 nothing of importance was found but some 
querns, animal bones and other traces of its inhabitants (Name 
Book 1873). There are no traces of the mound or other features at 
the site indicated on the Ordnance Survey.  

 

5.5 Bridge of Isauld NC 9765 6504 NC96NE 47 NC96NE0069 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS; 2nd Edition OS; 
Field survey 

 Road bridge The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps record the 
presence of a bridge at Isauld. 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a 19th century bridge 
at Isauld. The bridge comprises a two-arch rubble bridge with one 
segmental arch larger than the other.  
Field survey identified the bridge, which currently carries the A836 
public road over the Burn of Isauld. 

 

5.6 Road block, Isauld NC 9760 6500  NC96NE0098 SMR  Military installation, 
Road block, 20th 
century 

The SMR records the presence of a 20th century road block at 
Isauld. 
Field survey did not identify any remains of this feature within the 
location previously recorded by the SMR. 

 

5.7 Keoltag NC 9750 6490 NC96SE 124 NC96SE0156 NMRS; SMR  Watching brief The NMRS and SMR record that a watching brief was carried out 
in November 2000 on the excavation of foundation trenches for a 
house site in close proximity to a number of archaeological 
features. No archaeological features were revealed during the 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
watching brief.  

Tower 6 
6.1 Big Keoltag NC 9745 6470 NC96SE 4 NC96SE0004 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 

OS, 2nd Edition OS, 
Aerial photographs 

NSR Code C Cairn The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map records the site of a ‘Picts 
House’ just SW of Bridge of Isauld, and the Ordnance Survey 2nd 
Edition map records the same feature as a 'mound'. 
The NMRS and SMR record that the remains of a flat topped cairn 
reduced to 22m in diameter and 0.8m high is located at NC 9745 
6470. The cairn has been hollowed out in the top and disturbed by 
minor quarrying in the N periphery. 
This site was not visited during the field survey as access was 
denied by the landowner. 

 

Tower 8 
8.1 Unused number         
8.2 The Knowes NC 9695 6443   Field survey  Rig and furrow Field survey identified an area of well-defined rig and furrow 

cultivation just NW of Borlam House. The rig measures 3m across 
with 1m wide furrows and is aligned E-W, extending outside the 
study area on both sides.  

 

Tower 10 
10.1 The Knowes NC 9655 6410 NC96SE 105 NC96SE0134;  

NC96SE0102 
NMRS; SMR; Aerial 
photographs; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead, Field 
walls 

The NMRS and SMR record that six rectangular buildings and a 
series of field walls, situated on the S part of a grassy ridge were 
noted during a pre-afforestation survey of Sandside Estate.  
Field survey identified six possible rectangular buildings and a 
series of field walls. All were in poor condition and heavily 
overgrown.  A circular sheepfold measuring c.8m diameter was 
also identified c.10m to the south of the buildings.   

 

10. 2 The Knowes NC 96241 64011   Field survey  Building (possible) Field survey identified the remains of a possible building 
comprising a rectangular turf platform measuring 15m long by 10m 
wide, with the remains of a possible stone wall at the SW corner.  

 

10.3 The Knowes NC 9647 6405 NC96SE 12 NC96SE0012 NMRS; SMR NSR Code C Clearance cairn, Hut 
circle 

The NMRS and SMR record that a hut circle was recorded during a 
pre-afforestation survey of Sandside Estate in 1998. The hut circle 
is only faintly discernible as a platform. Several walls lead away 
from the structure to the NW, NE and ESE. A number of clearance 
cairns were also previously noted during survey of the area by the 
OS in 1981. 
There were no obvious visible remains of the hut circle, turf banks 
or clearance cairns at the location previously recorded by the 
NMRS/SMR.  The area was covered in dense vegetation that 
limited visibility.  

 

Tower 11 
11.1 Achins NC 96010 63757   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank 

measuring 4m long, 1m wide and 0.5m high.  
 

Tower 12 
12.1 Achins NC 9595 6374 NC96SE 26 NC96SE0058 NMRS; SMR; Aerial 

photographs; Field 
NSR Code V Hut circles, Field- The NMRS and SMR record that S of Achins is a hut circle and an 

accompanying field system. The hut circle measures c.8m in 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
survey system diameter within a wall reduced to a turf-covered spread 1.5-2m 

broad and 0.1m high. There is an entrance from the SW, in the NE 
arc is an upstanding stone 0.8m wide by 0.7m thick and 0.5m high. 
The field system is mainly apparent as heaps of stone clearance 
on average 20–25m apart. Occasional linear stone clearance and 
sporadic traces of lynchets are also apparent. No measurable plots 
are discernible. A later field bank crosses the field system.  
Field survey identified a sub-square field system measuring 
c.250m by 200m, defined by a stone and turf bank measuring c.2m 
wide and 0.8m high. There were no visible upstanding remains of 
the hut circle, cairns and lynchets previously recorded by the 
NMRS. The area was covered in high, dense vegetation that 
limited visibility.  
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
12.2 Achins NC 9591 6364  NC96SE 32 NC96SE0057 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 Hut circles, 

Homestead, 
Enclosures 

The NMRS and SMR record the presence of two hut circles (A and 
B), a homestead (C) and two adjacent enclosures S of Achins. Hut 
circle A (NC 9601 6352) is situated on a slight rise and measures 
c.9.5m in diameter over a heather-covered wall spread at most 
pronounced, in the E half, to 2m broad by 0.3m high. Hut circle B 
(NC 9608 6345) measures 6m in diameter internally; the wall has 
practically disappeared in the WNW half and elsewhere is reduced 
to a peat and heather-covered spread of 1.5m by 0.2m high. 
Homestead C (NC 9607 6350) comprises a hut circle within an oval 
enclosure. The hut measures some 11.5m in diameter over a wall 
reduced to a peat-covered, obscure spread. The enclosure 
measures an estimated 47m from N to S by 39m transversely. A 
definite break, 3m wide, in the line of the enclosure wall suggests 
an entrance in the WNW side. The two adjacent enclosures mainly 
encompass the rocky summit area of a N-S ridge, contrasting with 
the open moorland plain occupied by the hut circles and the 
homestead. The enclosure measures c.80m N to S by 65m, and 
90m N to S by 55m. The S of the two enclosures extends from the 
ridge on to the moorland plain and in the S salient incorporates the 
S half of a boat-shaped structure 19m along the main axis (E-W) 
by 9m transversely within a heather-covered wall spread 2m broad 
on average. Some 10m to the N is a stone clearance heap. The 
enclosures and the boat-shaped structure are undoubtedly 
contemporary (RCAHMS 1981). Further field survey undertaken in 
1998 by the RCHAMS did not identify all the previously recorded 
features. A high voltage pylon (one foot of which has partially 
destroyed a clearance cairn) has been constructed in the vicinity of 
hut circle and enclosure C (previously described as a homestead) 
whilst heavy machinery has disturbed the ground to the N of the 
tower. 
Field survey identified a discontinuous stone field bank close to the 
tower at NC 9591 6364 which may have originally formed part of 
the homestead previously recorded by the NMRS and SMR (see 
above – homestead C). The ground to the N has been disturbed 
during the construction of the tower for the overhead transmission 
line and no visible upstanding remains the further hut circles, as 
recorded by the NMRS and SMR (see above) were identified within 
the study corridor during the field survey.  

 

Tower 14 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
14.1 Braxside Field bank: (starts) NC 

95493 63364 - NC 95436 
63304 - NC 95397 63286 - 
NC 95314 63274 – 
(terminates) NC 95086 
63286 

NC96SE 60; 
NC96SE 102 

NC96SE0045; 
NC96SE0050;  
NC96SE0131 

NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS; Field survey 

 Farmstead A farmstead comprising three unroofed buildings, one of, which is 
a long building, are depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 
map. 
The NMRS and SMR record that the ruins of a farm steading, 
comprising three or four buildings, and enclosures with an area of 
cultivation ground lies between the Backside Burn and an 
unnamed tributary to the N. 
Field survey identified the remains of part of a field bank forming 
the outer enclosure for Braxside farmstead. The bank is located c. 
50m to the W of the existing overhead transmission line and 
measures 1-1.5m wide, and 1.2m high. The bank runs from the N 
for c.200m then curves to the W for a further c.350m. Further 
structures and features of the farmstead were identified to the W 
outside the study area. 

 

Tower  28 
28.1 Loch Achrain NC 9192 6061   1st Edition OS  Boat house A boat house is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map 

located on the NW shore of Loch Achrain, c.20m SE of the 
overhead transmission line and c.100m NE of Tower 28. The boat 
house is not shown on the Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map. 
No visible remains of the boat house were identified during the field 
survey. 

  

Tower 34 
34.1 Unused number         
34.2 Ceargaraidh Mhor NC 90413 59383   Field survey  Hut circle Field survey identified the well-preserved remains of an oval hut 

circle situated on a slightly raised platform. The hut circle 
measures 10m by 8m with an entrance visible in the SW corner. 
The walls of the hut circle are 1m thick and 0.5m high. 

 

Tower 35 
35.1 Calgarry Beg NC 90113 59228   Field survey  Shieling hut Field survey identified the remains of a rectangular shieling hut 

measuring 5m by 4m and aligned NE-SW. The NE end of the hut is 
built into the slope of a hill. The hut is of dry stone construction and 
possibly of 2 compartments. The walls are 0.6m thick and 0.5m 
high. A possible entrance is visible on the SW wall.  

 

Tower 36 
36.1 Calgarry Beg NC 90070 58978   Field survey  Hut circle Field survey identified a hut circle S of Calgarry Beg The structure 

measures 7m in diameter with an entrance on the NE side. The 
walls of the structure are poorly preserved and 0.1-0.2m high and 
0.7m wide. The hut circle is situated on a slightly raised platform 
0.2m high.  

 

Tower 39 
39.1 Achiemore NC 89875 57949   Field survey  Hut circle The remains of a poorly preserved hut circle were identified during 

the field survey. The structure measures 4m in diameter internally 
with walls 1m wide and 0.5m high. The hut circle is covered in 
dense heather and turf and is hard to distinguish. 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
Tower 47 
47.1 Leathad Carnaich NC 89451 55419 (centred)   1st Edition OS, 2nd 

Edition OS, Sutherland 
(1937) 

 Battle (site of) The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps record a possible 
battle site at Leathad Carnaich. 
George Sutherland (1937) records that a battle between the native 
Pictish inhabitants and the invading Norsemen took place at 
Leathad Carnaich. No further information is provided.   
Field survey did not identify any visible remains of the alleged 
battle site. 

 

47.2 Dalhalvaig NC 89451 55419 (centred) NC85NE 3 NC85NE0003 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

SAM 1876 Hut circle, 
Enclosure, Field 
system 

The NMRS and SMR record that a field system consisting of 
clearance heaps, banks, walling and two possible hut circles 
stretches for 1/4 mile along the slope of a west-facing hill and 
centred on NC 894 554. 
Field survey identified a large spread of substantial clearance 
cairns and an associated building. The cairns are spread over an 
area measuring 200m by 200m. The remains of at least fourteen 
cairns were identified, ranging in size from 2m - 6m in diameter 
and 0.5 - 1m high. A number of the largest cairns have had stone 
robbed from their centres. The remains of a structure are visible at 
NC 89489 55419. This was originally recorded as a possible hut 
circle by the NMRS but appears to be a long rectangular building 
measuring 10m long by 5m wide divided into two compartments. 
The walls are 1-1.2m thick and 0.6m high. The cairns spread to the 
W terminating on the E side of the existing public road (A897) and 
outside the study area.  

 

Tower 48 
48.1 Leathad Carnaich NC 89492 55268 NC85NE 7 NC85NE0007 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code C Burnt mound The NMRS and SMR record that at NC 8949 5527, on the lower 

slopes of a W facing hillside near to (47.2) is a heather covered 
burnt mound. It is 11m by 9.5m aligned NE-SW and 1m high. A 
depression on the top leads into a deeper crescentric depression 
opening out of the SW side of the mound facing a dried up 
watercourse. Erosion of the mound revealed blackened earth and 
friable stone. 
Field survey identified the burnt mound measuring 11m by 9.5m, 
1m high and aligned NE-SW. The two depressions are visible as 
described by the NMRS (see above) and the SW side of the 
mound faces a watercourse. Erosion of the mound reveals 
blackened earth and stone. 

 

Tower 50 
50.1 Dalhalvaig NC 89720 54589 NC85SE 14 NC85SE0014 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code C Burnt mound The NMRS and SMR records that on a natural shelf is a roughly 

circular turf covered burnt mound. The mound measures 10.5m in 
diameter and 0.6m high, with a central hollow 2.5m across and 
0.4m deep. There are watercourses on each side of the mound.  
Field survey identified the burnt mound as described by the NMRS. 

 

50.2 Dalhalvaig NC 8965 5457 NC85SE 35.03 NC85SE0037 NMRS; SMR  Building, Long 
house 

The NMRS and SMR record that the remains of a grass-covered 
long house, measuring 20m by 3m, was recorded by Mercer in 
1981 at NC 8965 5457. 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
No visible remains of this building were identified at the location 
previously recorded by the NMRS and SMR.  

50.3 Dalhalvaig NC 8974 5451 NC85SE 5 NC85SE0005 NMRS; SMR  Hut circle, 
sheepfold, shieling 
huts 

The NMRS and SMR records that at NC 8974 5451 is a low 
heather covered hut circle 8m in diameter within a wall spread to 
2m broad. Some 40m to SW, on the summit of a knoll, is a recent 
sheepfold, 12m by 7m aligned NE-SW. The sheepfold appears to 
overlay the turf-covered footings of an earlier stone-walled 
structure, possibly a hut measuring between 8m and 10m.  
Field survey identified the remains of a hut circle at NC 89768 
54446 which maybe the hut circle previously recorded by the 
NMRS. The structure measures 5m in diameter within a wall 
spread 0.5m wide and 0.3-0.4m high with an opening to the SW. 
The sheepfold was visible approx. 30m to the SW of the hut circle 
situated on a raised knoll at NC 89714 54471. To the E of the 
sheepfold were a number of structures including the footings of two 
small rectangular buildings, possibly shieling huts and a heavily 
truncated circular structure that measures 3m in diameter. A further 
circular structure was located c. 5m to the E at NC 89727 54465. 
This structure measures 3m in diameter with a wall 0.5m wide and 
0.5m high. 

 

50.4 Dalhalvaig NC 89774 54494   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a clearance cairn measuring 
2m in diameter and 1m high. The cairn comprised loose stone and 
is set into a scoop of a SW facing slope. 

 

Tower 51 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
51.1 Dalhalvaig NC 89559 54322 (centred) NC85SE 35.01  Field survey  Farmstead The NMRS and SMR records the presence of a grass covered 

farmstead consisting a house and enclosure are present at NC 896 
543 (Mercer 1980).  
Field survey identified the remains of four buildings, three of which 
are rectangular long houses, one enclosure and the possible 
remains of three cairns. The first building centred on NC 89542 
54338 measures 15m long and 3m wide. The building is aligned 
NNW-SSE, split into three compartments and has a rectangular 
enclosure or kale yard abutting its E side. The walls of the building 
are 0.5m high and c.1m wide. The enclosure measures 9m long 
and 6m wide. Four metres to the WSW of the first long house is the 
remains of a small bothy or shieling. The structure is rectangular in 
plan, measures 3m by 2.5m and aligned NE-SW. The structure is 
formed by three dry stone walls built up against a small bedrock 
knoll. The bedrock knoll forms the NW side of the structure. The 
walls are 1m wide and 0.5m high. Fifteen metres to the S of the 
bothy is a second rectangular long building centred on NC 89536 
54315 and aligned NW-SE. The building measures 10m long and 
4.5m wide.  The building is poorly preserved and only visible as a 
rectangular hollow surrounded by slightly raised turf/stone banks, 
which measure 0.2m high. A third rectangular long building is 
present at NC89587 954315 measuring 12m long, 5m wide and 
aligned ESE-WNW. This structure is poorly preserved and the 
walls are visible only as a slight row of protruding stone 0.3m high. 
To the N of the structures and c.8m from building 1 are the remains 
of what may be two small clearance cairns at NC 89533 954352 
and NC 89536 54353. The first measures 1m by 0.6m and 0.2m 
high, The second measures 1.5m in diameter and 0.4m high. A 
third possible clearance cairn, at NC 89561 54362, is visible 22m 
NE of the enclosure and consists of a 1.5m scatter of stone with a 
wooden post sticking out the top. 

 

51.2 Unused number         
51.3 Unused number         
51.4 Dalhalvaig NC 89635 54302   Field survey  Burnt mound Field survey identified a crescent-shaped burnt mound. The feature 

measures 9m by 7m with an opening to the NW. A small burn 
passes the burnt mound on the NE side. Ash and fire-cracked 
stone are visible in an eroded section of the feature. 

 

51.5 Dalhalvaig NC 89642 54100 - 
NC89661 54056 -  
NC 89681 54026 

  Field survey  Field boundary Field survey identified the denuded remains of a linear field bank 
measuring c.100m long, 1m wide and 0.5m high, aligned NW-SE. 

 

51.6 Dalhalvaig NC 898 542 NC85SE 6  NMRS  Hut circles, Small 
cairns 

The NMRS records that on an undulating SW facing hill slope is a 
settlement of four simple hut circles centred on NC 898 542.  
Despite a thorough reconnaissance of the area around this NGR, 
no trace of the hut circles was observed during the field survey. 
The area was covered in dense heather and visibility was limited. 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
51.7 Dalhalvaig NC 89588 54043 (centred) NC85SE 44 NC85SE0050 NMRS;SMR; 1st Edition 

OS; Field survey 
 Township The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts a township 

comprising one unroofed and eleven roofed buildings.  
The NMRS and SMR record that a township is located at 
Dalhalvaig at NC 894 540.  
Field survey identified the township at Dalhalvaig, which is still 
currently occupied. Only one ruined structure, associated with the 
township, was identified within the study area at NC 89588 54043. 
This building comprises a long building of dry-stone construction, 
measuring 10m long and 5m wide and aligned NNE-SSW. The 
building is covered in high gorse bushes and the full extent of the 
structure cannot be distinguished. The remains of a stone and turf 
bank were identified immediately N of the building and it appears to 
surround an area of boggy ground, which may have originally been 
a pond. The bank measured 1-1.2m wide and 0.2-0.3m high.  

 

Tower 52 
52.1 Dalhalvaig NC 89645 53982   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a clearance cairn measuring 

1m diameter and 0.3m high covered in turf. 
 

52.2 Dalhalvaig NC 89646 53971   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a clearance cairn measuring 
2m in diameter and 0.3m high covered in turf. 

 

52.3 Dalhalvaig NC 89632 53968   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a clearance cairn measuring 
2m in diameter and 0.3m high covered in turf. 

 

52.4 Dalhalvaig NC 89659 53892   Field survey  Cairn Field survey identified the remains of a cairn on a raised knoll just 
N of the township at Croick. The cairn consists of a rectangular 
base measured 1.5m by 1m and rising 1m high to a point.  

 

Tower 53 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
53.1 Trantlebeg Hut circle A: NC 89944 

53434 
Hut circle B: NC 89911 
53385 
Hut Circle C: NC 89865 
53421 
Hut Circle D: NC 89743 
53423  

NC85SE 7 NC85SE0007 NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

 Hut circle, Small 
cairns, burnt mound 

The NMRS and SMR records that centred on NC 899 535 among 
undulating ground is a settlement of five hut circles, one or two 
clearance heaps and stone lynchets.  
Field survey identified within the study area the remains of four hut 
circles. The first hut circle at NC 89944 53434 is 9m in diameter 
within a turf covered rubble wall spread to 3m and up to 0.5m high. 
About 8m of the wall has been destroyed leaving only the effect of 
the platform. The second hut circle at NC 89911 53385 is set into a 
S-facing side of the ridge. It measures 10m in diameter within a 
turf-covered wall 3.5m wide and 0.5m high. Immediately outside 
the hut wall in the SW, adjacent to the entrance is a small burnt 
mound, 4.5m in diameter and 0.6m high. The third hut circle at NC 
89865 53421 is set into the slope and is ill defined. It measures 
9.5m by 7m within a low turf covered wall 1.5m wide. The fourth 
hut circle at NC 89743 53423 is set on top of a knoll and measures 
12.5m in diameter surrounded by a wall 2m wide. A possible 
enclosure was visible immediately N of the second hut circle 
measuring 18m in diameter with a possible further hut circle built 
into its SE edge. This hut circle was formed by a circular scoop 
measuring 7m by 3m and surrounded by a bank 1.5m wide and 
0.3m high. The remains of a small circular scoop 4m in diameter 
and 1m deep was identified at NC 89910 53411. This may be a 
quarry scoop excavated during the construction of an adjacent 
farm track. The fifth hut circle recorded by the NMRS was outside 
the survey area and was not recorded. 

 

53.2 Trantlebeg NC 89683 53366   Field survey  Shieling hut 
(possible) 

Field survey identified what may be the remains of a shieling hut 
comprising a small rectangular raised platform measuring 5m by 
4m enclosed in a turf and stone bank measuring 1m wide and 
0.5m high. A modern water tank has been constructed in the 
centre of the feature.  

 

53.3 Trantlebeg NC 89683 53344 - NC 
89681 53363 

  Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank 
measuring 16m long and aligned NNW-SSE. The bank is 1m wide 
and 0.5m high. 

 

53.4 Trantlebeg Field bank (starts) NC 
89815 53487 - NC 89815 
53447 – (terminates) NC 
89827 53438 

  Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the very poorly preserved remains of a stone 
and turf bank. The bank is only visible as a linear spread of large 
boulders crossing an area of rough pasture. The bank measures 
c.1m wide and 0.4m high (max). 

 

Tower 54 
54.1 Trantlebeg NC 89720 53214   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified the remains of a small quarry scoop 

measuring 11m by 7m and 1m deep. No obvious worked faces are 
visible. 

 

54.2 Trantlebeg NC 89812 53006 (centred) NC85SE 33.01 NC85SE0039 Field survey  Enclosure The NMRS and SMR records the presence of an enclosure 
measuring 20m diameter at NC 8973 5314 (Mercer 1980). 
Field survey identified the remains of a large enclosure measuring 
20m by 15m and aligned NW-SE. An annex abuts the SE side of 
the enclosure, which is divided into four compartments ranging in 
size from 4-10m long and 3-6m wide. A short section of field bank 
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Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Comments 
runs parallel with the E side of the enclosure. The bank comprises 
large boulders and turf, and measures 0.6-0.8m wide and 0.5m 
high.  

54.3 Trantlebeg NC 89805 52928   Field survey  Building Field survey identified the ruins of a rectangular dry stone building 
measuring 8m by 4m and aligned E-W. An area of improved 
ground surrounds the building. The walls are 0.5m thick and 0.3m 
high, and an entrance is visible in the S side. A stone clearance 
heap is present at the W end of the building.  

 

54.4 Trantlebeg NC 89756 52926   Field survey  Building Field survey identified the remains of a long rectangular dry stone 
building measuring 15m by 5m and aligned N-S. The building is 
divided into three compartments and has a small enclosure, 
measuring 13m diameter, abutting its E side. The walls of the 
building and enclosure are well preserved, measuring 1m wide and 
1.5m high. The possible remains of another small building are 
visible in the NW corner of the enclosure, measuring 5m by 4m. An 
area of improved land surrounds the settlement. 

 

Tower 55 
55.1 Trantlebeg Enclosure (centred): NC 

89716 52790 
Field Bank (starts) NC 
89731 52797 - NC 89726 
52811 - NC 89704 52834 – 
(terminates) NC 89662 
52899 

  Aerial photographs; 
Current Edition OS 
(1988); Field survey 

 Settlement 
(possible) 

A rectangular enclosure with a possible roofed building at the NE 
end was visible on the aerial photographs.  
The current (1988) 1:10,000 Ordnance Survey map records the 
structure as a sheepfold.  
Field survey identified the remains of a rectangular building divided 
into three compartments and measuring 46m long and 6m wide 
(NC 89716 52790 centred). The walls of the building survive to a 
maximum height of 1.5m at the NE end. The remains of a 
enclosure were identified immediately to the E. This enclosure is 
rectangular in plan measuring 23m long, 17m wide and 0.6m high. 
Both the building and enclosure are aligned ENE-WSW.  The 
remains of a stone field bank were identified to the N of the 
building running WSW-ENE then curving to the NNE. The remains 
of two further small structures were identified to the N of the 
building. These measure 7m by 6m and 7m by 5m respectively. 
The walls surviving to a height of 0.5m.  

 

Tower 57 
57.1 Creag Na Moine NC 897 521  NC85SE0016 SMR  Clearance heaps The SMR records that on a west facing slope of Creag na Moine 

are a number of stone clearance heaps.  
No visible remains of this site were identified during the field 
survey. 

 

Tower 58 
58.1 Leathad An T-Sithein NC 900 514 NC95SW 8 NC95SW0013 NMR; SMR  Field system The NMRS and SMR record that a series of walls adjacent to a 

number of clearance cairns were recorded by Mercer in 1980 at 
NC 900 514. Further field survey carried out after ploughing prior to 
re-afforestation of the area did not detect any of the walls or 
clearance cairns previously recorded. 
Recent field survey did not identify any of the remains previously 
recorded by Mercer (see above). The area has been substantially 
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ploughed prior to forestry plantation and it is likely that the forestry 
plantation has heavily disturbed the walls and cairns.  

Tower 59 
59.1 Breacrie NC 8991 5104 NC85SE 17 NC85SE0017 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 Hut circle The NMRS and SMR record that on a W facing hill slope is a 

simple hut circle measuring 7.5m by 6.5m, aligned N-S, and 
defined by a heather-covered wall spread to 1.8m. A few small 
clearance heaps are present in the immediate vicinity. 
Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a hut circle 
within an area of dense heather. All that survives of the structure is 
a circular depression measuring 8m in diameter. No obvious 
structure was visible although one boulder is present at the SW 
side of the depression. There was no visible evidence of the 
clearance heaps recorded previously by the NMRS/SMR. The area 
was covered in dense heather and visibility was limited.  

 

Tower 60 
60.1 The Borg NC 8993 5095 NC85SE 1 NC85SE0001 NMRS; SMR; Aerial 

photographs; Field 
survey 

SAM 1839 Broch The NMRS and SMR record the remains of a broch situated on a 
rocky knoll surrounded in part by marshy ground. The broch is 
roughly circular in plan and the wall survives to an average height 
of 3.3m. The wall measures on average 5m wide. A large 
enclosure is attached to the NE arc of the broch and other walls 
run from the S and W sides.  A shallow ditch lies outside the SE 
arc of the broch. 
Field survey identified the broch as described by the NMRS and 
SMR above.  

 

Tower 62 
62.1 Breacrie NC 9000 5020 (centred) NC95SW 7 NC95SW0007 NMRS; SMR  Small cairns The NMRS and SMR records that centred at NC 900 502 on a SW 

facing slope is a minor field system marked by scattered clearance 
heaps.  
Field survey identified at least 29 cairns situated along a ridge 
close to Tower 62 and proposed access track (Access 62.). The 
cairns range in size from 3m – 10m diameter and 0.2-1.5m high. 
Most are covered in turf and dense heather and are hard to 
distinguish.   

 

62.2 Breacie NC 9010 5020 (centred)   Field survey  Peat cuttings Field survey identified rectangular areas of peat cuttings between 
Towers 61 and 63.  

 

Tower 64 
64.1 Forsinain Bridge NC 9008 4952 NC94NW 11 NC94NW0019 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 Road Bridge The NMRS and SMR record the location of a road bridge at 

Forsinain. 
Field survey identified a single arch stone bridge that currently 
carries the A897 over the Halladale River. 

 

Tower 65 
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65.1 Forsinain Bridge Buildings NC 90160 49055 

(centred), Stone rubble 
piles NC 90146 49081 
(centred)  

NC94NW 12 NC94NW0012 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS; Current OS (1962); 
Aerial photographs; Field 
survey 

 Farmstead The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map records a farmstead 
comprising seven unroofed buildings, one of which is a long 
building. The Ordnance Survey map of 1962 shows five unroofed 
buildings. 
The NMRS and SMR record a farmstead consisting of two 
juxtaposed long houses at NC 901 490. A later 19th century road 
cuts one of the buildings. A series of enclosures is associated with 
the long houses.  
Field survey identified the partial remains of four buildings at NC 
90160 49055 covering an area c.50m long by c.20m wide, 
truncated by the existing public road (A897). Only one building is 
complete measuring 9m long and 5m wide; the walls survive to a 
height of 0.4m. A second building immediately next to the complete 
building has been truncated at its SW end by a later road (A897), 
and two buildings identified immediately E (on the opposite side of 
the road) have been truncated at the NE ends by later ploughing. 
All of the structures are covered in turf and reeds and are difficult 
to define. Two piles of stone rubble were also visible to the E of the 
current road at NC 90146 49081 and these may be the remnants 
of further buildings/structures although no obvious structure was 
visible. 

 

Tower 66 
66.1 Forsinain Bridge NC 90204 48629   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a quarry measuring 15m by 10m and 2m 

deep. An entrance is visible in the NE corner leading to the current 
public road (A897). There are no visible worked faces; the quarry 
faces are covered in turf and heather. 

 

Tower 69 
69.1 Forsinain Bridge NC 90171 47437   Field survey  Structure (possible) Field survey identified the remains of a possible structure 

comprising a sub-rectangular area of grass and reeds surrounded 
by an number of small boulders. The feature underlies the current 
forestry boundary fence and measures c.7m long and c.5m wide. 
There was no obvious structure.  

 

Tower 72 
72.1 Forsinain Bridge NC 90047 46515   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a roughly oval quarry, measuring 20m by 

10m and 2m deep, cut into a SE facing slope just W of the current  
public road (A897). There are no worked faces visible.  

 

Tower 73 
73.1 Forsinain Bridge NC 89941 46352   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a circular quarry measuring 20m in diameter 

and cut into a SE facing slope just W of the current public road 
(A897). There are no worked faces visible the quarry being filled 
with dense reeds. 

 

Tower 74 
74.1 Forsinain Bridge NC 89854 46123   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a roughly rectangular quarry measuring 10m 

by 8m and 1.5m deep on a SE facing slope just W of the current 
public road (A897).  
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74.2 Forsinain Bridge NC 89861 45992   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a sub-circular quarry measuring 10m in 

diameter and 1-1.5m deep and open to the E side. The quarry is 
situated on an E facing slope to the W of the current main road 
(A897).  

 

Tower 76 
76.1 Strath Halladale NC 89600 45169   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified a circular stone clearance cairn measuring 

5m in diameter and 1.5m high. 
 

Tower 77 
77.1 Dail Dhonuill  NC 89693 45062 

 
 

  1st Edition OS, 2nd 
Edition OS; Aerial 
photographs; Field 
survey 

 Sheepfold The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps depict a sheepfold 
at NC 896 450. 
A circular sheepfold was visible on the aerial photographs. 
Field survey identified a circular dry stone sheepfold measuring 
13m in diameter. The sheepfold was very well preserved with a 
wall standing 1.6m high. 

 

77.2 Dail Dhonuill NC 89633 45054- 
NC 89586 45047- 
NC 89573 45049 -  
NC 89577 45060 

  Field survey  Enclosure; Shieling 
hut (possible) 

Field survey identified the fragmentary remains of an enclosure 
and a possible shieling hut. The enclosure measures 60m long by 
11m wide and is defined by a bank up to 2m high. The remains of 
a possible shieling adjoin the enclosure. The shieling is rectangular 
in plan and an entrance is visible on the N side. Both features are 
in poor condition and overgrown with dense vegetation.  

 

Tower 78 
78.1 Dail Dhonuill NC 8980 4450 (centred)   Aerial photographs  Rig and furrow The possible remains of rig and furrow cultivation, aligned N-S, are 

visible on aerial photographs covering an area c. 300m by 100m 
centred on NC 8980 4450.   
There were no visible remains of the rig and furrow cultivation 
identified during the field survey. 

 

Tower 83 
83.1 Am Bealach NC 90120 42824   1st Edition OS; Field 

survey 
 Stone wall Field survey identified the remains of what may be a stone wall. 

The bank extends for 20m and is 0.7m high, with a number of 
rotted timber posts set into the top.   

 

Tower 88 
88.1 Leth-Ghleann NC 9005 4135  NC94SE0008 SMR NSR Code R Deserted Settlement The NMRS and SMR records the presence of a deserted 

settlement at NC 9005 4135. 
No remains of the deserted settlement were identified during the 
field survey. The survey was limited to a forestry ride bounded by 
dense forestry plantation and it is possible that the deserted 
settlement is actually located within the forestry. 

 

Tower 89 
89.1 Halladale River NC 9000 4062 – NC 9000 

4256 – NC 9000 4465 – 
NC 9009 4499 

NC94SW 9 NC94SW0008 NMRS; SMR; Roy 
(1745-755); 1st Edition 
OS  

 Track The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map records a track running from 
Forsinard Lodge to Am Bealach where it forks and continues 
across moorland, aligned NE-SW terminating at a sheepfold and 
an unroofed building. 
The NMRS and SMR record that Roy (1747-55) depicts a trackway 
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at Forsinard and suggests that it ran from NC9000 4062 to NC 
9000 4256, and NC 9000 4465 to NC 9009 4499.  
The NMRS records that no trace of the trackway was found during 
field survey carried out by the Ordnance Survey in 1977. 
No visible remains of the track was visible during the field survey. 

89.2 Halladale River Bank (starts) NC 89975 
41187 to (terminates) NC 
89955 41194 

  Field survey  Bank  Field survey identified a possible turf and large boulder bank. Set 
on a NW-SE alignment, the bank is 25m long and 2m wide and 
peters out in rough pasture. 

 

Tower 96 
96.1 Cnoc Nam Bo Riabhaich 

 
Shieling hut A: NC 89963 
38701 
Shieling hut B: NC 89978 
38697 
Shileing hut C: NC 90005 
38699 

NC93NW 2 NC93NW0009 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS; 2nd Edition OS; 
Aerial photographs; Field 
survey 

 Shieling huts The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps records four 
unroofed buildings to the S side of a burn. The current Edition 
Ordnance Survey map shows six shieling huts.  
The NMRS and SMR records the presence of four unroofed 
shieling huts at NH 9002 3871.  
At least four structures are visible on aerial photographs close to 
the S side of a burn. 
Field survey identified the remains of three rectangular shieling 
huts measuring 4m long and 2m wide. The walls measured 0.9m 
high and no internal features were visible. Further shieling huts 
were present to the E outside the study area and were not 
recorded. 

 

Tower 105 
105.1 Knockfin NC 89349 35652   1st Edition OS; 2nd 

Edition; Field survey 
 Sheepfold A circular sheepfold is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 

2nd Edition maps. 
Field survey identified a circular sheepfold, of dry stone 
construction, measuring 14m in diameter and 1.4m high. 

 

Tower 107 
107.1 Achabhannaich NC 890 350  NC83NE0003 SMR; 1st Edition OS; 

Field survey 
 Trackway The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition shows a trackway running from 

an enclosure just SW of Auchentoul Lodge to a farmstead (107.2) 
at Bannock Burn. 
There were no visible remains of the trackway identified during the 
field survey. 

 

107.2 Bannock Burn NC 89246 34981- 
NC 89225 35061 
 

NC83SE 19  NMRS; 1st Edition OS; 
Field survey 

 Field-system, 
shieling hut 
(possible), field 
banks 

A field system is shown on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map.  
The NMRS records the presence of a field system, possible 
shieling hut and field banks at NC 894 349. 
The remains of a field bank associated with a farmstead are visible 
on aerial photographs. 
Field survey identified the remains of an extensive field bank 
system with trackways and probable gatepost entrances covering 
an area c.300 x 200m. Much of the site lies outside the study area. 
Only a small fragment of field bank running from NC 89246 34981 
– NC 89225 35061 was identified within the study area.  

 

Tower 114 
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114.1 Achentoul Burn NC 884 330  NC83SE0009 SMR  Spot find, Cup stone The SMR records that Mrs Bannerman presented a sandstone cup 

to the Dunrobin Museum in 1966.  
 

Tower 137 
137.1 Allt Bad Ra'Fin NC 8980 2669 NC82NE 45 NC82NE0006 NMRS; SMR; field 

survey 
 Hut The NMRS and SMR record the remains of a sub-square hut 

located of a spur on the E side of the Allt Bad Ra-Fin. The structure 
measures 3.5m across within a stone-faced rubble bank measuring 
1.2m wide and 0.4m high.  
Field survey identified the remains of a rectangular building as 
described by the NMRS and SMR above. 

 

137.2  Allt Bad Ra'Fin NC 897 264 NC82NE 26 NC82NE0026 NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

 Hut circles, 
Enclosures, Burnt 
mounds, Cairn 
(possible), Rig, 
Rectangular building 

The NMRS and SMR record a settlement of three hut circles on an 
undulating E facing hill slope associated with an enclosure, three 
burnt mounds, a cairn and a hut situated on gently undulating 
ground to the SW. In addition there are extensive areas of rig and 
furrow cultivation across better drained ground. 
Field survey identified the remains of three hut circles, two burnt 
mounds, two possible structures, areas of rig and furrow 
cultivation, and a field bank. Hut circle A is situated on a SW facing 
slope at NC 89821 26327, measuring 7m in diameter within a turf 
bank 1m wide and 0.4m high. The structure sits on a slightly raised 
platform measuring 9m in diameter and 0.2m high. To the NW of 
hut circle A is a second hut circle (NC 89740 26471). This structure 
measures 10m in diameter, within a double turf bank each bank 
measuring 0.6m wide and 0.2-0.3m high. A possible third hut circle 
was identified at NC 8980 2647. This structure is extremely poorly 
preserved. It comprises a slight circular scoop within a raised turf 
bank measuring 0.1m high. The hut circle is badly truncated by 
animal tracks. The remains of two burnt mounds were identified at 
NC 89697 26347 and NC 8989 2618. The first is U-shaped 
measuring 9.2m by 7.7m and aligned N-S. It is open to the SW 
side and 0.7m high. The second mound comprises two mounds 
either side of a marked declivity that opens out to the E. There was 
no evidence of the revetment recorded previously by the NMRS. 
The remains of two rectangular buildings were also identified at NC 
89842 26344 and NC 89730 26467. The first measures 6m long, 
2m wide and aligned NE-SW. Only occasional stones survive of 
the walls, which measures c. 0.6m wide. The second structure 
comprises a rectangular scoop with what may be the remains of a 
turf bank surrounding the scoop. The scoop was 0.5m deep and 
5m long by 4m wide, aligned NE-SW. Two areas of well-preserved 
lazy bed cultivation were identified to the SE (NC 89788 26502) 
and NE (NC 89809 26337) of the hut circles. Both lazy bed areas 
measure approximately 20m by 20m. The beds being 2m wide with 
1m wide furrows. A turf and stone bank surround the first area of 
lazy beds on the W side. The cairn (NC 8955 2446) and a burnt 
mound (NC 8974 2632) could not be detected at the locations 
previously recorded by the NMRS. These areas were covered in 
dense heather that limited visibility. 

 

Tower 140 
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140.1 Upper Suisgill NC 89938 25815 - NC 

89977 25966 
  Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a well preserved stone and 

turf bank aligned NE-SW running almost parallel with the Suisgill 
Burn. The bank is at the base of a steep SE facing slope. The bank 
measures c.200m long, 2.5-3m wide and 1m high.  

 

140.2 Upper Suisgill NC 89900 25523   2nd Edition OS; Field 
survey 

 Sheepfold The Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map depicts a sheepfold just S 
of the Suisgill burn. 
Field survey identified a dry stone constructed sheepfold 
measuring 1.2m high and c.15m in diameter. 

 

140.3 Upper Suisgill NC 8990 2550 NC82NE 40 NC82NE0039 NMRS; SMR  Building, Enclosure The NMRS and SMR records a building at NC 8990 2550 situated 
to the SE of a sheepfold on the N bank of the Gold Burn. The 
building measured 6m by 2.8m and was aligned N-S.  
Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a long 
rectangular building SE of (140.2). The building measures c.8m 
long and c.5m wide. The N and W side of the building is greatly 
reduced. The walls survive to a height of 0.5m and spread to 2m 
wide. No internal features are visible. A stone and turf bank was 
identified to the N of the building. The bank measures 2-2.5m wide 
and 0.6m high, and aligned N-S.  

 

Tower 142 
142.1 Carn Nam Buth NC 8989 2498 NC83SE 11 NC82SE0011 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code R Broch, Homestead The NMRS records what may be a broch occupying a knoll 

situated on edge of a terrace to the W of the River Helmsdale. It 
measures c.15m in length and c.13m wide within a heavily robbed 
wall at least 3.6m thick with a possible entrance on the NNE side. 
The side of the knoll has been artificially steepened. Further 
protection has been provided by an enclosing ditch, which is 
accompanied by an external bank on the knoll. 
Field survey identified the remains of a broch as described by the 
NMRS. 

 

142.2 Carn Nam Buth Long building NC 89839 
24993 (centred) 
Bank NC 89887 24881 - 
NC 89881 2488 - NC - 
89881 24889 - NC 89859 
24968 
Enclosure NC 89846 
24998 Well NC 89867 
24993 
Rectangular structure NC 
89842 25012 

  Field survey   Farmstead Field survey identified a farmstead just S of Upper Suisgill. The 
farmstead comprises two long rectangular buildings, a well, an 
enclosure and fragments of field bank. The first building AT NC 
89839 24993, measures 11m long, 4m wide and aligned NNE-
SSW. The walls are of dry stone construction measuring 1m wide 
and 0.3m high. To the E of this building are the remains of a 
rectangular enclosure, measuring 12m by 10m aligned E-W, within 
a stone and turf bank 1m wide and 0.3m high. Immediately SE of 
the enclosure is what appears to be the remnants of a well 
comprising a deep hole measuring 3m in diameter and 1.5m deep 
filled with water and edged with a rough stone and turf bank 0.8m 
wide and 0.4m high. A further long building was identified just N of 
the farmstead at NC89842 25012. The building measures 25m 
long and 4m wide and is divided into four compartments. The 
building is of dry stone construction, the walls spreading to 1.5m 
wide and 0.5m high. A turf and stone bank runs past the farmstead 
on the W side continuing to the S for c.150m. The bank measures 
1.5m wide and 0.5m high. 

 

142.3 Carn Nam Buth NC 89868 24953   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a quarry measuring 10m in diameter and  
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1.5m deep cut into a W facing slope.  

142.4 Carn Nam Buth Field bank (starts) NC 
89902 24798 – 
(terminates) NC 89925 
24545 

  Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified a section of stone and turf bank aligned N-S 
and running across and an area of rough pasture. The bank 
measures 2m wide and 0.5-0.6m high. The S end peters out within 
an area of woodland plantation.  

 

142.5 Carn Narn Buth NC 8993 2509 NC82NE 56 NC82NE0059 NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

 Building The NMRS and SMR record that a building is situated on slight 
natural terrace above the valley of the Helmsdale. It measures 
3.4m from N to S by 2.8m transversely within a faced-rubble bank 
1m thick and 0.3m high. The S end appears to be open. 
Field survey identified the remains of the building as recorded by 
the NMRS and SMR.   

 

Tower 143 
143.1 Ach An Fhionnfhuaraidh Hut circle 1: NC 90133 

24413  
Hut circle 2: NC 90125 
24453 

  Field survey  Hut circles Field survey identified the remains of two hut circles at NC 90133 
24413 and NC 90125 24453. The first measures 5m in diameter 
within a stone and turf bank measuring 1m wide and 0.2m high. 
The second hut circle measures 5m diameter within a turf covered 
bank measuring 0.2m high.  

 

Tower 144 
144.1 Ach An Fhionnfhuaraidh Hut circle 1: NC 9016 2423 

Hut circle 2: NC 9005 2432 
NC92SW 36 NC92SW0036 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 Hut circle, Small 

cairns, Field system 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of two hut circles on a W 
facing hillside. The first hut circle  (NC 9016 2423) measures 6m in 
diameter within a denuded heather covered bank 1.5m wide and 
0.3m high. The second hut circle (NC 9005 2432) measures 8m by 
6.8m within a heather covered bank 1.9m wide and 0.3m high. To 
the W and S of the hut circles is a scatter of small cairns up to 5m 
in diameter and 0.4m high interspersed with at least three lynchets. 
No visible remains of the hut circles were identified at the previous 
grid references recorded by the NMRS. The area was covered in 
high vegetation and visibility was limited.  

 

144.2 Ach An Fhionnfhuaraidh NC 901 240 NC92SW 14 NC92SW0014 NMRS;SMR; Field 
survey 

 Hut circles, Field 
system 

The NMRS and SMR record a settlement of three hut circles on a 
W facing slope in association with a minor field system. The field 
system comprised sporadic, barely distinguishable mounds of 
stone clearance, lynchets and banks. 
Field survey identified two hut circles on a W facing slope in 
association with a minor field system. 

 

Tower 145 
145.1 Ach An Fhionnfhuaraidh NC 9020 2396 NC92SW 13 NC92SW0013 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code V Broch; Homestead; 

hut circles  
The NMRS and SMR record what may be the wasted remains of a 
broch and its outworks situated on a gentle sloping ground above 
the E bank of the River Helmsdale. The broch measures 8.7m in 
diameter within a wall c. 4m wide and 1.5m high. Surrounding the 
broch is a broad, flat-bottomed ditch accompanied by an external 
bank interrupted on the SSW by a causeway. On the SSE is a field 
bank crossing the ditch from NNE-SSW.  
Field survey identified the remains of the broch as previously 
described by the NMRS and SMR.  

 

145.2 Ach An Fhionnfhuaraidh NC 903 239 NC92SW 43 NC92SW0045 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition  Farmstead; Kiln- The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts an unroofed building  
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OS; Field survey barn at Allt an Fhionnfhuaraidh.  

The NMRS and SMR record that situated on a knoll to the N of the 
Allt an Fhionnfhuaraidh there are two buildings, set parallel and 
aligned E-W. To the SW of the buildings is a kiln-barn with a 
defined bowl. Surrounding the farmstead there are the remains of a 
multi-period field-system, comprising field banks, plots, rig and a 
field bank running NW from the burn before turning down slope to 
the SW.    
Field survey identified two square, unroofed buildings or 
enclosures, a possible kiln and field banks.  A long field bank ran 
SW-NE, turning SE to the bank of Allt an Fhoinnfhuaraidh at NC 
90432 23811. 

Tower 146 
146.1 Achinnearin NC 9030 2328 NC92SW 16 NC92SW0016 NMRS; SMR  Hut circle The NMRS and SMR record the remains of a small hut circle found 

during field investigation on a W facing slope. The hut measures 
5.5m by 4.5m inside a peat-covered wall standing to 0.4m and 
spread to 1.5m. 
There were no visible remains of the hut circle identified at the 
previous location recorded by the NMRS/SMR. 

 

146.2 Achinnearin Dyke (starts) NC 90191 
23436 – (terminates) NC 
90317 23443 

  Field survey  Dry stone dyke Field survey identified the remains of a dry stone dyke aligned E-W 
and measuring c.150m long and 1.5m high.  

 

146.3 Achinnearin Field bank (starts) NC 
90208 23347 – 
(terminates) NC 90295 
23210 

  Field survey  Field bank 
(possible) 

Field survey identified the remains of a possible stone and turf 
bank aligned E-W and measuring 38m in length. The bank was 
situated running down the side of a watercourse. 

 

146.4 Achinnearin Field bank (starts) NC 
90220 23428 – 
(terminates) NC 90273 
23311 

  Field survey  Field bank 
(possible) 

Field survey identified the remains of a possible field bank aligned 
NW-SE and measuring 2m wide and c.130m long. It traverses the 
slope and is discontinuous and heavily overgrown for most of its 
length.  

 

146.5 Achinnearin Enclosure A: NC 90208 
23347  
Enclosure B: NC 90250 
23308  
Cairn: NC 90275 23307 

  Field survey  Enclosures, 
Clearance cairn 

Field survey identified the remains of two dry-stone enclosures and 
a clearance cairn, which may be contemporary in date. Enclosure 
A was identified centred on NC 90208 23347, it is rectangular in 
plan and measures c.30m long and c.15m wide. Immediately S of 
this enclosure was a second smaller enclosure (B) measuring 18m 
long and 10m wide. The remains of a cairn, probably a clearance 
cairn, were also identified to the SE of the enclosures. The cairn 
measures 6m in diameter. 

 

Tower 147 
147.1 Achinnearin NC 90295 23210 NC92SW 15 NC92SW0015 NMRS; SMR SAM 1826 Souterrain, 

Enclosure 
The NMRS and SMR record that a souterrain enters under the SE 
corner of the bank of a enclosure. The souterrain entrance is about 
0.6m (2ft) wide and slopes down, sharply curving, with a SE 
general trend, it then runs S for some 6.8m (22ft) where it swings 
to run WSW for the remaining 5.5m (18ft).   
Field survey identified the remains of an oval enclosure measuring 
26m in length and c. 15m wide, aligned N-S. The S end of the 
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enclosure overlies the collapsed entrance of a souterrain. There 
was no cap on the souterrain, the area was badly collapsed and it 
was not possible to get close to the structure. A further enclosure 
and a number of buildings abut the E side of the oval enclosure 
see (147.2).  

147.2 Achinnearin Building A: NC 90412 
23141  
Enclosure 1 (starts) NC 
90425 23140  - NC 90369 
23216 - NC 90395 23173 - 
NC 90407 23142 - NC 
90397 23123 - NC 90384 
23118 - NC 90376 23103 - 
NC 90360 23101 - NC 
90351 23102 - NC 90336 
23108 - NC 90323 23111 - 
NC 90314 23120 - NC 
90288 23130 – 
(terminates) NC 90252 
23149  
Platform – Building C: NC 
90328 23235  
Field bank 1 (starts) 
NC90386 23217 - NC 
90394 23238 – 
(terminates) NC 90390 
23250  
Field bank 2 (starts) NC 
90338 23230 – 
(terminates) NC 90310 
23205  

NC92SW 51 NC92SW0044 and 
NC92SW0065 

NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS; Aerial photographs; 
Field survey 

NSR Code R Deserted 
settlement; 
Township (possible) 

What may be a township comprising of three unroofed buildings 
and three enclosures is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st 
Edition map. Two unroofed buildings, three enclosures and some 
short lengths of walls are shown on the Ordnance Survey map of 
1963. 
The NMRS records the presence of a possible township at NC 903 
232.  
The SMR records a square enclosure with a possible building 
attached to the W side of the enclosure at NC 9038 2323.  
A enclosure and associated building is visible on the aerial 
photographs. 
Field survey identified a large sub-rectangular enclosure 
(Enclosure 1) and associated structures all situated on a raised 
bedrock knoll. The enclosure measures approximately 50m by 30m 
and is aligned approximately N-S. A collapsed stone wall that 
measures 1.5m wide and 0.5m high defines the enclosure. Within 
the interior of the enclosure are the remains of six clearance 
cairns. The cairns range in size from 2-4m diameter and 0.3-0.5m 
high: Cairn 1: NH 90358 23165, Cairn 2: NC 90345 23144, Cairn 3: 
NC 90329 23143, Cairn 4: NC 90371 23181, Cairn 5 NC 90344 
23177 and Cairn 6, NC 90314 23160. Close to the N end of the 
enclosure were the remains of a smaller enclosure and the 
entrance to a Souterrain see Site (147.1). A small section of bank 
(Field bank 2) measuring 0.1m high and 1-1.5m wide runs from the 
E side of (147.1). The remains of a roughly L-shaped building 
(Building A) are visible to the E side of the main enclosure. This 
building measures 17m long E-W, 5m wide and 0.5m high. The N-
S extension measures 15m long and 5m wide. The building walls 
are 1-1.5m thick. The building has been split into at least 6 
compartments. No internal features are visible. A short section of 
turf and stone bank (Field bank 1) runs from the E end of the 
building curving to the NW and petering out at the N end. To the 
NW is a slight raised square platform (Platform – Building) 
comprising stone and turf; this may be the remains of a further 
building. The platform measures 8m long and 1m high, aligned 
NNE-SSW. 

 

Tower 149 
149.1 Dal-Langal Hut circle A: NC 90640 

22532  
Hut circle B: NC 90668 
22447  
Cairn 1: NC 90623 22481  

NC92SW 5 NC92SW0005 NMRS; SMR  Hut circles; Small 
cairns 

The NMRS and SMR record that in a rising moorland are two hut 
circles in association with a minor field system at NC 906 224.  
Field survey identified the remains of two hut circles. The first hut 
circle is set into a slope and is well preserved. It measures 12m by 
11m within a robust wall spread 3m wide in the W arc and with a 
porch entrance to the S. The walls stand to a maximum height of 
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Cairn 2: NC 90668 22466  
cairn 3: NC 90667 22504  

1.4m. The second hut circle lies on a low-mound, measuring 13m 
by 11m and aligned N-S within a reduced wall. The hut circle is 
covered in dense heather and reeds and was difficult to 
distinguish. Three possible clearance cairns measuring 3m in 
diameter and 1m high were present just E of the hut circles.   

Tower 150 
150.1 Kildonan Lodge NC 905 223   Inventory Historic Garden 

and Designed 
Landscape  

Kildonan Lodge Kildonan is situated on the hillside above the east bank of the river 
Helmsdale in the strath of Kildonan, about 16 km (10 miles) NW of 
Helmsdale. The surrounding landscape is moorland, with hills 
rising to the east and south. There are good views from the house 
to the W and along the Helmsdale Valley. The steep slope from the 
house to the river valley has been terraced to form the rock 
garden. The gardens are well sheltered and the shelterbelts screen 
them from view. There are just over two acres of garden consisting 
of formal garden to the N of the house and the terraced garden to 
the W. There is also a kitchen garden on the W side of the river 
which is reached by way of a small suspension bridge. The 
designed landscape extends to 5 ha (13 acres). 

 

Tower 155 
155.1 Alt Dail Bhaich NC 89595 21023 NC82SE 14 NC82SE0014 NMRS; SMR  Hut circles The NMRS and SMR records that situated on a S-facing slope 

above the Allt Dal Bhaich there is a settlement of three hut circles 
(centred on NC 895 210). The first is clearly defined by a platform 
built-up and revetted on the SW side. It measures 9m in diameter 
within a heavily peat and heather obscured wall. The wall has a 
general spread of 2m but widens to a spread of 4.5m at the 
entrance. The second is 7m in diameter within a wall whose inner 
face is defined by an arc of near contiguous large slabs on edge in 
the E, and elsewhere by intermittent slabs. The wall appears to 
have been 1.4m to 1.6m wide. A few clearance heaps are visible in 
the near vicinity. The third hut circle measures 8.5m in diameter 
within a wall spread to 2-3.5m wide and is probably a 'clubbed' 
type.  
The area was covered in dense heather and visibility was limited. 
Field survey recorded one of the hut circles at NC 89595 21023. 
The hut circle measures c. 7m in diameter defined by a dry stone 
bank measuring c1.5m wide and 0.4m high. There was no visible 
remains of the other two hut circles and clearance cairns, recorded 
by the NMRS, within the study area. 

 

Tower 164 
164.1 Craggie Building A: NC 87545 

19856 
Enclosure: NC 87536 
19847 - NC 87545 19797 - 
NC 87596 19774 - NC 
87596 19767 - NC 87615 
19794 - NC 87590 19884 
Building B: NC 87559 

NC81NE 3 NC81NE0003 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS; 2nd Edition OS; 
Field survey 

 Settlement A farmstead comprising two roofed and three unroofed buildings or 
structures and an enclosure, and a field system are depicted on 
the Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps. One roofed, one 
unroofed building and a field system is shown on Ordnance Survey 
map of 1962.  
The NMRS and SMR records the presence of a settlement at 
Craggie centred on NC 875 198.  
Field survey identified the remains of a settlement consisting of 
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19888 
Building C: NC 87546 
19902 
Bank 1 (starts) NC 87570 
19886 - NC 87567 19889 -  
(terminates) NC 87572 
19902 
Wall spread NC 87521 
19927 

three buildings, an associated enclosure and a number of field 
banks. Building A at NC 87545 19856, measures 20m long by 8m 
wide with a dry stone wall 0.6m wide and 1m high. The structure is 
aligned E-W and attached to the NW side of a large rectangular 
enclosure. The enclosure measures c.50m by 30m with dry-stone 
walls 1.5m wide and 0.5m high. The northern gable end, 
measuring 1m high, of a further house (Building B) was located at 
NC 87559 19888. Lots of tumbled stone surrounds the remains of 
the building and recent stone clearance has been piled up against 
the SW side of the feature. A further building (Building C) was 
located at NC 87546 19902 measuring 6m long and 5m wide with 
walls 0.5m thick and 1m high. A short section of curved stone and 
turf bank is present to the NE of the settlement, running from NC 
87570 19886 to NC 87572 19902. The bank was poorly preserved 
measuring 2m wide and 0.3m high. A further section of dry stone 
wall (NC 87521 19927) measuring 20m long was also present in 
the vicinity of the settlement. The wall was spread to 2m and 0.4m 
high and aligned NE-SW. 

Tower 184 
184.1 Baddanraffan NC 84694 15106   Field survey  Cairn (possible) or 

sheep rubbing stone 
Field survey identified a single upright stone set between two 
bedded stones measuring 0.4m x 0.3m and 0.4m high which may 
be the remains of a cairn or sheep rubbing stone. 

 

Tower 185 
185.1 Baddanraffan NC 84481 14901   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified a small clearance cairn with a 0.8m diameter 

and a height of 0.2m.  
 

Tower 186 
186.1 Baddanraffan NC 84191 14250 NC81SW 54 NC81SW0055 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code R Shieling hut 

(possible) 
The NMRS and SMR record that what may be an unroofed shieling 
hut is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map but is not 
shown on the Ordnance Survey map of 1969. 
Field survey identified an unroofed shieling hut measuring c.10m 
by 6m and up to 1m high.  

 

186.2 Baddanraffan NC 84265 14292   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified a low heather covered bank aligned N-S and 
extending for c.40m. 

 

Tower 189 
189.1 Unused number         
189.2 Baddanraffan NC 83909 13434   Field survey  Peat cuttings Field survey identified an area of peat cuttings measuring c.20m by 

c.20m centred on NC 83909 13434.  
 

Tower 191 
191.1 Baddanraffan NC 83613 12915 (centred)   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified a heather covered bank measuring 2m wide, 

0.5m high and c.50m long, aligned NE-SW.` 
 

Tower 192 
192.1 Allt A'Mhuilinn NC 8350 1287 NC81SW 30 NC81SE0030 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 Hut circle The NMRS and SMR record that on the summit of a knoll is a 

stone walled hut measuring 7.5m internally within a wall 0.2m high 
and spread to 2m broad. The entrance is in the S arc.  
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Field survey identified a stone built hut circle as described by the 
NMRS/SMR. The hut circle was in very poor condition and covered 
in dense vegetation.  

192.2 Allt A'Mhuilinn NC 83461 12770   1st Edition OS; 2nd 
Edition OS; Field survey 

 Sheepfold The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps record the 
presence of a sheepfold at Ruidhe na Gaoithe. 
Field survey identified the remains of a sheepfold. 

 

192.3 Cnoc a Ghrianain NC 83485 12326  NC81SW0138 SMR; Aerial 
photographs; Field 
survey 

 Peat cuttings The SMR records the presence of old peat cuttings cut into a  
moorland hillside.  
Peat cuttings are visible at Ruidhe na Gaoithe on aerial 
photographs. 
Field survey identified the remains of old peat cuttings as 
described by the SMR covering an area c.20m by c.20m. 

 

192.4 Cnoc a Ghrianain NC 83603 12338  NC81SW0140 SMR; Aerial 
photographs; Field 
survey 

 Peat cuttings The SMR records the presence of old peat cuttings cut into a 
moorland hillside.  
Peat cuttings are visible at Ruidhe na Gaoithe on aerial 
photographs. 
There were no visible remains of the peat cuttings recorded 
previously by the SMR during the field survey. 

 

Tower 194 
194.1 Allt A'Mhuilinn NC 83196 12138  NC81SW0137 SMR; Field survey NSR Code R Hut circle (possible) The SMR records the presence of a large oval hut circle on the 

edge of a heather covered plateau. The structure is 13m x 11m 
internally, with walls measuring 0.3m high and 2m wide. A possible 
entrance with flanking linear walls extends 4m from the main hut 
circle wall.  
No visible remains of the hut circle could be identified during the 
field survey. The land surrounding the original grid reference 
recorded by the SMR was extremely wet and boggy and there was 
no evidence of any upstanding structures within the vicinity. 

 

Tower 197 
197.1 Allt A'Mhuilinn NC 82896 11423  NC81SW0097 SMR; Field survey, 

Lindsay (2003) 
 Track  The SMR records an old hill track cut into a SW facing slope and 

measuring 4m wide and 0.2m deep.  
Field survey identified the track as described by the SMR. The 
track appears to be recent and may be associated with the tower 
construction.  

 

197.2 Allt A'Mhuilinn NC 82855 11355, NC 
82767 11274 

NC81SW 20 NC81SW0020 NMRS; SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Hut circles The NMRS and SMR record the presence of two hut circles. That 
centred on NC 82767 11274, measures 10m by 9m internally and 
is situated on a SW slope. The structure is thickly covered with 
bracken. The walls comprise large, rounded boulders and peat turf, 
measuring 2m thick and 0.6m high. There is a well-preserved 
stone kerbing on the interior of the SW wall. The hut circle, centred 
on NC 82855 11355, measures 10m in diameter. The hut circle 
appears very different in design and construction from the adjacent 
hut circle (above) and is thought to be earlier in date. Only 
occasional stones protrude through the vegetation cover. The walls 
are spread to 2m wide and 0.4m high, although the SW side has 
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been banked up over a distance of 7m to provide a level interior 
and it is up to 1m high externally. A smaller, third hut circle in this 
group, marked on the current Ordnance Survey map was not found 
at this location. 
Due to heavy snowfall during the field survey these structures 
could not be identified and assume that they exist as previously 
described. 

197.3 Unused number         
197.4 Allt a'Mhuilinn NC 82612 11032   Lindsay (2003); Field 

survey 
 Track Field survey undertaken by Lindsay in 2003 recorded a section of 

earlier track that runs from the existing access track at Ascoilebeg. 
The track took a more winding route up the steepest part of the W 
hillside of Cnoc a’Ghrianan, before it was superseded by the more 
recent track (197.1) which crosses it at two locations. This former 
track also has, at various places along its length, drainage ditches 
running parallel with it, piped culverts placed underneath it, borrow 
pits beside it used during construction and spoil 
heaps/embankments at the site of it.  
Field survey identified the track as described by the previous 
survey.  

 

Tower 198 
198.1 Ascoile NC 82636 10970  NC81SW0104 SMR; Field survey NSR Code R Clearance cairn The SMR records a large clearance cairn situated at the base of 

hillside slope. The cairn measures 7m x 5m and is 1.5m high. 
Field survey identified the site as described by the SMR. 

 

198.2 Ascoile NC 8263 1097   1st Edition OS; 2nd 
Edition OS 

 Sheepfold A sheepfold is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd 
Edition maps.  
No visible remains of this sheepfold were identified during the field 
survey. This structure may have been demolished during the 
construction of later access tracks. 

 

Tower 199 
199.1 Ascoile NC 82607 10902  NC81SW0101 SMR; Field survey NSR Code R Clearance cairn The SMR records the presence of a large clearance cairn at NC 

82607 10902. The cairn measures 5m by 4m and 0.6m high. 
Several large boulders are visible protruding through the turf and 
there is a central depression as though it may have been partly 
dug out or has slightly collapsed centrally. 
Field survey identified the clearance cairn as described by the 
SMR. 

 

199.2 Ascoile NC 82595 10829  NC81SW0071 SMR; Field survey NSR Code R Clearance cairn, rig 
and furrow 

The SMR records a grass covered clearance cairn close to faint 
traces of earlier rig and furrow cultivation. The clearance cairn is 
oval in shape and measures 6m by 3m and 0.6m high.  
Field survey identified the cairn and rig/furrow as described by the 
SMR.   

 

199.3 Ascoile NC 82606 10774  NC81SW0069 SMR  Building (possible) The SMR records the NE corner of possible footings of a building 
parallel to the adjacent N edge of a passing place on the public 
road. The building outline is formed by a sunken internal area, 
measuring 22m in length from here to the W and is 3.5m wide and 
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there is a 5m by 2m outshot at the W end of the N side wall. The 
grass-covered remains are very low, typically 0.2m externally and 
0.4m in the sunken grass-covered interior. The walls are spread to 
1m wide.  
The survey was undertaken in heavy snowfall and the footings of 
this building could not be identified at the time. 

199.4 Ascoile NC 82610 10777 - NC 
82599 10967 

 NC81SW0070 SMR; Field survey  Boundary dyke The SMR records a turf covered, linear field bank running from NC 
92610 10777 to 82599 10967 measuring 1m wide and 0.2m high. 
The survey was undertaken in heavy snow and this site could not 
be identified at the time. 

 

199.5 Ascoile NC 82564 10784 - NC 
83340 12506 

 NC81SW0068 SMR; Field survey  Trackway The SMR records the presence of a hill track running from the 
present public road at Ascoile northwards before climbing up the 
hillside. The track measures 2.5m wide and consists of a loose 
stone surface. The track has, at various places along its length, 
drainage ditches running parallel with it, piped culverts placed 
underneath, borrow pits probably used for its construction and spoil 
heaps/embankments at the side. 
The field survey identified the trackway as described by the SMR. 

 

Tower 200 
200.1 Kinbruar NC 82589 10424   Aerial photographs; Field 

survey 
 Enclosure, Rig and 

Furrow 
Aerial photographs show an enclosure with two possible 
associated buildings located on the NE side of an enclosure. 
Remnants of rig and furrow cultivation are visible surrounding the 
enclosure.  
Field survey identified the remains of a turf and stone bank and an 
associated line of mature trees. The bank measures 3m wide, 
0.4m high and 50m long, on a N-S alignment. The linear line of 
mature trees runs E-W and could represent the line of the 
enclosure visible on the aerial photographs. Extensive rig and 
furrow cultivation was visible along both sides of the River Brora 
close to the remains of the enclosure and within the study area. 

 

Tower 201 
201.1 Kilbruar, Cill nam Brathair NC 82295 10061 

 
NC81SW 37 NC81SW0037 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey 
 Religion/Church, 

Enclosure 
The SMR records the presence of a church named Cil nam 
Brathair (the Church of the Brethren) at Kilnabrarr in 1548, which is 
believed to be the modern Kilbraur at NC 823 100. 
Field survey identified the remains of the possible outer perimeter 
wall of the church at NC 82295 10061. The wall measures 0.7m 
wide and 0.5m high. A small possible cellular structure was 
identified at the S end of the wall. A modern residential house has 
been constructed close to the church site and may have destroyed 
some of the church remains.  

 

201.2 Urachoile  NC 82341 10037 (centred) 
 

  Field survey  Stock enclosure Field survey identified the ruined remains of a rectangular dry 
stone stock enclosure measuring 27m x 15m with the walls 
surviving to a height of 0.8m. The stock enclosure lies immediately 
SW of the church remains (201.1).   

 

201.3 Unused number         
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201.4 Unused number         
201.5 Urachoile  NC 82298 10162 (cairn) 

NC 82289 10170 (wall 
footing) 

  Field survey  Clearance cairn, 
Wall footing 

Field survey identified a clearance cairn and associated wall 
footing. The cairn measures 7m x 6m and 0.1m high. The wall 
comprises occasional stone visible through turf and scrub 
vegetation. The wall remains measure 5m in length, 1m wide and 
0.2m high.  

 

201.6 Kilbraur NC 82329 10158   Field survey  Stone bank Field survey identified a degraded turf and reed covered bank on a 
NNE-SSW alignment. The bank has a high stone content and is 
30m long, 4m wide and 0.1m to 0.3m high with a much degraded 
SSW end.    

 

201.7 Kilbraur NC 82308 09942   Field survey  Enclosure Field survey identified a degraded dry stone rectangular enclosure 
measuring 14m x 20m. The N side is poorly preserved and is only 
distinguished as a faint line; the S side of the enclosure survives to 
a height of 0.3m.  

 

201.8 Kilbraur NC 82241 10086 (centred)   Field survey  Buildings, Field 
banks 

Field survey identified the remains of five possible rectangular 
structures and an associated turf and stone bank. The structures 
vary in size ranging from 2.5m-16m long and 1m-8m wide. All were 
poorly preserved and difficult to differentiate. Dry-stone walls 
define the largest structures. A slight hollow on the crest of a rocky 
knoll defined the smallest structure visible. All that survives of the 
field bank are intermittent stones and occasional fragments of low 
turf bank.   

 

Tower 202 
202.1 Kilbraur NC 82291 09875 NC80NW 4 NC80NW0004 NMRS, SMR; Aerial 

photographs; Field 
survey 

 Broch, Sheepfold The NMRS and the SMR record the presence of a broch built on a 
natural knoll at NC 8229 0987 and now completely destroyed. All 
that remains of the broch is a turf-covered mound measuring 1.7m 
high, in which no structural details are exposed. Around the ring of 
the summit are the remains of a denuded wall reduced to a trickle 
of stones which encloses an area about 36m in diameter and has 
been quarried on the S side. At a lower level towards the base of 
the knoll is an outer encircling wall, which has been reduced to a 
stone scatter.   
Field survey did not identify any visible remains of the broch as 
recorded by the NMRS and SMR. A sheepfold has been 
constructed on top of the bedrock knoll and this appears to have 
destroyed the broch remains. The sheepfold measures 12m in 
diameter comprising dry stone walls surviving to a height of 1.5m 
(max).     

 

202.2 Kilbraur NC 82180 09820 NC80NW 5 NC80NW0005 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

SAM 1793 Cairn, Hut circle The NMRS and the SMR record the presence of a small clearly 
defined hut circle with an internal diameter of 5.1m associated with 
two field clearance heaps of a contemporary field system.  
Field survey identified the remains of the hut circle as described by 
the NMRS. Only one of the cairns, at NC 82202 09838, was 
identified. The cairn measures 3m in diameter and 0.3m high. No 
remains of the second cairn as previously recorded by the 
NMRS/SMR were visible.  
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202.3 Kilbraur NC 82101 09962   Field survey  Hollow-way Field survey identified a hollow-way measuring 2.5-3m wide and 

1m deep. The hollow-way runs up-slope and terminates at a 
possible structure (202.4).  

 

202.4 Kilbraur NC 82029 09982   Field survey  Circular structure Field survey identified the degraded remains of a possible circular 
structure surrounded by a turf and stone bank. The circular 
structure has an internal diameter of 3m, and the bank measures 
1.2m wide, and 0.3m-0.4m high. A possible entrance is visible in 
the E face. 

 

202.5 Kilbraur NC 81997 09968   Field survey  Kiln (possible) Field survey identified a stone lined hollow measuring 2m in 
diameter and 0.5m deep. The N section of the wall measures 1.5m 
thick and 0.6m high.  

 

202.6 Kilbraur NC 81989 09983   Field survey  Circular bank Field survey identified the remains of a substantial circular bank, 
which may be the remains of a hut circle. The feature measures 
9m in diameter internally with walls 1.5m thick, and is cut into a hill 
slope. 

 

Tower 203 
203.1 Kilbruar NC 81939 09887   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a possible circular clearance 

cairn measuring c.6m in diameter and 0.5m high. The cairn is 
preserved as a loose jumble of stone with a possible circular void 
in the centre measuring 1.5m in diameter. 

 

203.2 Kilbruar NC 81945 09870   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a probable clearance cairn 
situated close to a bedrock outcrop and measuring 9m by 5m.  

 

203.3 Kilbruar NC 81928 09879   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a small clearance cairn 
consisting of a spread of grassed over stones and small boulders 
measuring 4m in diameter and 0.3m high. 

 

203.4 Kilbraur Hut circle: NC 81852 
09848 
Quarry scoop: NC 81842 
09879 

NC81SW 26 NC81SW0026 NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

 Hut circles, 
clearance cairns 

Field survey identified the remains of a prehistoric settlement 
comprising a hut circle and associated small clearance cairns 
along a SE facing hill slope. The hut circle measures 8m in 
diameter internally within a turf and stone bank, which measure 2m 
wide. The hut is cut slightly into the hill slope with a scarp bank 
0.6m high at the NW side. The entrance of the hut circle faces SE. 
There is a small cairn 13m SE of the entrance of the hut circle and 
at least a further 10 clearance cairns were visible surrounding the 
hut circle and extending up slope out of the study area. The cairns 
vary in size though are generally c.4m in diameter and less than 
1m high. A quarry scoop is present NW of the hut circle cut into a 
hill slope and opening to the SE. The quarry scoop is pear-shaped 
in plan and measures 6m wide and 8m long.  

 

Tower 206 
206.1 Scottarie Burn NC 8091 0930 NC80NW 19 NC80NW0019 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey 
 Hut circle 

 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of an oval hut circle with 
an E facing entrance. The structure measures 12m by 9.5m and is 
set within stone and turf walls, which are 2.5m wide.  
Field survey identified an oval hut circle measuring 9m by 6m 
internally and within a bank measuring 2.5m thick and 0.6m high. A 
possible entrance is visible on the W side of the structure. The hut 
circle is in good condition and situated on the top of a low bedrock 
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knoll.  

206.2 Scottarie Burn NC 80897 09351   Field survey  Bank Field survey identified a sinuous dry-stone boundary bank 
measuring 0.6m wide and 0.6m high. 

 

206.3 Scottarie Burn NC 80915 09357   Field survey  Hut circle Field survey identified the remains of a possible small hut circle 
measuring 5m in diameter internally. A natural bank forms the NW 
part of the feature with occasional stone visible in the SE facing 
scarp. The remains of a possible stone bank form a roughly 
circular front wall. The bank is c.1.2m wide and 0.2m high. The 
feature sits on a patch of level ground alongside the boundary 
bank (206.2). 

 

206.4 Scottarie Burn NC 81155 09392   Field survey  Enclosure Field survey identified a massive stone wall possibly forming a 
rectangular enclosure. The enclosure walls measure 2m wide and 
up to 1m high. Substantial stone boulders have been utilised for 
the construction and grass and heather cover the walls in several 
places. The SE side of the enclosure is missing. 

 

Tower 207 
207.1 Scottarie  NC 80784 09207  NC80NW0047 SMR; Field survey   Boundary dyke The SMR records an extensive linear boundary dyke. 

Field survey identified a degraded stone boundary dyke measuring 
1m wide and 0.5m high. 

 

207.2 Scottarie NC 80761 09105   Aerial photographs; Field 
survey 

 Sheepfold A circular sheepfold is visible on aerial photographs. 
Field survey identified a circular sheepfold with an internal 
diameter of 10m and a S facing entrance which is 0.8m wide. The 
walls are preserved up to a height of 1.2m and are 1m thick. The 
sheepfold is in good condition and sits on a low flat knoll.  

 

207.3 Scottarie NC 80756 08981   1st Edition OS; Field 
survey 

 Settlement The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts a cluster of four 
buildings and an associated boundary dyke.  
Field survey identified the remains of three rectangular buildings. 
The first building measures 9m long and 2.4m wide with walls 
constructed of large, coarse slabs and boulders, which measure 
1m wide and 0.5m high. On the NW side there is an attached 
enclosure measuring 11m square defined by poorly preserved 
rubble walls that are 0.5m high. There are further remains of a 
multiple compartment building measuring 27m long and 2.4m wide. 
The structure is divided into at least five compartments and the 
walls measure 1m wide and 0.5m high. A small extension abuts 
the SE side of the building and measures 2m square. The SW end 
of the structure is attached to the remains of a third building which 
measures 10m long and 2.4m wide internally. This building is 
constructed from large, coarse slabs and boulders, which are 
preserved up to a height of 0.6m with a possible SE facing 
entrance. A further enclosure measuring 26m long and 5m wide is 
attached to the building’s NW side. 

 

207.4 Scottarie Clearance cairn A: NC 
80817 09172  
Clearance cairn B: NC 
80809 09166  

  Field survey  Field system Field survey identified two clearance cairns (A and B) and 
associated turf and stone banks (C and D). The cairns both 
measure 0.5m high, the first being 2m in diameter and the second 
measures 3m long and 1.5m wide. The remains of two field banks 
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Field bank C: NC 80796 
09164  
Field bank D: NC 80743 
09138  

were identified measuring c.1m wide and 0.3-0.4m high.  

207.5 Scottarie NC 80693 09076   Field Survey  Field clearance, 
Buildings 

Field survey identified a spread of clearance cairns and associated 
structures including the remains of a possible sheepfold or hut 
circle and rectangular structure. At least ten clearance cairns were 
identified. These measure typically 3.5m in diameter and 0.5-1m 
high. A flat circular platform, 11m in diameter, was identified at NC 
80693 09076 surrounded by the denuded remains of a circular 
bank measuring 3m wide and 0.4m high. A possible entrance is 
visible on the SE facing side. This circular structure may be the 
remains of a sheepfold or a hut circle. The degraded remains of a 
possible rectangular structure were also visible at NC 80701 
09060.  

 

Tower 208 
208.1 Scottarie NC 80515 09047   NC80NW0036 SMR; Field survey  Boundary dyke The SMR records a stone and turf bank measuring 2m wide and 

0.5m high at NC 80515 09047.  
No visible remains of the field boundary were identified during the 
field survey at the location previously recorded by the SMR.  

 

208.2 Scottarie NC 80507 08922   Field survey  Enclosure Field survey identified the remains of a square enclosure 
measuring 10m x 10m, defined by a low turf and stone bank 0.7m 
wide and 0.2m high.  

 

208.3 Scottarie NC 80381 08867   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified a degraded clearance cairn measuring c.1m 
wide and a maximum height of 0.3m.  

 

Tower 209 
209.1 Scottarie Burn NC 80118 08798 NC80NW 18 NC80NW0018 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey 
 Hut circle The NMRS and the SMR record the presence of a well-defined hut 

circle measuring internally 13m in diameter and with a SE facing 
entrance at NC 8013 0880.  
Field survey identified the remains of the hut circle described by 
the NMRS and the SMR. It measures internally 10m in diameter 
between banks, which are 2m wide, and 0.1m high. The feature is 
set upon a mound measuring 0.4m high and has extensive heather 
cover.  

 

209.2 Scottarie Burn NC 80281 08720   Field survey  Boundary dyke Field survey identified the remains of a rubble built wall measuring 
1m and 0.6m high.  

 

Tower 219 
219.1 Rayen or Allt An Tuirc  NC 77891 07296 NC70NE 38 NC70NE0037 NMRS, SMR; 1st 

Edition; 2nd Edition; 
Current Edition OS; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Township; 
Cultivation remains; 
Head-dyke 

The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map records the presence of a 
township comprising four unroofed buildings, five enclosures, a 
field and a possible sheepfold.  
The NMRS and SMR records a township at NC 77811 07150. 
Field survey identified within the study area the remains of a poorly 
preserved rectangular building and a series of turf and stone banks 
which originally formed part of the township recorded by the NMRS 
and SMR. The building at NC 77891 07296 is rectangular in plan 
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and measures 8m in length. Approximately 20m from the building 
is the remains of a turf and stone bank at measuring 2m wide and 
0.3m high with a slight ditch on the SW side that measures 1m 
wide and 0.2m deep. A second turf and stone bank was also 
identified close to the first at NC 77860 07270 measuring 1.5m 
wide and 0.2m high. The remains of a third bank with similar 
dimensions was identified at NC 76155 06300. Further structures 
and features associated with the township are present outside the 
study area. 

Tower 221 
221.1 Farlay or Clais A Chait NC 7732 0695 (centred)   Field survey  Field system Field survey identified an extensive area of clearance cairns  

surrounding Tower 221. The cairns vary in size, ranging from 1m in 
diameter and 0.3m in height to 3.4m diameter and 0.9m in height. 
The remains of a hut circle are also present close to the field 
system but outside the study area. Heather burning has recently 
scorched the area and some of the cairns are beginning to erode.  

 

Tower 222 
222.1 Farlary or Clais A Chait NC 7711 0681 NC70NE 6 NC70NE0006 NMRS, SMR; 1st 

Edition; 2nd Edition; 
Current Edition OS Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Hut circle The NMRS and SMR record a partially destroyed hut circle 
measuring 14m in diameter. The E arc of the hut circle has been 
destroyed during the construction of the overhead power line. 
Surrounding the hut circle is a number of clearance cairns.   
Field survey identified a poorly preserved hut circle with a 10m 
diameter within a circular bank. The bank is 1.5m wide and its 
external edge is 0.5m high while its internal edge is only 0.1m high. 
The E half of the structure has been destroyed by the construction 
of Tower 222 for the overhead power line. There are also at least 
twelve clearance cairns distributed across the S, SW and W facing 
hill slope surrounding the hut circle.    

 

Tower 223 
223.1 Knockarthur NC 7686 0662 (centred)   Field survey  Clearance cairns Field survey identified two possible clearance cairns at the base of 

a slope on the E side of a prominent knoll. They stand 5m apart 
and both measure 3m in diameter and 0.6m high. 

 

223.2 Knockarthur NC 76724 06530   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified a possible cairn positioned on top of a knoll, 
measuring 4m diameter and 0.6m high. 

 

223.3 Knockarthur NC 76713 06550   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified a possible clearance cairn measuring 3m in 
diameter and 0.4m high. 

 

Tower 224 
224.1 Loch a Choin-duinn NC 7604 0642 (centred)   Field survey  Peat cuttings Field survey identified fragments of old peat extraction works, 

which comprise of a series of rectangular, hollows aligned N-S. 
Each hollow measures 20m wide, varying in length from 20-60m 
and 0.4m deep. 

 

Tower 227 
227.1 Achavon Hut circle 1: NC 75873 

05877 
Hut circle 2: NC 75813 

NC70NE 1 NC70NE0001 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

 Hut circles, Field 
system 

The NMRS and SMR record the presence of three hut circles. The 
first hut circle has an internal measurement of 10m by 9m with an 
ESE facing section. The second hut circle is ill defined and 
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05650 
Hut circle 3: NC 75644 
05689 

denuded with a 10m diameter and no apparent entrance. The third 
hut circle measures 13.5m x 12m; the E arc of the circle has been 
completely destroyed and there is no apparent entrance. There is 
also a concentration of clearance cairns in the area. 
Field survey identified three hut circles as described by the NMRS 
and SMR. The first at NC 75873 05877 is oval in plan measuring 
8m by 6m and defined by a bank 3m wide and 0.4m high. A 
possible entrance is visible at the SE end and is 1.2m wide. The S 
side of the hut circle is much eroded by animal trampling. The 
second hut circle is defined by a slightly raised grass area at NC 
75813 05650 that measures 10m in diameter with a slight ditch 
visible running around the down slope side. No upstanding remains 
of the hut circle were visible. The third hut circle at NC 75644 
05689 measures 9m in diameter and is defined by a circular stone 
and turf bank spread to 2.5m by 0.4m high. A possible entrance is 
visible to the SE side and measures 1.2m wide. Nine clearance 
cairns were identified in the immediate area ranging in size from 
2m-4m diameter and 0.4-1m high.  

Tower 228 
228.1 Achavon NC 7565 0520 (centred) NC70NE 30 NC70NE0030 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 Building, Hut circles, 

Burnt mounds 
(possible), Field 
system, bank 
(possible) 

The NMRS and SMR record a hut circle and associated field 
system comprising of stone clearance heaps. The hut circle is 
heavily overgrown with peat but is 9m in diameter with a SE facing 
entrance. 
Field survey identified a substantial area of clearance cairns a 
number of associated hut circles / burnt mounds and a possible 
post-medieval building.  
The building probably post-medieval in date is located at NC 75600 
05698. It is rectangular in plan with an S facing entrance and set 
within a stone and turf bank, which measures 0.7m wide, and 0.4m 
high.  
At NC 75637 05703 there is a hut circle indicated by a denuded 
turf bank which is no higher than 0.2m. There are at least 10 
clearance cairns in the area and a possible burnt mound at NC 
75652 05669. 
A further hut circle was identified at NC 75670 05440 and is 
surrounded by several clearance cairns spread over an large area 
between Towers 228 and 231.  
A further group of cairns were identified at NC 75519 05301 
(centred). The cairns are typically 2m-3m in diameter and 1.5m 
high. Three hut circles were also visible close to these cairns at NC 
75462 05304, NC 75479 05231, NC 75568 05136. The remains of 
a possible burnt mound was identified at NC 75519 05297 and two 
field banks were visible centred on NC75507 05284 and NC 75552 
05204. 
A grass covered mound was identified at NC 75412 04985. The 
mound measured 1m high and may be the remains of a possible 
hut circle. Surrounding the mound are at least 5 clearance cairns.  
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A further group of cairns were identified centred on NC75508 
05072. The clearance cairns each typically measure 2m to 3m in 
diameter and 1 to 1.5m high. A possible banked enclosure is also 
visible at NC 75515 05046. The bank measures 0.3m high and 
spread over 2m wide.  
 

Tower 230 
230.1 Unused number         
230.2 Unused number         
230.3 Achork NH 7542 0498   1st Edition OS; 2nd 

Edition OS 
 Well A well is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition 

maps. 
No visible remains of this site were identified during the field 
survey. 

 

Tower 231 
231.1 Achork NC 755 048 NC70SE 17 NC70SE0017 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey 
 Hut circles, Field 

system 
The NMRS and SMR records four hut circles and associated field 
system. Hut circle (A) now only survives as a vague platform cut 
into a SW facing slope. There is a denuded bank around the SW 
arc and a wide gap in the SE, which may indicate the position of an 
entrance. Hut circle (B) measures internally 10m in diameter within 
a wall defined by an inner circle of intermittent stones on edge 
backed by rubble. Hut (C) is oval, but overlaid by a later shieling, 
measuring 9.5m by 8m internally. Hut (D) is great denuded, with an 
internal diameter of 8m but no discernible entrance. Associated 
with the settlement is an extensive and well preserved field system 
comprising of stone clearance heaps, lynchets and low field walls. 
There were no visible remains of the hut circles and field system. 
The area was covered in dense vegetation, which limited visibility.   

 

231.2 Cnoc Bad a Chrasgaidh NC 753 047 (centred)   Field survey  Peat cuttings Field survey identified extensive peat cuttings in this area 
extending outside the study area.  

 

Tower 233 
233.1 Cnoc Bad a Chrasgaidh NC 7225  0368 (centred)   Field survey  Peat cuttings Field survey identified the remains of extensive peat cuttings 

between Tower 233 and 234. 
 

Tower 234 
234.1 Cnoc Bad a Chrasgaidh NC 75035 03675 (centred)   Field survey  Clearance cairns Field survey identified at least ten clearance cairns measuring from 

1.5m to 2m in diameter and 1m high. 
 

234.2 Cnoc Bad a Chrasgaidh NC 75222 03800 (centred)   Field survey  Clearance cairns Field survey identified three clearance cairns at NC 75221 03818, 
NC 75205 03839, and NC 75222 03847.  

 

Tower 237 
237.1 Allt Bad A'Chrasgaidh NC 7490 0284 NC70SW 103 NC70SW0095 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code R Cairn The NMRS and SMR record a cairn, situated on a rise to the N of 

the Allt Bad A’ Chrasgaidh. The cairn is oval in plan, measuring 
3.8m x 3.5m and 0.35m high, and is edged by with a kerb of 
boulders. 
There were no visible remains of this feature at the location 
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previously recorded by the NMRS and SMR. The area was 
covered in dense vegetation, which limited visibility.  

237.2 Allt Bad A'Chrasgaidh NC 74715 02802  (centred)   Field survey  Buildings, 
Enclosure, Burnt 
mound, Boundary 
banks. 

Field survey identified a collection of features set within two main 
curvilinear banks, which stretch over an area c.200m by c.100m 
along the route of the overhead transmission line and outside the 
study area. The banks surround a rectangular enclosure at NC 
74680 02758, a sub-circular burnt mound at NC 74746 02830 
which measures 3m by 5m and 0.5m high, and two rectangular 
buildings at NC 74715 02802 and NC 74773 02781 both 
measuring 4m wide and c.10m long within moss covered walls, 
0.4m high.  

 

Tower 238 
238.1 Allt Bad A'Chrasgaidh NC 74618 02369 (centred) NC70SW 144 NC70SW0147 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code R Burnt mounds The NMRS and SMR record three burnt mounds disposed along 

the banks of the upper reaches of the Allt Bad a Chrasaidh. Two 
(at NC 7462 0248 and NC 7462 0280) are oval, measuring 9.5m x 
9m and 0.8m high and 11.5m x 8m and 1m high. The third mound 
(NC 7461 0270) is C-shaped and measures 11.5m across and 
0.8m high.  
Field survey identified two burnt mounds, one at NC 74643 02390 
and one at NC 74622 02382 and one of these may be the burnt 
mound recorded by the NMRS and SMR at NC 7462 0248. No 
visible remains of the two further burnt mounds recorded by the 
NMRS and SMR c. 300m to the N were identified during the field 
survey. The area was covered in dense vegetation and visibility 
was limited. These burnt mounds would be outside the study area.  

 

238.2 Allt Bad A'Chrasgaidh NC 74751 02474   1st Edition OS; 
2nd Edition OS; Field 
survey 

 Sheepfold  A sheepfold is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd 
Edition maps. 
Field survey identified a degraded circular sheepfold, with walls still 
standing to a height of 1.5m in some places. The SSW side of the 
structure contains a substantial stone boulder incorporated into the 
wall.  

 

Access 240 
240.1 East Kinnauld NC 74366 01803 NC70SW 50 NC70SW0029 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code R Farmstead, Corn-

drying kiln, Bank 
(Earthwork) 

The NMRS and the SMR record the presence of an old farmstead 
comprising two buildings and a corn-drying kiln enclosed by a 
stony bank. The farmstead at NC 7435 0175 is situated on a 
terrace on the E side of the burn and comprises two buildings set 
at right angles to each other along the SSW and ESE sides of an 
enclosure. The kiln is situated at the base of a rock outcrop on the 
W bank of the burn. Its bowl which measures 1.8m in diameter 
within a rubble bank 0.95m thick, is 1.5m deep and the flue runs 
into a barn on the ESE which measures 3.6m long and 2.1m wide.  
A stony bank encloses the small terrace to the NNE of the kiln.  
Field survey identified only one rectangular building, which 
comprised three compartments. There was no visible evidence of 
the corn-drying kiln as previously described by the NMRS/SMR.   

 

240.2 East Kinnauld NC 74376 01801 NC70SW 147 NC70SW0161 NMRS, SMR; Field NSR Code R Burnt mound The NMRS and SMR record an oval burnt mound measuring 7.5m 
x 4.8m and 0.7m high. There are two distinct hollows within the 
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survey body of the mound, one at the centre and the other towards the NE 

side. Cracked stone, fragments of charcoal and black soil were 
visible in up cast from rabbit burrows. 
Field survey identified the remains of a burnt mound as described 
above by the NMRS and SMR.  

Access 241 
241.1 East Kinnauld NC 7427 0167 NC70SW 148 NC70SW0162 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey 
 Buildings, 

Enclosures 
The NMRS and SMR record the rubble footings of a rectangular 
building situated on a sheltered terrace in the broken ground to the 
N of East Kinnauld. The building measures 7.9m x 3.1m and has a 
S facing entrance. There are enclosures against the N and S sides 
of the buildings.  
Field survey identified the remains of a two-compartment building 
measuring 12m long and 8m wide. An outer square stone-built 
enclosure extended 5m from the building. All the features were in 
poor condition and the building survived to only 1m high. A 
trackway leads SW from the enclosure for c.50m. 

 

241.2 East Kinnauld NC 7438 0159 NC70SW 5 NC70SW0005 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

SAM 1862 Broch The NMRS and SMR records a broch situated above Strath Fleet, 
now in a dilapidated state. The broch is 9.3m in diameter set within 
rubble walls 5.2m thick and up to 3m high. The inter-mural gallery 
is traceable on the N arc of the wall and there is a W facing 
entrance with guard chambers opening off either side of the 
passageway.  
Field survey identified the remains of the broch as described by the 
NMRS and SMR. 

 

241.3 East Kinnauld NC 7438 0156 NC70SW 142  NMRS, Field survey  Pen The NMRS records the presence of a pen, built up against the 
base of a rocky cliff and 30m S of Kinnauld broch measuring 2.4m 
across within dry-stone rubble walls, 0.6m thick and 0.5m high.  
No visible upstanding remains of this structure were identified 
during the field survey. 

 

241.4 East Kinnauld NC 74225 01510 NC70SW 111 NC70SW0113 NMRS, SMR, Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Whisky still 
(Possible) 

The NMRS and SMR record what may be a whisky still situated to 
the NE of a small-unnamed burn. It is levelled into the slope and 
measures about 6.3m x 4.3m. The walls are best preserved in the 
NW and NE, surviving to a height of 0.7m.  
Field survey identified the remains of the structure described by the 
NMRS and SMR above  

 

241.5 East Kinnauld NC 7421 0145 NC70SW 17 NC70SW0017 NMRS, SMR, Field 
survey 

SAM 1861 Dun, Fort The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a fort and a possible 
dun, occupying the summit of a conical hill. Roughly oval in plan 
the fort measures about 37m x 29m within a wall now reduced to a 
stony bank 2.3m to 4m thick. Situated in the interior are the wasted 
remains of a circular stonewalled enclosure, with 9.5m internal 
diameter, which maybe the remains of a heavily, robbed out dun. 
Outside the fort, four stretches of walling - possibly the remains of 
outworks, can be seen, one of which, in the S encloses what may 
have been a hut platform. A further hut has been built into the hut 
wall on the SW.  
Field survey identified the remains of a fort and dun as described 
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above by the NMRS and SMR above. 

Tower 249 
249.1 Newtonmore NH 72780 99470  NH79NW0051 SMR; 1st Edition OS  Firing range The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts the location of a 600 

yard firing range. 
Field survey did not identify any visible remains of the firing range. 

 

Tower 251 
251.1 Allt Na H-Innse Aonar NH 7250 9910 NH79NW 38 NH79NW0045 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 

OS; Field survey 
NSR Code R Farmstead The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map records a farmstead, 

comprising one unroofed building and an enclosure. 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a cruciform building 
measuring 16.5m by 2m, and a corn-drying kiln at NH 725 991. 
Field survey identified the remains of a farmstead consisting of one 
ruined building, remains of a corn drying kiln, a stone and turf bank 
and associated enclosure.   

 

251.2 Dalnamain NH 7233 9887 (centred)  NH79NW0038 SMR; Field survey  Rig and furrow The SMR records the presence of rig and furrow cultivation at NH 
723 989. 
Field survey identified the remains of possible rig and furrow 
cultivation spread over a circular area c.25m in diameter. 

 

251.3 Dalnamain NH 72438 99143   Field survey  Enclosure Field survey identified a sub-rectangular dry stone enclosure close 
to the existing overhead power line. The wall of the enclosure 
survives to a height of 0.6m and a possible entrance is visible in 
the SW side. The enclosure was partially destroyed during the 
construction of Tower 251.  

 

Tower 253 
253.1 Unused number         
253.2 Dalnamain NH 7213 9859  NH79NW0040 SMR; Field survey  Kiln (unspecified), 

Hut circle 
The SMR records the presence of a kiln and the remains of a hut 
circle at NH 7213 9859. 
Field survey identified a hut circle at NH 7221 9860. The hut circle 
measures 15m diameter and is 0.7m high with an entrance to the 
SE. 

 

Tower 256 
256.1 Strath Carnal NH 70969 98546   Field survey  Turf and stone 

structure (possible) 
Field survey identified the remains of what may be a stone and turf 
structure. The structure although difficult to distinguish appears to 
be rectangular in plan and measures 19m long, 8m wide and 0.6m 
high.  

 

256.2 Strath Carnal NH 70979 98530   Field survey  Enclosure (possible) Field survey identified the possible remains of a wall footing that 
may have originally formed a rectangular enclosure. The enclosure 
measures 19m by 8m and the walls are up to 0.6m high and 1m 
wide. 

 

Tower 257 
257.1 Strath Carnal NH 70521 98502   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified a low stone bank, which measures 0.4m 

high, 0.8m wide, c.10m long and aligned NW-SE.  
 

Tower 258 
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258.1 Strath Carnal NH 70225 98484 – 69649 

98605 
  Field survey  Bank Field survey identified the remains of a sinuous turf bank aligned 

NW-SE and > 500m long. The SE end of the bank is located 
c110m NW of Pylon 258 at NH 70225 98484, the NW end 
terminates at c240m NNW of Tower 260 at NH 69649 98605. The 
bank measures c.2m wide and 0.3m high.  

 

Tower 267 
267.1 Loch Buidhe NH 6740 9829   1st Edition OS; Aerial 

photographs; Mudie 
2003; Field survey 

 Boat house (site of); 
slip way 

The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map records a boat house at the 
E end of Loch Buidhe, at the roadside close to the dam. 
Field survey carried out in 2003 (Mudie) failed to locate any trace 
of this feature. 
Field survey identified the remains of a slipway at the E end of the 
loch and it is likely that this slipway was associated with the 
previous boat house. No visible remains of the boat house were 
identified. 

 

267.2 Loch Buidhe NH 674 980 (centred) NH69NW 24  NMRS; 1st Edition OS, 
Aerial photographs, 
Mudie 2003; Field 
survey 

 Farmstead Two roofed buildings and an enclosure are depicted on the 
Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map. Two unroofed buildings and an 
enclosure are depicted on the Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map. 
The NMRS records a farmstead, including corn drying kiln and 
fields noted during de-forestation survey.  
Field survey carried out in 2003 (Mudie) located an upstanding, 
roofed building in poor repair with a date stone on the eastern 
gable reading 1875. The building measures 11m by 5m and 
aligned E-W. It is situated at the SE end of a polygonal enclosure 
consisting of turf and stone banks spread to 1.5m wide and 0.75m 
high. The remains of a second building are located c.6m SE of the 
upstanding building. Attached to the rear is a low turf and stone 
wall which appears to define an attached garden plot. No trace was 
found of the corn-drying kiln.  
Field survey identified the farmstead as described by Mudie. 

 

Tower 268 
268.1 Loch Buidhe NH 67226 98096 (centred)   Field survey  Hut circle Field survey identified the remains of a circular hut circle close to 

Tower 268. The hut circle measures 5.5m in diameter and is 
surrounded by a low turf and stone bank measuring 0.8m wide and 
0.5m high. The remains of a small porch survive to the N side of 
the hut circle measuring 3m by 2.5m. 

 

Tower 274 
274.1 Loch Buidhe NH 6505 9818 (centred) NH69NW 24  NMRS, Mudie 2003; 

Field survey 
 Enclosure The field survey in 2003 (Mudie) identified the enclosure on top of 

a low knoll in rough pasture. The remains are very poorly 
preserved and comprise a large, roughly circular enclosure 25-30m 
diameter, consisting of low turf banks approximately 2m wide and 
0.3m high. Abutting the E side but not attached is a turf bank 
enclosure 11m by 8m and aligned N-S.  
Field survey identified the enclosure as described by Mudie. 

 

274.2 Loch Buidhe NH 6500 9815    1st Edition OS; Mudie 
2003; Field survey 

 Field bank The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts a sinuous wall 
alignment on the N side of the road forming a small enclosure on 
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the E side of a burn draining into the Allt Garbh-airigh, with a short 
section continuing on the west side of the burn.  
Mudie (2003) located the dilapidated and disturbed remains of this 
feature, which has a small enclosure, measuring 9m by 8m 
attached. The remains consist of turf and stone banks spread up to 
1m wide and 0.6m high. Parts of the wall alignments have been 
breached and largely destroyed by the erection of the 132kV 
overhead transmission line.  
Recent field survey identified the enclosure and associated field 
banks as described by Mudie.  

Tower 275 
275.1 Loch Buidhe NH 64881 98041 (centred)   Field survey  Building Field survey identified the remains of a long rectangular building 

measuring c.15m long and 2.5-3m wide, aligned E-W. The 
structure was partially hidden by high reeds and moss and was 
difficult to define, no visible internal features or external facings 
were visible. The walls of the structure survive to a height of 0.4m 
and are approximately 0.6m wide. A natural bedrock knoll is 
present next to the N side of the building.  

 

Tower 277 
277.1 Loch Buidhe NH 64678 97644 - NH 

64658 97632 
  Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank aligned 

E-W and measuring approximately 50m in length. The bank was 1 
- 1.2m wide and 0.5m high, and covered in heather.  

 

Tower 281 
281.1 Sidhean Mor NH 63910 96596   Field survey  Hut circle, 

Clearance cairns 
Field survey identified the remains of a substantial field system and 
an associated hut circle. The hut circle measures 9m in diameter 
internally with 1m thick walls surviving to a height of 0.4m. 
Surrounding the hut circle were the remains of several clearance 
cairns (c.12 cairns) c.7m by c3.5m and c.1m high. To the SE of the 
hut circle was the remains of a stone and turf bank. The bank 
measures 1 - 2m wide, 0.3m high and is c.28m long, aligned SE-
NW. 

 

281.2 Sidhean Mor NH 63899 96556   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf field bank 
measuring c.100m long, 0.7m wide and 0.2m high and aligned 
NW-SE. 

 

281.3 Sidhean Mor NH 63782 96325   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank 
measuring c.50m long and 0.7m wide and 0.2m high, aligned N-S.  

 

Tower 283 
283.1 Badbog NH 63502 95903   Aerial photographs; Field 

survey 
 Enclosure (possible) A possible rectangular enclosure aligned NNE-SSW and 

measuring c.100m by 50m was visible on aerial photographs just 
SW of Badbog farmstead. 
Field survey identified a turf and stone bank, which may have 
originally formed a enclosure. The bank is poorly preserved 
measuring 2m wide and 0.4m high.  

 

283.2 Badbog NH 63389 95792   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a short section of stone and 
turf field bank measuring c.10m long, 1.2m wide and 0.4m high, 
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aligned NE-SW. 

283.3 Badbog NH 63325 95766   Field survey  Kiln (possible) Field survey identified the remains of a possible kiln comprising a 
circular turf covered stone structure, which measures 4.5-5m in 
diameter. The structure has been built on a 1m high natural knoll. 

 

Tower 284 
284.1 Alltan Dubh NH 6333 9557 NH69NW 39 NH69NW0039 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code R Farmstead The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a farmstead, 

comprising two unroofed buildings, one of which is attached to an 
enclosure on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map. 
Field survey identified the remains of an enclosure and associated 
buildings. The enclosure comprises a stone rubble wall measuring 
1.5m wide and 0.6m high. Only three sides of the enclosure still 
survive. To the S of the enclosure are the remains of a small 
rectangular structure incorporated into the S side of the enclosure 
wall. The structure measures 1m wide and the walls survive to 
0.5m high. A second building was visible c.20m to the SSE of the 
enclosure. This building comprises one main compartment with 
three smaller compartments. The main compartment measures 9m 
by 4m and the walls of the building measure 0.6m high and 1m 
wide. A linear stone and turf bank, aligned N-S, runs from the 
second building and measures 0.6m high and 1.5m wide.  

 

Tower 286 
286.1 Lon Achaun NH 628 949 (centred)   Field survey  Peat cutting Field survey identified an extensive area of peat cutting, between 

Tower 286 and Tower 287, and extends 100m SE and 40m W from 
the main power line. 

 

Tower 288 
288.1 Creagan Reamhar NH 6242 9460   1st and 2nd Edition OS; 

Field survey 
 Farmstead The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps depict a 

farmstead comprising two roofed rectangular buildings and 
associated enclosures. 
Field survey identified the remains of a farmstead comprising an 
unroofed rectangular building c.15m long and c.8m wide, aligned 
N-S. A track runs from the building to the existing road outside the 
survey area. The track was aligned NW-SE. There were no visible 
upstanding remains of the other building and associated 
enclosures depicted on the Ordnance Survey map within the study 
area. 

 

Tower 290 
290.1 Airdens NH 6226 9399 (centred) NH69SW 7 NH69SW0007 NMRS; SMR; 2nd 

Edition OS; Aerial 
photographs; Field 
survey 

NSR Code V Hut circles, Field 
system 

The Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map depicts the location of two 
hut circles at NH 624 939 and NH 622 940. 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of two stone walled huts 
and associated field system situated on a gentle S facing slope. 
The first hut is oval measuring c.12.5m by c.10.5m and aligned 
NW-SE. The wall is c.2m thick at the rear and splaying to c.3m at 
the 'clubbed' entrance in the SE. The second hut is circular and 
measures 13m in diameter. The wall is c.1.5m thick in the NE and 
splaying to c.2.5m at the ill-defined 'clubbed' entrance. In the 
vicinity of the huts are patches of cleared ground and stone 
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clearance heaps. To the NW, centred at NH 620 940, is another 
area of cultivation marked by clearance heaps, lynchets and ruined 
walls, forming fields averaging in size by 24m by 12m. 
Field survey identified the remains of two hut circles and 
associated clearance cairns. The first hut circle is oval in plan and 
measures 7m by 9m internally. A turf and stone bank, 0.4m high, 
and 1.7m wide defines the structure. An entrance is visible on the 
E side. The second hut circle is 9m in diameter and defined by a 
stone and turf bank measuring 2m wide and 0.5m high. A possible 
entrance is visible on the SE side. Surrounding the hut circles are 
at least 8 clearance cairns ranging in preservation and averaging 
3m by 2m and 0.3m high. The cairns extend outside the study 
area.  

Tower 291 
291.1 Airdens NH 6206 9384 NH69SW 10 NH69SW0010 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 Hut circle, Small 

cairns 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a stone hut at NH 
6206 9384, with several stone clearance heaps nearby. The hut is 
defined in the W and S arcs by a mutilated stone wall spread to 
3.5m, and elsewhere by a slight stony scarp. It measures about 
c.13m by c.11m and aligned NW-SE. 
Field survey identified a possible heavily truncated hut circle or 
enclosure measuring c.12m diameter and defined partly by a stone 
and turf bank measuring 2m wide and 0.2m high. Close to the hut 
circle is a concentration of loose stone lying in an oval hollow 
measuring 9m by 4m and this may be the poorly preserved 
remains of a further hut circle or clearance cairn. The remains of 
one clearance cairn were recorded near to the hut circle measuring 
4m by 3m and 0.5m high. 

 

Tower 292 
292.1 Seannanbhail NH 6179 9357 NH69SW 2 NH69SW0002 NMRS; SMR; 2nd 

Edition OS; Field survey 
 Hut circle, Field 

system 
The Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map shows a hut circle at NH 
6179 9357. 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a hut circle at 
Airdens. The hut circle is 9.5m in diameter within a wall spread to 
1.5m in the W and splaying to 2.2m at the entrance defined by a 
gap at the E side. A number of stone clearance heaps are visible in 
the near vicinity. 
Field survey identified a hut circle measuring 8m in diameter 
internally and defined by a stone wall measuring 0.7m wide and 
0.3m high. The structure is well defined but covered in dense gorse 
bushes. There was no visible evidence for any of the stone 
clearance heaps identified by the NMRS and SMR within the study 
area.  

 

292.2 Airdens NH 6145 9382 (centred)   Field survey  Hut circle, Small 
cairns 

Field survey identified the remains of a hut circle and associated 
clearance cairns. The hut circle is slightly oval in plan measuring 
10m by 11m and surrounded by stone walls, which measure 2m 
wide, and 0.6m high. Close to the hut circle are at least 10 
clearance cairns with an average size of 4m by 3m and 0.5m high.  
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Tower 293 
293.1 Bonar Bridge NH 616 936  NH69SW0128 SMR; 1st Edition OS; 

2nd Edition OS; Field 
survey 

 Rifle range The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps show the 
presence of a rifle range at Bonar Bridge. 
The SMR records the presence of a 600 yard target range at Bonar 
Bridge. The target is situated in front of a natural hill, which acts as 
a bullet stop. There is a long stone structure 11m in length with a 
short corrugated iron roof and a large grassy mound in front. The 
metalwork of the two targets remain and also the ruinous wooden 
shed which held the targets. The firing points at 200 and 500 yards 
are still visible and also footings of the rectangular ammunition 
shed.   
Field survey identified the rifle range as described by the SMR. 
The whole site is covered in dense gorse bushes and is hard to 
distinguish. 

 

293.2 Migdale Burn NH 6146 9326 NH69SW 122  NMRS; 2nd Edition OS; 
Field survey 

 Building A large rectangular building, aligned NE-SW is depicted on the 
Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map.  
The SMR records that a desk-based assessment and walkover 
survey was carried out in Dec 2001 for four pipeline routes in the 
Bonar Bridge and Ardgay areas. The remains of a house were 
located during this survey at NH 6146 9345. 
Field survey identified the remains of the building as described by 
the SMR.  

 

Tower 294 
294.1 Airdens NH 6142 9326 NH69SW 20 NH69SW0020 NMRS; SMR; 2nd 

Edition OS; Field survey 
 Cairnfield The Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map shows the location of a 

number of cairns centred on NH 614 932. 
The NMRS records that on top of Drumliath, are some large heaps 
of stone, probably ruins of contiguous huts. Two of these heaps 
measure 8.5m (28ft) by 4.8m (16ft) in width.  
The SMR records that on a shelf on an afforested N slope is a 
stone-walled hut measuring 10m by 8m and aligned NNW-SSE, 
the walls being spread to 2.5m all round. Around the hut are large 
heaps of stone believed to be stone clearance heaps.  
Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a stone hut 
circle in an area of forestation. The hut circle measures 9m in 
diameter with an entrance to the NE. The stone wall was 1-1.5m 
high and 2m wide. The feature is partially obscured by a mature 
Scots pine that is growing next to the hut circle. A series of 
clearance cairns are scattered around the hut circle. The cairns 
range in size from 1-5m diameter and 0.3-1m high. 

 

294.2 Carn Liath NH 61340 93275   Field survey  Enclosure Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a U-shaped 
enclosure. The enclosure consisted of a roughly oval shaped 
depression surrounded by a slight U-shaped turf bank. The 
enclosure measures 10m long and c.5m wide and open to the SE. 

 

Tower 295 
295.1 Carn Liath NH 6125 9305 (centred)  NH69SW0152 SMR; Field survey NSR Code R Hut circle / cairnfield The SMR records the presence of a field system at NH 6125 9315.  
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Field survey identified the remains of c.15 large stone clearance 
cairns, centred at NH 6125 9305, ranging in size from 2-5m 
diameter and 1m high. The cairns were spread over an area of 
c.50m diameter on a S facing slope. The poorly preserved remains 
of a possible hut circle were also visible close to a number of the 
stone heaps. The hut circle measured 10m in diameter surrounded 
by a stone wall 0.8m high and spread to 0.8m.     

295.2 Unused number         
295.3 Unused number          
295.4 Carn Liath NH 6090 9310   1st and 2nd Edition OS  Alleged site of battle 

field 
The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps records that 'a 
battle was fought here between the Scots and Danes in AD 1031'. 
There was no upstanding remains visible, during the field survey, 
that could be associated with a battlefield. 

 

Tower 296 
296.1 Carn Liath NH 6101 9394 (centred)  NH69SW0149 SMR; Field survey NSR Code R Hut circle, 

Clearance cairns 
The SMR records that a hut circle is marked on the modern 
Ordnance Survey map at NH 6101 9394.  
Field survey identified the remains of three possible stone 
clearance cairns and one hut circle or enclosure. The clearance 
cairns are all roughly oval in shape and range in size from 1m-3m 
in diameter, and 0.2-0.4m high. A possible large hut circle is visible 
immediately SE of the clearance cairns. It comprised a large 
circular depression situated on a S facing slope. It measures c.10m 
in diameter and is enclosed by a slight turf bank measuring 1m 
wide and 0.3m high.  

 

296.2 West Tulloch NH 6095 9289 NH69SW 76 NH69SW0091 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS; 2nd Edition OS; 
Current OS map 1971; 
Field survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps record a 
farmstead comprising of one roofed and one unroofed building and 
two associated enclosures. Two roofed buildings are shown on the 
current Edition of the Ordnance Survey.  
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a farmstead at NH 
6095 9289. 
Field survey identified the remains of a farmstead consisting of two 
roofed buildings, two stone walled enclosures, a stone trough, a 
series of trackways, and a possible third building.  
Building 1 consists of a rectangular long building with white 
washed exterior walls, iron-corrugated roof and a small wooden 
porch at the front entrance. The building measures 15m long and 
5m wide. A second building abuts Building 1 at the SE end. This 
building is of mortar and stone construction with a corrugated iron 
roof, measuring 10m long by 5m wide, and appears to have been 
used last as a barn. To the W of the buildings are two small wood 
and corrugated iron sheds and a series of tumbled walls to the E 
suggest that further structures were once present in this area. 
Immediately SE of the buildings are two large enclosures 
surrounded by dry stone walls. Enclosure 1 measures 50m by 20m 
and aligned NW-SE. The walls are 1m high and spread to 1.5m 
wide, occasional pollarded trees are present around the edge of 
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the enclosure. The remains of what may have been a third 
building, abuts the interior W wall of the enclosure, consisting of a 
large spread of tumbled stone measuring 5m by 15m and possibly 
split into 2 compartments. A raised turf bank and associated 
spread of stone, measuring 12m by 7m, are also present on the E 
wall although the original function of this feature is unknown. A 
embanked trackway runs from Building 2 to the SE past the NE 
end of Enclosure 1. A second enclosure again enclosed by a dry 
stone wall is located to the NW of the Enclosure 1. This enclosure 
measures c.30m in diameter. A stone trough is located in the E 
corner of the enclosure and the walls are 1m high and 0.5m wide. 
A further trackway runs from Building 1 to the NW terminating at a 
modern field wall. The remains of a series of stone walls are 
present close to this trackway, these are extremely poorly 
preserved being 0.5m wide and 0.2m high. To the W of Enclosure 
1 is a substantial roughly rectangular spread of stone measuring 
15m long by 7m wide and aligned NW-SE. This may be the 
remains of a fourth building although no internal features or 
external facings were visible. A large clearance heap is located to 
the NW of the farmstead, measuring 5m diameter and 1m high. 

Tower 297 
297.1 Bonar Bridge NH 6050 9260  NH69SW0142 SMR  Military installation The SMR records a military installation at NH 605 926. No further 

information is provided. 
The grid reference previously recorded for the military insulation is 
inaccurate. There were no visible remains of the military installation 
within the study area close to the recorded grid reference.  

 

Tower 298 
298.1 Bonar Bridge NH 60320 92437 

NH 60329 92421 
NH69SW 120 NH69SW0177 

NH69SW0136 
NH69SW0135 

NMRS; SMR  Pill box The NMRS and SMR records a large concrete building which 
incorporates two pillboxes situated in a field at the edge of the 
flood plain to the N of Bonar Bridge. The pillboxes were built to 
take anti-tank and machine guns, one faces N and the other faces 
S.  
Field survey did not identify any visible remains of a structure or 
the two pillboxes within the study area. 

 

Tower 300 
300.1 Invercharron NH 5925 9202 NH59SE 56  NMRS; Field survey  Pill box The NMRS records that a rectangular pillbox is situated at a 

junction in the road, which leads to Invercharron Mains, and 
opposite a road bridge over the railway line. The concrete pill-box 
is set into the bank on the W side of the road and within the 
structure is a turn bull mounting in one of the loopholes. 
Field survey identified the remains of one pillbox located 
immediately opposite the gate piers as described by the NMRS. A 
second identical pillbox was discovered c.50m to the W situated on 
a shallow platform on a hillside slope. 

 

Tower 302 
302.1 Invercharron NH 5905 9166 NH59SE 45.01  NMRS Category B Gate and Gatepiers The NMRS records the presence of a gate and gate piers at NH Not plotted on 
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Listed (Hbnum 
7174) 

5905 9166. 
The gateposts and gate could not be identified at the location 
previously recorded by the NMRS and there were no visible 
remains of them within the study area and the site is likely to be 
outside the study area.  

illustration 

Tower 303 
303.1 Invercharron NH 5872 9132   Aerial photographs  Field system A series of possible field banks and enclosures are visible on the 

aerial photographs in an area that is now under conifer plantation. 
There were no visible remains of the field banks, visible on the 
aerial photographs. Ploughing for the current forestry plantation 
has probably destroyed the field banks. Recent clear felling has 
occurred around the forestry plantation but no remains were 
identified in this area. 

 

Tower 304 
304.1 Ardgay NH 5887 9103 NH59SE 18 NH59SE0026 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
 Cottage The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a cottage at NH 5887 

9103. 
Field survey identified a cottage in poor condition with a modern 
lean-to attached to one side. 

 

Tower 306 
306.1 Unused number         
306.2 Gledfield NH 591 903 (centred)   Aerial photographs; Field 

survey 
 Field bank A field bank is visible on aerial photographs running from 

Ardgayhill to a small plantation to NW. The bank is aligned NW to 
SE and measures c.300m. 
The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts a field bank or dyke 
running from Ardgayhill to the NW and terminating at a small 
forestry plantation/shelter belt. 
Field survey identified the remains of a well-preserved stone and 
turf bank aligned SE-NW and c. 350m in length. The bank then 
curves to the N and terminates at a forestry plantation. The bank 
measures 1.5m wide, 0.8m high and is covered by heather and 
moss.  

 

306.3 Ardgay NH 58993 90125 
 

  Field survey  Field banks Field survey identified a section of poorly preserved field bank 
running across a N facing slope N of (307.1). The bank was 
aligned WNW-ESE and measures 0.8m wide and 0.6m high. 
Occasional large orthostats are visible along the length of the 
bank, which is extremely truncated in areas and covered with 
dense heather and hawthorn bushes.   

 

306.4 Unused number         
306.5 Ardgay NH 59161 90132   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the fragmentary remains of a stone and turf 

bank running across a N facing slope N of (307.1). The bank was 
aligned E-W and measures 0.8m wide and 0.5m high.  

 

Tower 307 
307.1 Ardgay NH 58988 89975   NMRS; Aerial 

photographs; 1st and 
 Farmstead, 

enclosure, 
The Ordnance survey 1st Edition map depicts a farmstead 
comprising one long rectangular building, one square building, an 
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2nd Edition OS; Field 
survey 

clearance cairns enclosure and associated field banks. By the Ordnance Survey 
2nd Edition map the buildings are no longer roofed. 
The remains of two buildings are visible on aerial photographs at 
the previous location recorded for the broch. 
Field survey recorded the remains of a farmstead consisting of two 
buildings, two associated enclosures and a number of clearance 
cairns. 
Building 1 is aligned NW-SE, measuring 5m by 3m with dry stone 
walls measuring 0.7m thick and 0.5m high. Numerous tumbled 
stone obscured the interior of the building but a few faced stones 
were visible on the exterior of the structure. The remains of a 
possible second building were visible immediately NE of Building 1. 
The structure consists of a rectangular spread of stone rubble 
aligned NNE-SSW and measures 4.5m long by 2.5m wide. No 
interior or exterior features were visible. The remains of a well-
preserved enclosure are located immediately to the SW of Building 
1. The enclosure measures 10m by 10m and is surrounded by a 
dry stone wall measuring 0.6m high and 0.5m thick. Building 1 
forms the NE corner of this enclosure. A section of wall aligned 
NNE-SSW was identified to the NE of enclosure 1. This section of 
wall measures 6m long and may have formed part of a second 
enclosure although none of the remaining walls survive. The 
remains of three roughly circular clearance cairns were visible to 
the N of the farmstead. They ranged in size from 1m-2m in 
diameter and 0.2m-0.6m high. The remains of a mound and the 
poorly preserved remains of what may be a further building were 
identified to the SW of the farmstead. 

307.2 Ardgay NH 59243 89922   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a stone and 
turf bank aligned NE-SW. The bank is 0.4m high and 
approximately 1.5m wide, covered in moss and dense heather 

 

307.3 Ardgay NH 59192 89947   Field survey  Farmstead Field survey identified the remains of a long rectangular building 
and associated enclosure. The building measures 21m long, 5m 
wide and is aligned NE-SW, with three compartments. The SW 
gable end is well preserved and stands to 2m high with the 
fireplace still surviving. The compartment at the SW end of the 
building appears to be on a slightly different alignment to the other 
compartments and may represent the remains of an earlier 
structure. The NE end of the building has been partially destroyed 
by a modern farm track. The walls of the building are 0.5m thick 
and are on average 1m high. A possible entrance is visible in the S 
side of the SW end. An enclosure survives to the W of the building. 
The enclosure is defined by a dry stone wall measuring 0.8m wide 
and 0.6m high and is surrounded by a line of beech trees. An area 
of possible peat cutting was located close to the enclosure. The 
peat cutting is defined by a large hollow 0.5m deep, 10m wide and 
15m in length, aligned NE-SW, with raised turf edges. A number of 
beech trees surround the peat cutting area. To the E of the house 
is a mound consisting of loose rubble capped with broken concrete 
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and edged with boulders. 

Tower 310 
310.1 Broomfield NH 59678 89122    Field survey  Holllow-way Field survey identified the remain of a old hollow-way aligned E-W 

beginning on the S side of a small burn and running up a steep 
slope towards Tower 311. The hollow-way is well preserved, 
measuring 2m wide with a hard surface, although no evidence for a 
metalled surface was visible.  

 

310.2 Broomfield NH 59650 89129    Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a small roughly circular quarry immediately 
S of (310.1). The quarry measured 2.5m in diameter and 0.5m 
deep. 

 

310.3 Kincardine Hill NH 59735 89124 (centred) 
 

  Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a denuded sinuous turf and 
stone field bank running down slope and forming a possible small 
enclosure with a stream to the E side. The bank is 0.5m wide and 
0.3m high. It is extremely truncated in areas and stops abruptly at 
the NE end. 

 

Tower 311 
311.1 Kincardine Hill NH 59772 88990 (centred)   Field survey  Field banks, 

Enclosure,  
Clearance cairn, 
Quarry 

Field survey identified the remains of several stone and turf banks 
and associated features immediately SW of a farmstead that is still 
occupied. The first stone bank measures 0.4m thick, 0.8m high and 
aligned NNE-SSW built up against the side of a small stream. A 
further section of bank was identified running parallel with the 
stream and aligned N-S. This bank measures 0.5m wide and 0.2m 
high. Further S of the field banks the remains of a rectangular 
enclosure were identified surrounding part of the farmstead 
buildings that are currently in use. The enclosure measures 30m 
by 20m, is aligned N-S and surrounded by a substantial turf and 
stone bank measuring 1m wide and 1m high. Just SE of the 
enclosure was the remains of a further stone and turf bank aligned 
NE-SW and measures 0.6m wide and 0.5m high. Many large 
stones are visible in sections of the bank and an occasional 
hawthorn bush survives on the top of the bank. The bank 
terminates at the SW end next to a small quarry. The quarry is oval 
in plan and measures 3m by 2m and 1m deep. It is open to the N 
side but there are no worked faces visible. A small clearance cairn 
is visible close to the rectangular enclosure measuring 2.5m 
diameter and 0.5m high. 

 

Tower 312 
312.1 Kincardine Hill NH 60053 88732   Aerial photographs; 1st 

and 2nd Edition OS; 
Field survey 

 Farmstead A small rectangular building, aligned NE-SW, with a possible 
rectangular enclosure surrounding the building is visible on aerial 
photographs. 
A series of buildings are depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 
2nd Edition maps. 
Field survey identified the remains of a long rectangular building 
and two associated enclosures. The first enclosure is square in 
plan, measuring 10m in diameter, and defined by the remains of a 
turf and stone bank. The bank measures 0.5 - 0.6m wide and 0.5m 
high and is well preserved. Three pollarded trees are located to the 
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edge of the enclosure. A possible entrance to the enclosure is 
visible on the E side and measures 0.6m wide. Immediately to the 
NW of the enclosure are two narrow rectangular structures 
constructed from dry stone walling. Each structure measures 5m 
long by 3m wide and may have formed a small cow shed. 
Immediately NW of this structure are the remains of a long 
rectangular building. The building is of dry-stone construction, 
aligned E-W and measures 11m in length and 5m wide. It is split 
into two compartments although no further internal features are 
visible. The walls are 0.8m thick and the W gable end is 1m high. 
The remains of a turf and stone bank survive to the SW of the 
farmstead surrounding an area of improved pasture. The bank 
measures 0.5m wide and 0.4m high aligned NNE-SSW and c. 50m 
in length abruptly terminating at the SSW end. A further possible 
turf and stone bank survives to the E of the first. This bank consist 
of only a linear scatter of boulders visible at points in the dense 
heather but appears to have run parallel with the first bank. A 
series of further field banks probably associated with the farmstead 
were noted to the S, these banks were not recorded in detail as 
they were outside the survey area. 

312.2 Kincardine Hill NH 60178 88646   Aerial photographs; 1st 
and 2nd Edition OS; 
Field survey 

 Farmstead, Field 
bank, Clearance 
cairn 

The possible remains of a group of walls/dykes that may be the 
remains of a settlement or farmstead are visible on aerial 
photographs. 
A series of buildings are depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 
2nd Edition maps. 
Field survey identified a long rectangular building and associated 
section of field bank. The building measures 8m long and 5m wide, 
aligned NE-SW. The walls were 0.5 - 0.6m wide and 0.8m high. 
Occasional faced stones were visible on the external wall. The 
building is partially screened by dense hawthorn bushes and pine 
trees. A short section of field bank measuring 5m in length and 
aligned NE-SW survives to the N of the building. The bank 
measures 0.5m wide and 0.1m high and is covered in moss and 
heather. The remains of a possible stone clearance cairn were 
identified on the NW side of the field bank. This feature measures 
2m in diameter and 0.3m high.   

 

Tower 313 
313.1 Kincardine Hill NH 60443 88357 

 
  Field survey  Farmstead Field survey identified the remains of a farmstead consisting of 

three unroofed buildings. The first building measured 11m by 5m 
and is aligned NNE-SSW. It is constructed from dry stone walls, 
which stand to a height of 1m and are 0.8m thick. No internal 
features are visible. The second building measures 7m by 5m and 
aligned NNE-SSW. This structure is also of dry stone construction, 
the walls are extremely tumbled and the width of the walls can not 
be distinguished. The walls stand to a height of 0.5m. The remains 
of a possible third building or enclosure were identified to the E of 
the second building. The structure measured 6m long and 5m 
wide, the dry stone walls measure 0.8m thick and 0.2m high. An 
oval area of improved land surrounds all of the structures. A 
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section of field bank was identified to the N of the buildings outside 
the study area.   

Tower 314 
314.1 Upper Ardchronie NH 607 884 NH68NW 29 NH68NW0040 NMRS; SMR, 1st Edition 

OS; Aerial photographs; 
Field survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead, Field 
system 

A farmstead comprising one roofed, one unroofed building and a 
field-system is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map.  
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a farmstead and field 
system at NH 607 884. 
Field survey identified two roofed buildings that area currently 
occupied and associated farm land.  

 

Tower 315 
315.1 Upper Ardchronie NH 60904 88189 

 
  Field survey  Township Field survey identified the remains of five possible buildings at 

Upper Ardchronie.  
Building 1: The ruin of a long rectangular building measuring 15m 
in length and 5m wide, aligned E-W. The walls are 0.6m thick and 
2m high. The building consists of 1 large rectangular compartment 
with a small lean-too at the SE end. The doorway between the 
main structure and the lean-to still survives. A modern drainage 
ditch runs down the S side of the structure. 
Buildings 2-4: The remnants of three other structures survive to the 
W and S of the first building. Only a gable end survives for each 
building which have all been substantially destroyed by the 
construction of a modern trackway. 
Enclosure: A large dry stone walled enclosure survives to the N of 
the first building measuring 200m by 100m with an entrance on the 
W side. A modern drainage ditch runs down the inside of the 
enclosure wall.  
Structure (possible): The remains of a further possible structure 
were visible to the S of the main building complex. This structure 
measured 8m long by 5m wide. Dumped boulders and other debris 
are present in the interior of the structure. 

 

Tower 316 
316.1 Tighamhadaidh NH 6114 8798 NH68NW 28 NH68NW0031 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 

OS; Aerial photographs; 
Field survey 

 Township A township comprising five roofed, one partially roofed and four 
unroofed buildings, field walls and a head dyke are depicted on the 
Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map. Three roofed, two partially 
roofed and two unroofed buildings, an enclosure, field walls and a 
head-dyke are shown on the current Edition Ordnance Survey 
map. 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a township at NH 611 
878. 
Field survey identified the remains of seven rectangular long 
buildings, a kale yard, five enclosures, field banks/dykes and 
clearance cairns. 
Building 1: This structure is constructed from three compartments 
together measuring 18.5 long and 7m wide. The walls are 0.5m 
wide and 1m high. The structure is extremely tumbled and no 
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interior features are visible. A possible small porch is visible on the 
NE side of the building. 
Building 2 and 3: Both buildings are extremely well preserved and 
partially roofed. The walls are 4m high and 0.5m wide. Building 2 
measures 10m by 5m and Building 3 measures 9m by 5m, both 
are aligned E-W and of stone and mortar construction. The 
remains of a modern bathroom extension are visible to the N of 
building 3 constructed from brick. The remains of a kale yard are 
identified S of both buildings measuring 10m by 9m. 
Building 4: This structure measures 13m long by 5m wide and was 
divided into 4 compartments. A rectangular enclosure is visible to 
the SE of the building measuring 15m by 10m and a small 
outbuilding constructed from stone and mortar is visible at the S 
end of the enclosure. The outbuilding measures 5 by 4m. 
Building 5 and 6: Both of these structures are aligned NNE-SSW 
and constructed from stone and mortar. Building 5 is completely 
roofed and measures 11m by 5m. Building 6 is unroofed and 
measures 15m by 5m with walls 1.5m high. A large rectangular 
enclosure was identified to the W measuring 20m by 10m and 
constructed from dry stone walls. 
Building 7: A small rectangular building measuring 5m by 3m and 
aligned E-W. The structure is unroofed and the walls are 0.6m 
high. A large enclosure is visible to the N of the structure, 
measuring 20m in diameter.  
A clearance cairn was identified close to Buildings 2 and 3 
measuring 1.5m by 1m and 0.3m high. Fragments of enclosure 
walls probably demarking the extent of the township were identified 
to the S. These have been partially destroyed by modern 
disturbance. The remains of a sinuous turf bank is also visible 
running along the edge of a burn and defines the NW edge of the 
township. The bank measures 0.4m wide and 0.2m high with a 
rubble core. 

Tower 324 
324.1 Struie Wood NH 625 858    Field survey  Peat cuttings Field survey identified a number of rectangular hollows within a 

peaty area immediately W of Struie Wood close to the overhead 
power line route. These hollows which measure c. 50m by c. 20m 
are probably the remnants of earlier peat cutting.  

 

Tower 326 
326.1 Corriefearn NH 628 854   Aerial photographs; 1st 

and 2nd Edition OS; 
Field survey 

 Enclosure A roughly triangular enclosure is visible on aerial photographs at 
Corriefearn. 
The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps records a 
farmstead at Corriefearn comprising a large enclosure with 
associated farm building (the building is outside the 100m study 
area). 
Field survey identified the remains of a well-preserved dry stone 
walled enclosure with a post and wire fence running around the 
inside of the wall. The enclosure wall survives up to 1.5m high and 
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0.9m wide at base. Occasional edge set coping stones survive in 
situ along the wall top. 

326.2 Corriefearn NH 62945 85405   Field survey  Structure, Shieling 
hut (possible) 

Field survey identified a setting of massive river boulders enclosing 
a space measuring 2m wide and 3m long facing to the W. The 
feature occupies a boulder strewn raised mound along the W bank 
of the Allt Fearna and may be the remains of a structure or 
possible shieling hut. 

 

Tower 341 
341.1 Allt A'Chlachain NH 661 831 (centred) NH68SE 37 NH68SE0038 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 

OS; Current OS (1992); 
Aerial photographs; Field 
survey 

 Enclosures An enclosure is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map 
and shown on the current Ordnance Survey map with another 
incomplete enclosure attached to its W side. 
The NMRS and SMR record that an enclosure, lying on a gentle W 
facing slope, was recorded during a pre-afforestation survey at The 
Struie. The enclosure measures 200m by 70m, with a subsidiary 
enclosure, measuring 50m by 30m, on the SW. Quarrying, 
presumably for road metalling, has severely disturbed the interior 
of the larger enclosure. 
Field survey identified an enclosure bank spread up to 2m wide 
and 0.5m high with a ditch on the outside of the enclosure. The 
feature extends either side of a substantial head-dyke measuring 
2.5m wide and 1m high with ditches 1.5m by 0.3m deep on either 
side. Both the enclosure and head-dyke are of turf and stone 
construction.  

 

Tower 342 
342.1 Mudh-A-Blair NH 659 827 (centred) NH68SE 32  NMRS; Field survey  Township, Corn-

drying kiln (possible) 
The NMRS records that Mudh-a-Blair is mentioned in the 15th 
century in 'The Register of the Great Seal 1429' and 'Acts of the 
Lords of the Isle 1454' when it became part of the lands of 
Balnagowan. By the end of the 18th century, but perhaps earlier, it 
is referred to as only 'the grazing of Mayblaire' (Index of Sasines).  
The site is described in the NMRS as comprising of a small 
rectangular structure, a large free-standing corn-drying kiln and two 
stone clearance heaps. 
Field survey identified the remains of a farmstead including a 
circular enclosure, rectangular building, kiln, quarry, and rig and 
furrow cultivation. The enclosure was circular in plan comprising 
two arcs of stony turf banks c.12m internal diameter with banks 
measuring 2m wide and 0.5m high. A rectangular building was 
attached to the enclosure bank. The building measures 6m long 
and 3m wide defined by stone and turf banks 0.2m high. A possible 
kiln comprising of a circular mound survives close to the building. 

 

Tower 343 
343.1 Mudh-A-Blair NH 659 821 NH68SE 36 NH68SE0037 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 

OS; Field survey 
 Enclosure, township An enclosure is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map. 

The NMRS and SMR record the presence of an enclosure at NH 
659 821. 
Field survey identified at least two rectangular buildings and 
associated enclosures and relict rig and furrow cultivation. The 
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features are concentrated around Tower 343. Building 1 measures 
8m long and 3m wide with a rounded NW end upstanding as a 
crescent bank 1.2m high. Building 2 is 13m long and 3m wide with 
a small structure at its W end c.2m square. A small enclosure, 15m 
by 14m, is visible at the E end of Building 2 and is defined by a 
bank of turf and stone 1.5m wide and 0.3m high. A further 
enclosure measuring 8m by 7m lies to the S of Building 2 and is 
defined by turf and stone banks 1.5m wide and 0.3m high. A linear 
N-S aligned bank runs near to the SE end of Building 1 and is 
spread 2.5m wide and 0.3m high. 

Tower 366 
366.1 Baldoon NH 63487 75935   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank aligned 

WSW-ENE. The bank fragments measures c.5m long, 2m wide 
and 1.2m high with occasional relict trees growing on the top.  

 

Tower 367 
367.1 Baldoon NH 63325 75445   1st and 2nd Edition OS; 

Aerial photographs; Field 
survey 

 Farmstead The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts two roofed buildings 
and an associated enclosure annotated as 'North Glaick'. The 
Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map records only one roofed 
building and an enclosure. 
A roofed building, aligned NW-SE, is visible on the aerial 
photographs to the W of a trackway. 
Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a 
rectangular long building located immediately S of the present 
Strathy road. The building constructed from stone and mortar, is 
aligned NW-SE and measures 8m long by 5m wide. The structure 
is covered in dense bracken and grass and no internal features are 
visible. The whole area is extremely wet and much woodland 
debris surrounds the building. 

 

Tower 368 
368.1 Allt Nan Naol NH 63441 75051   Field survey  Structure (possible) Field survey identified the remains of what may have been a 

structure or building in an area of improved pastureland W of 
Stittenham Wood. Five large boulders form an L-shaped feature 
protruding from a raised field boundary, one course of stone 
remains and the fragment of wall measures 2m by 1m.  

 

368.2 Allt Nan Naol NH 63444 75087   Field survey  Field boundary Field survey identified the very fragmentary remains of an old field 
bank or wall comprising a linear spread of large boulders aligned 
N-S and measuring c.10m long. The boulders run almost parallel 
with a modern wood and wire fence now defining the limits of the 
improved pastureland.  

 

Tower 370 
370.1 Alness NH 63216 74499  NH67SW0079 SMR; Field survey  Farmstead The SMR records the presence of a farmstead at NH 63216 

74499. 
Field survey identified the farmstead which is currently occupied.  

 

Tower 373 
373.1 Ardross Castle NH 635 735   Inventory Historic Garden Ardross Castle Ardross Castle lies 8km (5 miles) NW of Alness, in the Averon  
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and Designed 
Landscape 

valley. Ardross Castle policies extend along the strath, creating a 
parkland landscape character from Inchlumpie Wood to Dalneich 
Bridge. The farmed and wooded strath contrasts markedly with the 
moorland on the slopes of Cnoc Ceislein, Cnoc Gille Mo Bhrianaig 
and Bendeallt. Cnoc Duaig, Cnoc nam Flann and Cnoc Tarsin are 
situated to the north of the approach road leading to Ardross 
Castle grounds. They contain views northwards and shelter the 
road, which leads midway along the hillside with long-distance 
views to the wooded Averon valley below and across to the Lealty 
parklands. From the Castle terrace a panoramic view extends W 
over the hills of Strath Mor and southwards, over the wooded 
Averon, to parkland on the valley slopes of Cnoc Crask, with Ben 
Wyvis beyond. Views from the Lealty parklands are also important. 
To the E of the Castle a major vista extends from the E, entrance 
facade of the Castle and across the formal Edwardian gardens. 
These form the central design axis. 

Tower 376 
376.1 Dalreoch Wood NH 63817 72469   Field survey  Clearance cairns Field survey identified three clearance cairns in the corner of a 

field. The cairns cover an area measuring 10m by 5m and stand 
0.5m high.  

 

Tower 377 
377.1 Dalreoch Wood NH 63685 71970   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank aligned 

NE-SW and measuring c.100m long, 5m wide by 1m high. 
 

Tower 378 
378.1 Dalreoch Wood NH 63573 71758   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank aligned 

NE-SW and measuring 5m wide by 1m high. This section of bank 
may have originally have joined to (377.1). 

 

378.2 Dalreoch Wood NH 63517 71693   Field survey  Building Field survey identified the remains of a rectangular stone structure 
which is possibly the remains of a building although there is a large 
concentration of tumbled stone which makes it difficult for the 
structure to be defined. The structure measures 15m long, 7m wide 
and 1.2m high. A possible entrance is visible on the WNW facing 
side.  

 

Tower 379 
379.1 Moultavie NH 6319 7128 NH67SW 53 NH67SW0045 NMRS; SMR; 1st and 

2nd Edition OS; Field 
survey 

Listed Category 
C(s) (HBNum 
371); NSR Code 
R  

House Moultavie House and gardens are depicted on the Ordnance 
Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps. 
The NMRS and SMR records the presence of a 19th century 
house at NH 6319 7128. 
Field survey identified the house that is currently occupied.  

 

Tower 384 
384.1 Novar NH 6262 6963   Field survey  Field bank Field survey records the presence of a field bank c.20m E from 

Tower 385 and running to the SW following the same alignment as 
the overhead power line. The bank measures 5m wide and 1.3m 
high and may be the remains of an estate boundary wall.  

 

Tower 386 
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386.1 Novar NH 62210 69273   Aerial photographs; Field 

survey 
 Farmstead A small rectangular mound is visible on aerial photographs, in the 

corner of what now is a ploughed field immediately NW of track 
leading from forestry plantation to Fyrish, and may be the remains 
of a building. 
Field survey identified the remains of two ruinous buildings close to 
the boundary of Novar House Estate. The first building is 
rectangular in plan measuring 13m long, 5m wide and walls 
surviving to a maximum height of 7m. The second building is also 
rectangular in plan measuring 13m long, 5m wide and with walls 
1.5m high. A section of dry stone wall, 0.7m high, runs between the 
two buildings and this may be the remains of a third building.  

 

Tower 387 
387.1 Fyrish NH 6182 6899 NH66NW 5 NH66NW0005 NMRS; SMR;   Spot find, Cists, 

Beaker, Bracer 
The Name Book (1875) records that two cists were found at Fyrish 
before 1865, one containing an inhumation, an N4 Beaker and a 
bracer.  
The NMRS and SMR note that no trace of the cists could be found 
at the previously recorded location. However at the site of the 
eastern one lies a large flat irregular shaped stone slab measuring 
1.7m by 1.4m and 0.3m thick. 
Field survey did not identify any remains of the two cists at the 
location previously recorded by the NMRS/SMR. The area has 
been heavily ploughed for cultivation. 

 

387.2 Fyrish NH 6181 6901 NH66NW 29 NH66NW0037 NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

 Farmhouse The NMRS and SMR record that the farm at Fyrish appears to 
belong substantially to the 18th century. Although the building 
incorporates a displaced date stone dated to 1672. 
Field survey identified the house, which is currently occupied. 

 

Tower 390 
390.1 Novar Estates NH 615 685   Inventory Historic Garden 

and Design 
Landscape 

Novar Estate Novar is situated on the north side of the Cromarty Firth, 3.5km 
(2.5 miles) SW of Alness and 1.5km (1 mile) NE of Evanton, on the 
Alness-Evanton road. The estate lies on the SE slopes of Cnoc 
Fyrish, Cnoc an Deilignidh and Meann Chnoc, to the NE of Glen 
Glass. Novar House lies about 55m above sea level, at the centre 
of a series of enclosed parklands that ascend Cnoc an Deilignidh 
to 140m above sea level. The parklands are sheltered to the N, E 
and W by plantations. This landscape framework directs long-
distance views southeastwards over the lower parklands, across 
the Cromarty Firth to the Black Isle. The designed landscape is 
ornamented with a series of follies, which highlight major views. 
Most notable is the Fyrish Monument, a local landmark which can 
be seen from many miles away. Views into the Novar parklands 
can be gained from the Alness-Evanton road, which was previously 
the coaching road, the A9. 

 

Tower 393 
393.1 Novar NH 6015 6815   Aerial photographs; Field 

survey 
 Field system A system of field banks is visible on aerial photographs in an area 

that is now covered with forestry plantation. 
No remains of the field banks were identified during the field 
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survey. 

Tower 394 
394.1 Novar NH 6005 6789 (centred)   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified a large sinuous head dyke up to 6m across 

in places and measures c.50m in length. The head dyke crosses a 
steep hill and stands 1.2m high on the up slope side and c.3m high 
on the down slope.  

 

Tower 397 
398.1 Mains of Assynt NH 5890 6730   Field survey  Rig and furrow 

cultivation 
Field survey identified the very fragmentary remains of rig and 
furrow cultivation aligned NW-SE immediately E of the current 
forestry plantation and just NW of the Mains of Assynt. The rig 
measures 3m wide and 0.2m high, with 1m wide furrows covering 
an area c.20m by 20m. 

 

Tower 400 
400.1 Evanton NH 58666 66276   1st and 2nd Edition OS; 

Field survey 
 Building The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps depict a 

farmstead comprising one roofed building, trackway and 
associated field system.  
Field survey identified the remains of a poorly preserved long 
rectangular building measuring 13m long and 5m wide, aligned 
NE-SW. The structure was constructed from large boulders, the 
wall measuring 0.6m wide and 0.5m high. No internal features are 
visible. The remains of a field wall run from the SW end of the 
building to a road. The structure is located in the edge of a 
ploughed field and a modern drainage ditch runs past the structure 
on the NE side. Large amounts of stone rubble and boulders are 
present at the SW end of the structure spread over an area 10m in 
diameter, but there is no obvious structure.   

 

Tower 405 
405.1 Corriefoullis NH 5778 6488 NH56SE 1 NH56SE0001 1st and 2nd Edition OS; 

NMRS; SMR 
 Cairn, Human 

remains 
The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps record the site of 
cairn and human remains that were found in AD 1860. 
The NMRS and SMR record that the remains of a human skeleton 
were found under the site of a cairn. However, there were no 
traces of the cairn in the area previously recorded.  
Field survey could not identify any visible remains of the cairn.  

 

Tower 496 
406.1 
 

Corriesfoulis NH 57575 64736   Field survey  Dry-stone wall Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a stone wall 
aligned SSE-NNW and measuring 2m thick and 0.7m high. 

 

Tower 407 
407.1 Strongrave NH 5739 6434   Field survey  Structure (possible) Field survey identified the remains of a possible stone structure. All 

that survives is a roughly linear stone spread covering an area 
approximately 9m long and 1.5m wide and standing to a height of 
0.4m. No obvious structure was visible. 

 

407.2 Strongrave NH 5729 6431   Field survey  Structure (possible) Field survey identified the remains of a possible stone structure. All 
that survives are two roughly linear stone spreads covering an area 
approximately 12m long and 6m wide and standing to a height of 
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0.8m. No obvious structure was visible. 

407.3 Strongrave Cairn 1: NH 57295 64299  
Cairn 2: NH 57266 64270  
2 x Possible structure: NH 
57199 64234 and NH 
57132 64143  

  Field survey  Farmstead Field survey identified a possible farmstead comprising a 
rectangular enclosure defined by 2m high banks, measuring 15m 
long and 7m wide. A sub-rectangular clearance cairn measuring 
12m by 4m and 1.5m high was situated c.20m from the enclosure. 
A deep ditch 1m wide ran NE-SW with a right-angled return to the 
SE. An over grown clearance cairn measuring 5m by 3m was 
located at the corner of the ditch. A ruined building was identified at 
NH 57132 64143 measuring c.18m by 7m and split into three 
compartments. There are the foundations of a small outbuilding or 
porch visible on the W side of the building.  

 

Tower 408 
408.1 Strongrave NH 5710 6415   1st and 2nd Edition OS; 

Aerial photographs; Field 
survey 

 Farmstead The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts a long rectangular 
building aligned NE-SW with an associated enclosure. By the 
Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map the building is no longer roofed 
and the enclosure is not recorded. 
A ruined rectangular long building with two compartments and 
aligned NNW-SSE, is visible on aerial photographs. 
Field survey identified the remains of the building and a number of 
low mounds associated with the structure.  

 

Tower 410 
410.1 Culbin NH 56621 63430   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified what may be the remains of a low clearance 

cairn at the edge of a drainage ditch. It measures c.1m high and 
may be ditch upcast rather than a earlier feature. 

 

410.2 Culbin NH 56530 63310 
 

  Aerial photographs; Field 
survey 

 Farmstead The quality of the aerial photographs taken over this area are 
extremely poor but what appears to be a farmstead consisting of at 
least one rectangular long building, aligned NW-SE and associated 
enclosure to the SW side of the building.  
Field survey identified the remains of a possible enclosure, which 
is rectangular in plan measuring 20m by 10m, and aligned E-W. 
The walls are extremely collapsed and the area has been used to 
dump modern farm rubbish.   

 

Tower 411 
411.1 Culbin NH 564 632 (centred)   1st and 2nd Edition OS  Mill lade The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps depicts a mill lade 

running from Culbin farm towards the W and terminating at a 
Sluice/Mill dam. 
There was no visible evidence of the mill lade during the field 
survey. 

 

Tower 412 
412.1 Culbin NH 56125 62711   Field survey  Cairn or structure 

(possible) 
Field survey identified the remains of a low stone cairn or possible 
structure measuring 7m long, 2.5m wide and 0.6m high with a 
hollow interior. No obvious internal or external features were 
identified. 

 

Tower 417 
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417.1 Allt A'Ghaill NH 54856 61599 NH56SE 29 NH65SE0042 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 

OS; Field survey 
 Building An unroofed building lying in an area of cultivation is depicted on 

the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map. 
The NMRS and SMR record the location of a building at NH 550 
617. 
Field survey identified the remains of a badly denuded dry stone 
building at NH 54856 61599. The building measures c.12m long 
and c.5m wide and is aligned NE-SW.   

 

Tower 418 
419.1 Tulloch Hill NH 54477 61403   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a turf and stone bank 

measuring 1m high, 3m wide, c.50m long and orientated E-W, cut 
by a later track probably constructed for access to the overhead 
power line.  

 

Tower 420 
420.1 Tulloch Hill NH 54143 61133   Aerial photographs; Field 

survey 
 Field bank A possible field bank was visible on aerial photographs in an area 

of rough pasture. The bank was aligned N-S and measured c.30m 
in length.  
Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf field bank 
1.5m wide and 0.7m high. 

 

420.2 Tulloch Hill NH 54106 61100   Aerial photographs, Field 
survey 

 Field bank The remains of a field bank were visible on aerial photographs in 
an area of rough pasture. 
Field survey identified a low turf covered stone bank orientated NE-
SW, measuring c.10m long by 1.5m wide and 0.5m high.  

 

Tower 421 
421.1 Tulloch Hill NH 54038 61043   2nd Edition OS; Aerial 

photographs; Field 
survey 

 Field bank A bank or dyke is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 
map. 
A series of field banks were visible on the aerial photographs in an 
area of rough pasture.  
Field survey identified the remains of a field bank aligned NNW-
SSE. The bank measured 1.5m wide and 1.2m high, and 
measured c.50m long. Modern field clearance debris is piled on the 
SSE end.  

 

421.2 Tulloch Hill NH 53994 61034   Field survey  Burial cairn Field survey identified the remains of a possible burial cairn 
comprising a circular grass covered mound c.7m in diameter and 
1.5m high. Kerbing stones are visible around the edge of the 
mound and two vertical slabs/orthostats lying at 90 degrees are 
visible towards the centre of the mound and may represent a burial 
cist.  There is no capstone evident and rabbit burrowing has 
damaged the mound.  

 

Tower 422 
422.1  NH 53804 60882   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified a clearance cairn measuring 2m by 1.5m 

and 0.8m high. 
 

422.2  NH 53809 60873   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified a clearance cairn measuring 2m by 1.8m 
and 0.5m high. 
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422.3  NH 5390 6085   1st and 2nd Edition OS  Well The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps depicts a well 

within an area of woodland, and annotated as ‘Spa Well’. The area 
is still named Spa Well on the Ordnance Survey current Edition 
map but the well is no longer shown. 
There were no visible remains of the well identified during the field 
survey. 

 

Tower 425 
425.1  NH 53160 59897   Field survey  Mound (possible) Field survey identified a mound measuring 5m in diameter and 2m 

high. It was partially overgrown and had loose shattered stone, 
gravel and earth eroding from it. 

 

Tower 426 
426.1  NH 53055 59829   Field survey  Cropmark, 

Enclosure (possible) 
Field survey identified a large circular crop mark measuring c.10m 
in diameter and possibly indicating the buried remains of an 
enclosure or hut circle. 

 

Tower 431 
431.1 Somerby NH 53255 58183   Field survey  Dry-stone field 

boundary 
Field survey identified the remains of a dry-stone field boundary 
measuring c.5m long, 1.2m high by 0.5m wide and orientated 
approximately ENE-WSW.  

 

Tower 434 
434.1 Bakerhill NH 5351 5701 NH55NW 63 NH55NW0081 1st and 2nd Edition OS; 

NMRS; SMR; Aerial 
photographs; Field 
survey 

 Farmhouse A farmstead is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd 
Edition maps. 
A roofed farmhouse is visible on aerial photographs. 
The NMRS and SMR record the location of a farmhouse at 
Bakerhill. 
Field survey identified the farmhouse, which is currently occupied. 

 

Tower 435 
435.1 Seaforth Centre NH 5354 5682 NH55NE 162.02  NMRS; Aerial 

photographs; Field 
survey 

Category B 
Listed (Hbnum 
6360) 

Seaforth 
Sanatorium Training 
Centre 

The training centre is visible on aerial photographs. 
The NMRS records the location of Seaforth Sanatorium Training 
Centre. 
Field survey identified the training centre, which is currently in use. 

 

Tower 436 
436.1 Bakerhill NH 5355 5650   1st Edition OS  Well A well is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map. 

No visible upstanding remains of the well were identified during the 
field survey. 

 

Tower 437 
437.1 Maryburgh NH 53604 56358  

NH 53618 56396 
  Field survey  Clearance cairns 

(possible) 
Field survey identified the remains of two possible clearance cairns 
in a rough pasture and woodland area. The cairns were both 
roughly rectangular in plan and measure 1.5m long and 1m wide 
with a height of 0.4m. 

 

437.2 Maryburgh NH 536 564   1st and 2nd Edition OS  Curling pond The Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps record the 
presence of a rectangular curling pond, aligned NW-SE, just E of 
the overhead power line route. 
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There was no visible evidence for the curling pond at the location 
previously recorded on the Ordnance Survey map. The area was 
covered in woodland which limited visibility, a number of highland 
cattle were being kept in the wooded area and the animals had 
badly churned up the ground.   

Tower 438 
438.1 Brahan NH 533 555   Inventory Historic Garden 

and Designed 
Landscape 

Brahan Brahan lies on the S facing slope of Brahan Hill between the small 
town of Maryburgh in the east and Moy Bridge. To the S, the park 
is bordered by the Conon River and, to the N, by the main road to 
the W between Maryburgh and Moy Bridge. The surrounding 
landscape in the valley is mainly farmed except at the E end where 
the town of Maryburgh is beginning to encroach into the park. 
Magnificent upland scenery rises on all sides, except to the east 
above the Conon valley. The open landscape allows undisturbed 
views to the E to the Black Isle, S across to the Aird, and W along 
the Conon River to Strathconon. The parkland, bordered by the 
mature canopy of the shelterbelt, is highly significant in the 
landscape of the Conon valley.  

 

Tower 441 
441.1 Dunglas NH 531 549 NH55SW 12 NH55SW0012 NMRS; SMR  Mound The NMRS and SMR records the presence of a low grass-covered 

mound, surrounded by a ring of greener fresher grass 12m (40ft) in 
diameter, close to Dunglas (Rev J Noble 1838). Survey carried out 
by the NMRS in 1975 could not locate any visible traces of the 
mound. 
No visible remains of the mound were identified during the field 
survey, 

 

441.2 Dunglas NH 531 549   1st and 2nd Edition OS  Well A well is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition 
maps just E of Dunglas. 
No visible remains of the well were identified during the field 
survey. 

 

Tower 442 
442.1 Dunglas NH 5275 5440   2nd Edition OS; Aerial 

photographs 
 Quarry The Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map records a small quarry 

within an area of forestry plantation just E of the overhead power 
line route. 
A possible quarry and associated trackway running from the quarry 
to the main road are visible on aerial photographs. 
No visible remains of the quarry or track were identified during the 
field survey, the area had recently been felled and there was much 
woodland debris limiting visibility. 

 

Tower 446 
446.1 Urray NH 5245 5340   2nd Edition OS  Gravel Pits The Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map records the presence of 

'old' gravel pits at Urray just W of Conan Mains. 
The area has been substantially ploughed and no visible evidence 
of the gravel pits was identified during the field survey. 

 

Tower 451 
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451.1 Highfield House NH 51581 51544  NH55SW0107 SMR; 1st and 2nd 

Edition OS; Field survey 
NSR Code R Gardens, Park, 

Walled Garden 
The designed gardens for Highfield House are recorded on both 
the Ordnance survey 1st and 2nd Edition maps. The walled garden 
is depicted as an orchard on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map, 
by the Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition map the orchard has gone 
and is replaced by a walled garden and an associated building at 
the NW side. 
The walled gardens for Highfield House are visible on aerial 
photographs. The garden comprises a square walled garden with 
crop marks indicating that the garden was split into four internal 
areas. What may be a greenhouse or a lean-to structure is visible 
on the inside of the S facing wall of the garden. 
The SMR records the presence of Highfield House gardens at NH 
51581 51544. 
Field survey identified the remains of a walled garden, with the 
walls on NW side surviving 0.6m to 2m in height. The NW wall 
survives best with the remains of four cells or rooms, measuring 4 
x 4.5m, built on the outside edge. These rooms were probably 
once greenhouses or indoor nursery beds as one has a small 
internal raised footing. The SE wall is mostly demolished but the 
garden is still demarked by a ditch, which is 3m wide, and 1.5m 
deep. 

 

451.2 Highfield House NH 51586 51400   Field survey  Pond Field survey identified a pond close to the walled garden 
connected with Highfield House. Although this pond could be a 
natural feature, there is a ditch leading out of the pond heading in a 
SW direction, suggesting it may have been part of the designed 
landscape connected with Highfield House. The pond is heavily 
covered in scrub and rhododendron bushes, which obscure the full 
form on the feature. 

 

451.3 Highfield House NH 51642 51343   Field survey  Clearance Cairn  Field survey identified a clearance cairn measuring 3.5m by 10m 
with a maximum height of 1m. 

 

451.4 Highfield House NH 51664 51388   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified a low bracken covered stone and turf bank, 
leading away from the clearance cairn (451.3) in a northerly 
direction. The bank measures c.20m long, 1m wide with a 
maximum height of 0.5m, in poor condition and in some places 
almost undetectable. 

 

Tower 453 
453.1 Ord House Hotel NH 51255 50356   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a clearance cairn measuring 

1.5m high and abutting a modern fence line. 
 

Tower 454 
454.1 Ord Mains NH 51331 50106   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of clearance cairn c.2m in 

diameter by 1m high, next to a dry stone field wall.  
 

Tower 455 
455.1 Ord Mains NH 51355 50069   Field survey  Field boundary Field survey identified the remains of a dry stone wall, aligned NW-

SE and measuring c.20m long, 1.2m high and 0.4m wide.  
 

Tower 456 
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456.1 Ardnagrask NH 51466 49768   Field survey  Stone mound Field survey identified a low stone mound, possibly a cairn, c.1m 

high and 3m in diameter.  
 

456.2 Ardnagrask NH 51488 49701   Field survey  Field boundary Field survey identified a denuded dry stone wall aligned NW-SE. It 
measures c.10m long, 1.3m wide and 1m high. The wall runs 
parallel with a current field boundary defined by a modern fence 
line. 

 

456.3 Ardnagrask NH 51513 49687   Field survey  Field boundary Field survey identified the remains of a field boundary comprising 
of a line of large boulders and sub-rounded stones. It measures 
c.10m long, 0.7m wide and 0.4m high, and orientated ENE-WSW. 

 

Tower 457 
457.1 Ardnagrask NH 51554 49519   Field survey  Field boundary Field survey identified the remains of a dry stone field boundary 

that has subsequently been replaced by a modern wire and post 
fence. It measures c.10m long, 1.5m wide and 1m high, forming 
the foundations for the modern fence line. 

 

457.2 Ardnagrask NH 51615 49474   Field survey  Field boundary Field survey identified a discontinuous line of stones representing 
the collapsed and robbed remains of a former field boundary, 
which extends for 20m and is orientated NE-SW. 

 

457.3 Ardnagrask NH 51596 49429   Field survey  Mound Field survey identified a stone and turf mound. The mound 
measures 15m by 8m and 2m high. It may represent field 
clearance, although the mound is heavily overgrown with dense 
vegetation and is difficult to define. 

 

457.4 Ardnagrask NH 51665 49400   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a denuded stone and turf 
bank. The bank measures c.10m long, 0.6m high, 0.8m wide and is 
aligned W-E. 

 

Tower 459 
459.1 Allt A Bhathaich Stone heap 1: NH 51505 

48724 
Stone heap 2: NH 51478 
48704 

NH54NW 83 NH54NW0122 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 
OS; Field survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead A farmstead comprising one roofed and one unroofed building is 
depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map. 
The NMRS and SMR record the location of a farmstead at NH 515 
487. 
No upstanding remains of the farmstead were identified during the 
field survey. Two large heaps of stone rubble were located at the 
previous location recorded for the farmhouse and it is possible that 
these piles of rubble are all that remains of the farmstead. 

 

459.2 Aultvaich NH 51566 48958   Field survey  Enclosure or quarry 
scoop 

Field survey identified the remains of a possible enclosure or 
quarry scoop. The centre was c.1m deep and the enclosure was 
c.5m in diameter. The bank forming the possible enclosure 
measures 1.8m wide and 1m high. 

 

Tower 460 
460.1 Aultvaich NH 515 483 NH54NW 94 NH54NW0134 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 

OS; Field survey 
NSR Code R Farmstead A farmstead comprising one roofed building, one unroofed building 

and an enclosure is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 
map. 
The NMRS and SMR record the location of a farmstead at NH 515 
483. 
No visible upstanding remains of the farmstead were identified 
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during the field survey, which appear to have been destroyed 
during the development of a new residential house. 

460.2 Clash an dorran NH5165 4825 NH54NW 146  NMRS; Field survey  Farmstead The NMRS records that a desk based assessment and walkover 
survey were undertaken for the proposed route of the Ardnagrask 
Water Mains Renwel Project. One unrecorded site was located: a 
farmstead at Clash an dorran. 
Field survey identified the former site of a possible farmstead. The 
site was heavily overgrown and no structural remains were evident. 
The site occupies a rectangular plot of land measuring 17m by 8m. 

 

Tower 462 
462.1 Reindown Wood Bank 1: NH 51550 47654 - 

51564 47658  
Bank 2: NH 51605 47661 - 
NH 51601 47706 - 51627 
47723 
Clearance cairn: NH 51599 
47659 

NH54NW 47 NH54NW0150 NMRS; SMR  Field banks, 
Clearance cairn 

The NMRS and SMR record the location of earthworks and 
indeterminate remains within Reindown Wood at NH 515 467.  
Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank aligned 
E-W and running parallel with a modern boundary wall for 
plantation forestry. The bank measures 2m wide and 0.5m high 
with sections of a relict hawthorn hedge running along the top. The 
bank has been badly truncated at the E end by a large hollow, 
which has been filled with what appears to be recent clearance 
debris. A second bank was visible at right angles to the first. This 
bank is aligned approximately N-S and runs parallel with the edge 
of a modern woodland area. The bank measures 2m wide and 
0.5m high.  

 

462.2 Unused number          
462.3 Reindown Wood NH 51561 47659   Field survey  Hollow-way 

(possible) 
Field survey identified the remains of a possible hollow-way, 
aligned E-W and measuring 5m wide and 45m long. The feature is 
degraded at the E end and covered in dense gorse bushes.  

 

Tower 463 
463.1 Reindown Wood NH 515 474 NH54NW 48 NH54NW0151 NMRS; SMR  Earthwork, Mounds, 

Indeterminate 
remains 

The NMRS and SMR record the location of earthworks and 
indeterminate remains close to Reindown Wood at NH 515 474. 
Field survey did not identify any earthworks within the survey area 
at this location. The area has recently been landscaped to form a 
garden for a modern bungalow.  

 

Tower 464 
464.1 Croyard Brae NH 5142 4712 (centred) NH54NW 65 NH54NW0128 NMRS; SMR; 1st Edition 

OS; Field survey 
 Building, Field wall An unroofed building and a length of field wall are depicted on the 

Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map.  
The NMRS and SMR records the presence of a building and field 
wall at NH 5157 4715. 
Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a dry stone 
wall aligned E-W and recorded on the current Ordnance Survey 
map. There was no visible remains of the building within the area 
previously recorded by the NMRS. 

 

464.2 Croyard Brae NH 514 472   1st and 2nd Edition OS  Well A well is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd Edition 
maps NW of Teanroit House. 
There were no visible upstanding remains of the well identified 
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during the field survey. 

Tower 470 
470.1 Teanalonaig NH 50975 45485 NH54NW 103 NH54NW0098 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code R Hut circle The NMRS and SMR record the location of a crop mark of a hut 

circle N of Wester Balblair at NH 509 454. 
Field survey identified the faint outline of a possible hut circle, 
measuring c.8m in diameter, defined by an increased length in 
vegetation overlying the site.   

 

470.2 Teanalonaig NH 50971 45609   Field survey  Ditch Field survey identified the remains of a linear ditch aligned 
approximately NW-SE. The ditch measures c.10m long, 0.25m 
deep and 0.3m wide.  

 

Tower 471 
471.1 Teanalonaig NH 50842 45236 NH 

50803 45191 
  Field survey  Building platforms 

(possible) 
Field survey identified the remains of two possible buildings or hut 
platforms visible as crop marks measuring 8m by 2.5m. 

 

471.2 Teanalonaig NH 50807 45192 - NH 
50823 45238 

  Field survey  Crop marks; 
enclosure (possible) 

Field survey identified the possible outline of an enclosure defined 
by crop marks. The enclosure was sub-oval in plan measuring 40m 
by 15m.  

 

Tower 472 
472.1 Balblair NH 5087 4502 NH54NW 86 NH54NW0075 NMRS; SMR Listed Category 

C(s) (Hbnum 
7128) NSR 
Code R 

Free Church The NMRS and SMR record the location of Free Church, c.1845, 
and associated enclosure at Balblair.  
Field survey identified the church and associated enclosure. The 
church is currently in use. 
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Table B: Cultural heritage sites within a 100m study corridor along the proposed access tracks outside corridor in Table 10.1 
 
 
Site no Name Grid ref NMRS no SMR no Source Status Type Description Notes 
Access 8-9  
8A Reay NC 96858 64740  NC96SE0113 SMR  Barn The SMR records the presence of a barn at NC 96858 64740. 

This site was not visited during the field survey. 
Outside 20m targeted 
survey area 

8B Reay NC 9680 6477 NC96SE 118 NC96SE0150 NMRS; SMR  The Old Inn The NMRS and SMR record the location of The Old Inn at Reay. 
This site was not visited during the field survey. 

Outside 20m targeted 
survey area 

8C Reay NC 9682 6479 NC96SE 115 NC96SE0147 NMRS, SMR NSR Code R War Memorial The NMRS and SMR record the location of the War Memorial at Reay. 
This site was not visited during the field survey. 

Outside 20m targeted 
survey area 

Access 10-11  
10A New Reay NC 96101 64439  NC96SE0124 SMR; 1st Edition 

OS 
 Market stance The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts the market stance at 

New Reay. 
The SMR records the location of a market stance at NC 96101 64439. 
This site was not visited during the field survey. 

Outside 20m targeted 
survey area 

11A Unused number         
11B New Reay, The Terrace NC 9587 6453 NC96SE 121 NC96SE0153 NMRS; SMR  Residential The NMRS and SMR record a residential house at NC 9587 6453. 

This site was not visited during the field survey. 
Outside 20m targeted 
survey area 

Access 29-32  
32A Connagill BANK (A): NC 

90722 59942 – NC 
90718 59925 
BANK (B): NC 
90707 59948 – NC 
90701 59924 
BANK (C) NC 
90504 59765 – NC 
90478 59701 
BANK (D) NC 
90684 59876 – NC 
90628 59889 – NC 
90594 59894 – NC 
90525 59824 
BOTHY/SHIELING: 
NC 90513 59807 
(centred) 
CAIRN 1: NC 
90533 59829 
CAIRN 2: NC 
90566 59851 
CAIRN 3: NC 
90590 598419 
CAIRN 4: NC 
90602 59829 
CAIRN 5: NC 

NC95NW 1 NC95NW0001 NMRS; SMR; 1st 
Edition OS 

NSR Code R Township; hut 
circle (possible) 

The NMRS and SMR record that a small township comprising two 
unroofed long buildings, two unroofed structures and one enclosure are 
depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map.  
Field survey carried out by the Ordnance Survey in 1977 recorded the 
footings of three buildings, the largest of which measured 25m by 3m, 
and an enclosure.  
Field survey identified the remains of a farmstead and associated field 
system. The farmstead comprises the remains of  c.3 long rectangular 
buildings, a corn drying kiln, two possible bothies, several enclosures, a 
possible quarry and at least eight clearance cairns. The remains of a 
circular feature which may be the remnants of a hut circle were also 
identified close to the farmstead.   
To the N of the burn were the remains of three linear stone and turf 
banks and a circular structure. The banks were all aligned N-S and 
ranged in size from 1-2m wide and 0.2-0.5m high. Bank (A)and (B) 
measure c.20m long and peter out at both ends in wet boggy ground. 
The third bank (C) runs for >100m and continues out side the study 
area. The bank is truncated at the S end by the burn and then 
continues on for a further 8m where it abuts the remains of a fourth 
stone and turf bank (Bank D). Bank (D) is aligned E-W. It is 0.5m wide 
and 0.3-0.4m high. The bank is extremely poorly preserved and has 
been truncated by animal tracks. The bank skirts around the edge of a 
bedrock knoll for 52m and peters out in boggy ground. It is visible again 
34m to the W  where it continues to curve round to the S for c.100m. 
Further stone and turf banks remains are visible further S running from 
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90614 59823 
CAIRN 6: NC 
90613 59810 
CAIRN 7: NC 
90616 59807 
CAIRN 8: NC 
90635 59823 
ENCLOSURE: NC 
90456 59864 
(centred) 
REC BUILDING: 
NC 90430 59859 
(centred) 
POSS QUARRY: 
NC 90428 959838 
POSS CORN 
DRYING KILN: NC 
90445 59830POSS 
HUT CIRCLE: NC 
90421 59765 
HORSE SHOE 
STRUCTURE: NC 
90593 59907 
BANK (E): NC 
9041159803 – NC 
90386 59779 
BANK (F): NC 
90543 59829 – NC 
90543 59801 
 

NC 90504 59765 – NC 90479 59703 and may have originally formed 
part of Bank (D).  
A small horse-shoe structure is present at NC 90593 59907. The 
structure measures 2m diameter internally, surrounded by a wall that 
measures 1m wide and 0.5m high. An entrance is visible on the S side 
of the structure and measures 1.5m wide. The N side of the structure 
has been built into a S facing slope.   
To the S side of the burn and situated on top of a large bedrock knoll 
are the remains of a long rectangular building and associated 
enclosure. The building centred on NC 90430 59859 measures c.36m 
long and 4m wide, split into at least 3 compartments, and aligned NW-
SE. The building is visible as a raised rectangular grass platform with 
stone scattered along its edges. No internal features are visible. To the 
E of the building and abutting the NW end of the building is the remains 
of a sub-rectangular enclosure. The enclosure measures c.65m long,  
50m wide and centred on NC 90456 59864. The enclosure was 
surrounded by the remains of a stone wall comprising a stone spread 
measuring 1m wide and 0.4-0.5m high.  
To the S, 10m from the SE end of the rectangular building are the 
remains of a possible corn drying kiln centred on NC 90445 59830. 
There is no obvious structure but a 6m long and 4m wide rectangular 
spread of stone is cut into a W facing slope.  
Eleven metres to the WNW of the corn drying kiln and 8m SW of the 
rectangular building is the remains of a possible quarry centred on NC 
90428 59838. The quarry measures 20m by 10m and is 1.5m deep. No 
worked faces are visible.  
Further S and c.60m from the quarry are the remains of what may be a 
hut circle comprising a large circular holllow measuring 8m in diameter 
and 0.5m deep. The NW edge of the hollow is cut into the side of a 
bedrock knoll and a slight turf bank is visible surrounding the hollow 
measuring c.1m wide and 0.1-0.2m high. 
Approximately 30m to the NW of the hut circle and c.45m to the SSW 
of the quarry are the remains of a turf bank (Bank E). The bank 
measures 35m long and aligned NW-SE. It is 2m wide and 0.6m high, 
the bank peters out at both ends in grassland. A further small fragment 
of bank measuring 1.5m long is visible c.20m to the NW of Bank E and 
may have originally formed part of this structure.  
To the SE of the enclosure and centred on NC 90513 59807 are the 
remains of a small bothy or sheiling hut. The rectangular structure 
measures 4m by 3m with a 0.3m high wall that is now covered in turf. 
No internal structures are visible.  
The faint outline of a further stone and turf bank (Bank F) is visible to 
the E of Bank D running from NC 90543 59829 – NC 90543 59801. The 
bank measures c.30m long, 1m wide and 0.2m high.  
Eight clearance cairns are also present spread across a boggy area to 
the E of Bank D and F. The cairns range in height from 0.2-1.5m and 
2m–5m in diameter.  

Access 33-34 
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34A Ceargaraidh Mhor NC 90454 59696   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a small quarry scoop measuring 4m in diameter 
and 1.5m deep on a W facing slope just NW of the Beauly to Dounreay 
overhead power line. 

 

Access 35 
35A Calgarry Beg NC 90125 59310 

(centred) 
  Field survey  Farmstead Field survey identified the remains of two rectangular buildings, an 

associated enclosure and the remains of a possible corn drying kiln. 
The first building, centred on NC 90118 59302, measures c.13m long 
and 4.5m wide, aligned NW-SE and split into two possible 
compartments. The walls measure 0.4m high and c.1m wide. The SE 
end is well preserved and cut into a small bedrock knoll. To the N of the 
building are the remains of a possible enclosure measuring 20m long 
by 12m wide. The enclosure, centred on NC90128 59312, is 
surrounded by the remains of a stone wall 0.5m, 1wide and 0.4m high. 
Abutting the NW edge of the enclosure, centred on NC 90123 59320, is 
a further rectangular enclosure or building. This measures 25m long 
and 4m wide. It is visible as a slight rectangular grass covered platform 
surrounded by a few stones. No obvious internal features are visible. 
The enclosure/building is aligned NW-SE. Twenty metres to the W of 
the structures are the remains of a possible corn drying kiln, centred on 
NC 90091 59317, situated close to the edge of a very steep W facing 
slope. The structure consists of a sub-circular grass covered hummock 
measuring 3m in diameter and 1m high. The centre of the feature has 
collapsed, 1m deep, and this may be the remains of the kiln bowl.    

 

Access 41-42 
42A Ardachadh NC 89776 597188 

– NC 89634 57250 
  Field survey  Peat cuttings Field survey identified an area of peat cuttings close to Tower 42 and 

Access 41-42. The peat cuttings are spread over an area measuring > 
200m long and 170m wide, and aligned NNE-SSW.  

 

Access 50 
50A Dalhalvaig NC89506 54619    Field survey  Bank Field survey identified the denuded remains of a stone and turf bank 

aligned N-S and measuring 15m long, 1-1.2m wide and 0.3m high. The 
bank runs from the S side of a modern wood shed and peters out at a 
woodland shelter belt. The bank is visible only as a faint raised turf line 
with occasional visible stone along its length.  

 

Access 51 
51A Dalhalvaig NC 89485 54430   Field survey  Buildings Field survey identified the remains of two rectangular buildings within 

an area of rough pasture and c.40m N of the proposed access road. 
The first building comprises a dry stone structure aligned N-S and 
measuring 16m long and 5m wide centred on NC 89485 54432. The 
building has been rebuilt in the past with the upper half of the house 
being constructed in concrete breeze-blocks placed on top of the dry 
stone wall foundations. Fragments of corrugated iron roof still survive 
and a breeze block bathroom extension is present at the S end of the 
structure. A wooden extension or shed abuts the E side of the building 
and the remains of a dumped car are present next to the shed. An 
entrance is visible to the W side. Modern rubbish has been dumped 
into the structure. The remains of a culvert or wall foundation run from 
the SE corner to the remains of a second structure. The culvert/wall 
measures 10m long, 1.2m wide and 0.3m high covered in dense 
vegetation. The second building is visible as a rectangular raised 
platform centred on NC 89494 54412 and aligned NNE-SSW. It 
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measures 11m long, 5m wide and 1m high. No obvious structure is 
visible.  

Access 59 
59A Breacrie NC 89831 51422   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a oval quarry measuring 20m long, 10m wide 

and 2m deep. The NW end is open and occasional loose stone is 
visible in the base of the quarry. No worked faces are visible. 

 

59B Breacries Bank 1: NC89787 
51459 – NC 89858 
951271 
Bank 2: NC89792 
51320 – NC 89899 
51419  
Building 1: NC 
89807 51269 
Enclosure/Building 
2: NC 89835 
51266 

NC85SE 26.01 NC85SE0030 NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead The NMRS and SMR records that a farmstead of at least two phases, 
is present at NC 8982 5127. The farmstead consists of a boat-shaped 
building, 33m by 7m with subdivisions and an ‘eaves-drip’ gutter on the 
N; a rectangular building 11m by 8m; a sub-rectangular building, 16m 
by 6m, with corn-drying kiln at the E end; and a very well preserved 
croft, 14m by 5m with its garden. 
Field survey identified the remains of two sinuous field banks. The first 
bank is aligned NNW-SSE and measures 200m long, 1m wide and 
0.3m high. The second bank is aligned approximately NE-SW and 
measures 140m long. It crosses the first bank at NC 89835 51344, the 
bank measures 1m wide and 0.3m high.  
To the S of these banks are the remains of two rectangular long 
buildings. The first centred on NC 89807 51269 measures 13m long 
and 5m wide, aligned NNE-SSW. The walls are 1m wide and 0.6m 
high. A small section of stone and turf bank curves from the NNW end 
of the building to the W measuring 10m long. A further rectangular 
enclosure or building remains are present immediately E of building 1. 
The rectangular structure measures 30m long and 4m wide surrounded 
by a stone and turf bank measuring 1m wide and 0.5m high. There are 
no visible internal features and it is difficult to say whether this once 
formed part of a building or an enclosure. All of the remains were poorly 
preserved and covered in dense vegetation. 

 

Access 60          
60A Breacrie NC 89785 51064 NC85SE 26.04 NC85SE0043 NMRS; SMR; Field 

survey 
NSR Code V Farmstead The NMRS and SMR record that Brawchry (modern spelling Breacrie) 

is a small, depopulated hamlet on the E bank of the Halladale River. It 
comprises about eight building foundations, the largest of which is 30m 
by 3.5m, and associated kale yards and enclosures. One of the 
buildings incorporates a corn-drying kiln. The hamlet is bounded by a 
wall on the E side. Traces of run-rig are clearly visible on the haugh 
land beside the river.  
Centred NC 8976 5105 is a farmstead consisting of five rectangular or 
subrectangular buildings, ranging from 7m by 4m to 22m by 6m, with a 
corn-drying kiln and a sub-circular stock enclosure 12m in diameter 
(Mercer 1980).  
Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank (Bank A)  
aligned NNE-SSW running from the S side of Site 59B (see above) 
towards the public road. The bank measures c.400m long and peters 
out at the SSW end in boggy ground. The bank measures c.1-1.5m 
wide and 0.5m high. At NC 89773 51063 the bank abuts the remains of 
a long rectangular building and two enclosures.  
The building measures 12m long and 5m wide, and aligned E-W. The 
walls are 1m wide and 0.4m high; no internal features are visible. To 
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the N of the building and abutting the NW corner of the structure is a 
rectangular enclosure, centred on NC 89776 51078. The enclosure 
measures 22m long, 16m wide and aligned NE-SW. A second 
enclosure, centred on NC 89756 51061, is situated immediately W of 
the building. This enclosure measures 20m by 15m and surrounded by 
a wall 1-1.5m wide and 0.3m high. 
Twenty five metres to the S of the building and enclosures is the 
remains of a corn drying kiln measuring 6m long, 4m wide and aligned 
NW-SE. The bowl of the kiln still survives at the SE end of the structure 
cut into a NW facing slope. The walls of the kiln are 0.3m high and the 
bowl is 1m deep.     
A further rectangular building is visible 20m S of the corn drying kiln 
and centred on NC 89777 51012. The structure is visible as a 
rectangular raised platform of grass measuring c.6m long by 3m wide. 
No obvious structure is visible. The structure may be the remains of a 
small bothy or shieling hut.  
To the E of the bothy, c.10m away, is the remains of a possible cairn. A 
circular heap of stone is visible through the heather measuring 7m 
diameter and 1.5m high centred on NC 89793 51013. 
The fragmentary remains of a further bank were also present running 
from NC 89843 51047 – NC 89835 51052. The bank measures 10.5m 
long and 1m wide by 0.3m high. The feature is covered in dense 
heather and difficult to distinguish.  
Further features are visible on the opposite side of the road outside the 
study area.  

Access 62 
62A Breacrie NC 89898 50315   Field survey  Quarry (possible) Field survey identified a large circular hollow immediately E of the main 

public road (A897). The hollow was filled with water and its depth is 
unknown. The hollow measures 10m in diameter. It may be the remains 
of a quarry excavated for the construction and maintenance of the 
public road.  

 

62B Breacrie NC 89878 50352 – 
NC 89954 50294 

  Field survey  Bank (possible) Field survey identified the faint outline of a possible turf bank visible in 
an area of boggy ground immediately E of the public road (A897). The 
feature was aligned NW-SE and measured c.90m long, 0.5-0.8m wide 
and 0.2m high.   

 

62C Breacrie NC 8989 5034   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a possible clearance cairn 
measuring 2m diameter by 0.5m high, located in an area of boggy 
ground immediately E of the public road (A897).  

 

Access 111-114 
114A Auchentoul Cairn (A): NC 

87956 33777 
Cairn (B): NC 
87960 33781 
Cairn (C): NC 
87974 33780 

  Field survey  Clearance cairns Field survey identified the possible remains of three small clearance 
cairns in the NW corner of a field close to Auchentoul Farm. The cairns 
are grouped together in an improved pasture field. Cairn (A) measures 
4m diameter and 0.3m high, Cairn (B) measures 2.5m diameter and 
0.3-0.4m high and Cairn (C) measures 3m diameter and 0.4m high.  

 

114B Auchntoul  NC 8743 3393 NC83SE 22 NC83SE0032 NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

 Shepherds House The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a shepherds house at NC 
8749. 
Field survey identified the house, which is currently occupied.  
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Access 115-116  
115A Achentoul NC 87691 33422   Field survey  Sheepfold Field survey identified a sheepfold comprising two rectangular 

enclosures measuring 25m by 18m and 27m by 16m respectively. 
Much of the sheepfold wall still survives with some of the original 
coping stones still in situ. There are several entrances on the NW, W 
and S side. The walls are 1.2m high and 0.7m wide. A sheep ramp and 
dip area are visible immediately W of the sheepfold. There is no 
evidence for an earlier farmstead on this site. 

 

115B Achentoul NC 87693 33481   Field survey  Field bank Field survey identified the remains of a extremely degraded turf bank 
measuring 35m long and 1.5m wide and aligned NE-SW. At the NE end 
the bank turns to the SE to form a reversed L-shape and this may have 
originally been a small structure but now extremely degraded. 

 

115C Achentoul NC 87523 33540   Field survey  Hut circle, Field 
bank 

Field survey identified the remains of a hut circle and associated field 
bank. The hut circle is oval in plan measuring 6m by 5m internally and 
defined by a turf bank measuring 2m wide and 0.15m high. The 
structure sits on a small bedrock knoll. A section of turf bank runs from 
the hut circle from the SW side and curves towards the S, petering out 
at a modern farm track. 

 

115D Achentoul NC 873 335 NC83SE 8 NC83SE0008 NMRS; SMR  Spot find; Axe The NMRS and SMR record that an axe of grey stone was found at 
Achentoul, Kinbrace under 2.4m (8ft) of peat. The axe is now in the 
Dunrobin Museum and was probably retrieved in 1868.  

 

Access 117-131 
130A Kinbrace Farm Hut circle A: NC 

8755 2886 
Hut circle B: NC 
8764 2873 

NC82NE 21 NC82NE0021 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey  

SAM 3321 Hut circles, small 
cairns 

The NMRS and SMR record the presence of two stone-walled hut 
circles now falling within in an area of afforestation. The first hut circle 
(A) has been severely mutilated by ploughing and planting. The second 
hut circle (B) is undamaged and survives in a clearing. Some clearance 
heaps can be seen SW of hut circle B. 
The second hut circle (B) is a scheduled ancient monument. Hut circle 
A is not scheduled.  
Field survey identified the second hut circle (B) which is outside the 
study area. No remains of the hut circle A were identified during the 
field survey. A forestry track now runs close to the previously recorded 
location of the hut circle and construction of the track may have 
disturbed the feature.  

 

130B Unused number          
130C Kinbrace NC 875 287 NC82NE 42 NC82NE0042 NMRS, SMR; Field 

survey  
 

NSR Code C Township,  
Head dyke 

The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a township set around 
what is now Kinbrace Farm. The township comprises four clusters of 
buildings and enclosures set on either side of Kinbrace Burn; all are 
within an area defined by a head dyke. The first cluster comprises eight 
buildings, five of which are long-buildings. Several buildings have been 
robbed to their foundations. This group also includes a kiln set into the 
slope of a natural ridge to the N of the buildings. 
The second group includes a kiln-barn and at least five buildings 
scattered around the steading of Kinbrace. To the E of the steading, 
there are a pair of parallel buildings with a yard between them, the 
southerly of which is a narrow out-building of three unequal 
compartments, measuring 19.2m x 2m with walls still standing to a 
height of 0.4m. The remaining buildings are much reduced by robbing. 
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The kiln barn lies to the E of the steading. The third cluster comprises 
two buildings, while only one building remains of the fourth cluster that 
has been much disturbed by recent cultivation.  
Field survey identified an area containing building remains, a circular 
feature, a hollow-way, banks and a head dyke. The remains of a 
building identified measuring internally 6m x 2.4m, set within grass 
covered walls 1.5m thick and 0.4m high. The building was on an E-W 
alignment with a possible entrance in the E end of the N wall. There is 
an square building measuring 3m x 2.4m internally, on an E -W 
alignment set within denuded walls spread to 1.5m wide and 0.3m high. 
Also observed were the remains of a probable house measuring 
internally 10m x 2.4m, aligned E-W, set within walls measuring 1.5m 
wide and 0.4m high. There is a possible entrance in the SW and a 
possible small square building (2.4m x 2.4m) attached to the E wall. A 
grass covered circular mound was also identified, 4m in diameter and 
0.4m high, the feature is flat topped with a dished centre. In the same 
area there is a possible linear bank measuring 2m x 0.4m high. The 
hollow-way is set on a NE-SW alignment, at the rear of the buildings 
mentioned above. The hollow-way measures 2.4m wide and indicated 
by a linear depression, it is flanked by slight banks (1m wide and 0.5m 
high) on both sides. There are indeterminate, possible bank remains 
beside the existing track measuring 1.2m wide and 0.4m high. The 
linear head dyke was found to be in good condition but has been cut by 
the existing farm track. The dyke is of turf and occasional stone 
construction measuring 1.4m wide and 0.5m to 1m in height. 

130D Kinbrace Burn NC 8750 2830 
(centred) 

  Field survey  Bank Field survey identified a turf and stone bank measuring 1.5m wide and 
0.4m high. 

 

Access 164-200 
194A Allt A'Amhuilinn NC 83156 12278  NC81SW0136 SMR; Field survey  Bridge The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a stone façade 

downstream of a small culvert crossing underneath the existing track. 
The façade is 2m high and 5m wide at its top, tapering down to 1m 
wide at burn level. The rectangular opening for the burn is 0.5m wide 
and 0.6m high.  
Field survey identified the stone façade and culvert as described by the 
NMRS/SMR. 

 

194B Allt A'Amhuilinn NC 83109 12221 
(centred) 

 NC81SW0135 SMR; Field survey  Peat cuttings The SMR records old peat cuttings over a heather covered gently 
undulating, moorland plateau. The W corner of these cuttings is 6m to 
the SE of the existing track and the cuttings drain to the NW corner to 
join the ditch on the SE side of the track.  
The peat cuttings recorded by the SMR were not visible during the field 
survey. The area was covered in snow during the field survey and 
visibility was poor. 

 

194C Allt A'Amhuilinn NC 82891 11841  NC 81SW0134 SMR; Field survey  Clearance cairns The SMR records a field of clearance cairns set on moderately W-
sloping, heather covered hillside of Cnoc a Ghrianian.  
At least four possible clearance cairns were identified during the field 
survey in the area previously recorded by the SMR. The area was 
covered in snow during the field survey and visibility was poor. 

 

197A Allt A'Amhuilinn NC 82789 11556 NC81SW 62 NC81SW0132 NMRS; SMR,  NSR Code R Cairn The SMR records the presence of a short-heather covered mound set  
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Lindsay (2003) on a W slopping bracken covered hill-side located 6m to the S of a post 
and wire fence and 40m to the E of an existing access track. The cairn 
was 0.8m high and 5m in diameter. Several cobbles and boulders 
protrude through the peat and heather on the mound, but it could well 
be a natural glacial feature. 
The cairn was outside the 20m targeted survey area and was not 
visited during the field survey.  

197B Unused number         
197C Ascoile NC 82507 10818  NC81SW0072 SMR; Lindsay 

(2003), Field survey 
 Borrow pit The SMR records the presence of a grass-covered borrow pit, cut into 

a SW facing river terrace edge, marking the lip of the formerly 
cultivated grassy meadow area to the NE. Within this 10m wide and 
1.5m deep linear pit, extending for approximately 25m, there are other 
smaller pits and occasional piles of cobble sized stones.  
Field survey identified the borrow pit as described by the SMR. 

 

197D Ascoile NC 82524 10860  NC81SW0073 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003),Field survey 

NSR Code R Mound (possible hut 
circle) 

The SMR records a possible hut circle or a large clearance cairn is 
situated on a level grass meadow area to the W of the existing track to 
Ascoile and immediately to the S of the inhabited house. The rounded-
topped grass-covered walls are 2m thick and up to 1m high and the 
internal diameter is 5.5m with an entrance open to 201 degrees with a 
pair of parallel side walls extending out from the entrance for 2m. The 
structure is covered in rubble and modern debris. 
Field survey identified the cairn as described by the SMR. 

 

197E Ascoile NC 82590 10960  NC81SW0103 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003), Field survey 

 Clearance cairn The SMR records that 6m to the east of the existing track, a low, 2.5m 
diameter, grass-covered clearance cairn rises to 0.2m. It is set on the 
level grassy meadow, close to the break of slope rising to the N. In its 
interior two 8cm square wooden posts, set vertically in the ground have 
been sawn of 0.1m above ground surface. These could have formerly 
been posts holding a notice. 
Field survey identified the cairn as described by the SMR. 

 

197F Ascoile NC 82599 10967  NC81SW0102 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003) 

NSR Code R Structure (possible 
building) 

The SMR records that the NE corner of a rectangular structure is dug 
into a moderate S-dipping slope at the base of a hillside rising from the 
level grassy meadow. The structure is defined by several large 
boulders, which are especially prominent on the E side, downhill for 
5m. The interior of the structure is sub-horizontal with a steep back 
wall, opening out onto the level meadow to the S. There are several 
pieces of loose timber lying about which may indicate that it was 
formerly a building. 
Field survey did not identify the structure as described by the SMR. The 
area was covered in dense snow during the field survey and visibility 
was limited. 

 

197G Ascoile NC 82580 11018  NC81SW0106 SMR; Lindsay 
(20030 

 Building remains The SMR records that a E corner of the remains of a long house is 
visible in the NE corner of a pine plantation to the W of the existing 
access track. Its upper gable end is fairly indeterminate and has 
possibly been truncated by the banking and the spoil of the level 
loading bay area to its N. The lower gable end is fairly difficult to 
determine but can be no further downhill than the steeper slope of a 
former river terrace edge giving a minimum long house length of 18m. 
Its width is 4m and the side walls spread to around 1m wide. The 
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interior is sunken with an internal wall height of up to 0.6m,  
The site was outside the 20m targeted survey area and was not visited 
during the field survey. 

197H Ascoile NC 82565 11035  NC81SW0081 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Loading Bay Area The SMR records that a 1950s loading bay area defined by a 2.6m long 
loading bay wall and a sub-rectangular platform area are present to the 
NW of the existing access track. The loading bay area was constructed 
by the Gordonbush Estate for timber extraction. The bay wall is 
constructed from railway sleepers laid horizontally on their sides and 
retained to the E by three vertical wooden posts and spoil at its rear to 
the W. The whole area, extending approx. 1000 sqm is surrounded by 
a 1m high by 2.3m wide grass covered spoil bank of peat and stone 
which has been pushed from the levelled interior area. On the N side 
the uphill acts as a bank to a 0.5m deep ditch which contains W flowing 
water. The loading bay area is sinuous and opens onto the existing 
access track to the E in a very broad bellmouth. 
Field survey identified the loading bay as described by the SMR. 

 

197I Ascoile NC 82600 11036  NC81SW0090 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Borrow Pit The SMR records the location of a borrow pit 5m to the E of the existing 
track. The borrow pit measures 10m across and 5m deep with a 3m 
high back wall which is now partly filled with rubble and boulders and 
has a lip of grass-covered boulders at its access, cutting it off from the 
'new' track.  
Field survey identified the borrow pit as described by the SMR. 

 

197J Ascoile NC 82580 11058  NC81SW0111 SMR; Lindsay 
(20030 

 Water Tank/Cistern The SMR records that the SW corner of a presumably early water tank 
is set 20m W of NC81SW0110. The tank is set on the N side of the N 
bank of NC81SW0081. It measures 1m by 2m and has been 
constructed sunken into the ground with its now only partial cover of 
wooden slabs place on top. 
This site was not visited during the field survey. 

Outside 20m targeted 
survey area 

197K Ascoile NC 82596 11041  NC81SW0110 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Water Tank/Cistern The SMR records that the SW corner of a concrete-walled tank 
measuring 2.4m by 1.4m and 0.8m high is set on the N side of the N 
bank of a loading bay (NC81SW0081). The top of the tank is covered 
with wooden slats and a water filled ditch flows W from the tank. 
Field survey identified the tank as described by the SMR. 

 

197L Ascoile NC 82593 11044  NC81SW0082 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003) 

 Spot find, Iron Slag, 
Pot sherd 

The SMR records that a small piece of iron slag and 19th century 
white-glazed thin pot were discovered in spoil from a rabbit burrow in 
the S side of the N bank of NC81SW0081.  

 

197M Ascoile NC 8258 1104 NC81SW 61  NMRS; Lindsay 
(2003) 

 Sheepfold The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map depicts a sheepfold to the E of 
Allt a'Mhuilinn. 
The NMRS records the presence of a sheepfold at NC 8258 1104. 
Field survey did not identify any visible upstanding remains of this 
structure during the field survey. 

 

197N Allt a'Mhuilinn NC 82630 11059  NC81SW0091 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Borrow pit The SMR records that a borrow pit measuring 20m in diameter adjoins 
the existing access track. The pit is 1 - 2m high and with an entrance 
on the E side. This feature has probably been used in construction of 
the existing track.  
Field survey identified the remains of the borrow pit as described by the 
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SMR. 
197O Ascoile NC 82593 11079  NC81SW0112 SMR; Lindsay 

(2003) 
 Enclosure  The SMR records the N corner of a small trapezium-shaped enclosure 

defined by low, short-cropped heather and grass-covered peat turf 
walls, with occasional stone visible protruding through the vegetation. 
The enclosure measures 9m by 7m. The S and E corners of the 
enclosure walls are rounded and the SE side wall in between is the 
best preserved part, the remainder of the walls being intermittent in 
continuity. The SE wall is approx. 0.8m thick and 0.4m high. 
Field survey did not identify the remains of the enclosure as described 
by the SMR. The area was covered in heavy snow during the field 
survey and visibility was limited. 

 

197P Ascoile NC 82578 11094 - 
82584 11073  

 NC81SW0116 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Field boundary The SMR records that a boundary is formed by a sporadic line of 
boulders and natural outcrops trending 170 degrees obliquely across 
the moderately S sloping hillside, to join the sharp corner of the linear 
boundary dyke of NC81SW011. The feature is approximately 0.5m 
wide and 0.3m high.  
Field survey identified the remains of the field boundary as described 
the SMR. 

 

197Q Ascoile NC 82584 11073    SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Field boundary The SMR records that a linear boundary dyke defined by a coarse line 
of large boulders is set into a grass-covered ridge close to the existing 
track. The ridge is 1m wide and 0.4m high and the field bank comprises 
a loose spread of large boulders trending NW and parallel to the hillside 
before turning sharply downhill at NC 82584 11073 to trend down the 
slope of a hillside as a single row of large boulders towards another 
sharp corner at NC 82577 11064. Its form changes with the terrain 
becoming 0.4m high and 1m wide grass-covered peat bank on a 
marshy grass-covered ground. Stone boulders are visible along its 
length and the bank has been breached in places. It turns at NC 82558 
11070 and follows the contours across boggy ground to NC 82529 
11072 where it curves to the SW around the base of the step face of a 
knoll to its NW to NC 82516 11060. Over this latter section it forms a 
wavy, low grassy ridge around 1.5m wide and only 0.3m high with 
occasional prominent large boulders. The mound ridge then runs into 
the NE corner of a possible corn-drying kiln (NC81SW0119).  
Field survey identified the remains of a field boundary as described by 
the SMR; the full extend of the feature was not identified as this runs 
out of the 20m designated study area. 

 

197R Allt a'Mhuilinn NC 82647 11095  NC81SW0092 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Borrow pit The SMR records the presence of a small E facing borrow pit within 
20m of the existing trackway. The pit measures 5m in diameter and 
with a 3m high back wall.  
Field survey identified the remains of the borrow pit as described by the 
SMR. 

 

197S Allt a'Mhuilinn NC82632 11126 - 
NC 82641 11131 

 NC81SW0094 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Field bank The SMR records the remains of a field bank comprising a line of large 
boulders measuring up to 0.5m wide and 0.5m high just W of the 
moraine ridge. To the W of the track is a grassy boulder field, with no 
evidence of the continuation of this boulder dyke.  
Field survey identified the remains of a field bank as described by the 
SMR. The area had been ploughed.  
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197T Allt a'Mhuilinn NC 82650 11118  NC81SW0093 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Borrow pit The SMR records the presence of a small borrow pit 20m from the 
existing trackway. The pit measures 4m in diameter with a 3m high 
back wall, which opens onto the 'old' track.  
Field survey identified the remains of the borrow pit as described by the 
SMR. 

 

197U Allt a'Mhuilinn NC 82769 11532  NC81SW0019 SMR; Lindsay 
(2003); Field survey 

 Chambered cairn The SMR records that the only remaining structural element of the 
chambered cairn is the centre of a curving walled recess which is now 
overgrown with bracken and heather. The feature has been subjected 
to much human interference and has been left as an island between 
two recent tracks. The built remains form a W-opening, E half of a 3m 
diameter, semi-circular stone wall, dug below ground level and is 1m 
deep, and is now 1m to the W of the old, disused track. There is a 
jumble of large boulders on its NW and SW sides, at the ends of the 
semi-circular wall. A 1m high and 3m diameter cairn is located 13m to 
the SW of the wall and another 7m to the W and another is 12m to the 
NW. These may be recent piles of boulders formed during track 
construction or even during early archaeological investigation into the 
cairn itself. What appear to be ‘recent’ small pits, have also been dug 
into the area covered by the extent of the chambered cairn. 
Field survey identified the cairn as described by the SMR. 

 

Access 201-225 
200A Ascoileberg NC 8232 1073  NC81SW0244 SMR  Quarry scoop; 

Clearance cairn 
The SMR record a quarry scoop and a clearance cairn.  
Field survey did not identify any of the remains previously recorded by 
the SMR at or near the grid reference provided by the SMR. 

 

201A Urachoile NC 8219 1025 
(centred) 

NC81SW 22 NC81SW0022 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

 Hut circle; field 
bank; clearance 
cairn 

The NMRS and SMR record the presence of two hut circles situated on 
separate dry knolls towards the base of a NE-facing slope. Hut circle 'A' 
is well preserved with a 10m internal diameter set within a wall 0.4m 
high and spread 3m wide. Hut circle 'B' is smaller, measuring 4.5m x 
4m internally within a wall which is spread over 2m wide. Both huts 
have SE facing entrance and there are no more than six associated 
clearance heaps. 
Field survey identified the two hut circles as described by the NMRS 
and SMR. Hut circle 'A' has a 9m internal diameter set within a bank 
spread 3m wide and 0.6m high. There is a SE facing entrance, 
measuring 2m wide. Hut circle 'B' measures 4m x 3m internally within a 
bank spread to 2m wide. It also has a SE facing entrance, which is 2m 
wide. 10m NE of Hut circle 'B' is a clearance cairn and a possible 
heather covered field bank, measuring 3m wide and 0.3m high. The 
bank maybe contemporary with the hut circles. A further sinuous turf 
and stone bank was identified near to the hut circles and may be 
contemporary. The bank measures 1.5m wide and 0.6m high. 

 

201B Urachoile NC 82050 10380 NC81SW 63 NC81SW0237 NMRS, SMR NSR Code R Spot find; querns The SMR records the discovery of two types of rotary quern from the 
area of Urachoile township. 

 

201C Strath Brora NC 814 105 NC81SW 58 NC81SW0059 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead The NMRS and SMR record that the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 
records the presence of a farmstead comprising three unroofed 
buildings and three enclosures. 
Field survey identified the remains of two buildings, three enclosures a 
quarry and an associated stone and turf field banks. The first building 
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was divided into three compartments and measures 13m long and 2.4m 
wide. There may be a byre at the W end of the structure. There is a 
small extension to the building comprising of a small compartment 
measuring 2.4m x 2.4m with a wall leading off it towards a second 
building. At the E end of the first building there is a circular depression 
1.5m in diameter and 0.4m deep, set within a low mound, which could 
possibly be a kiln. 
A second building and an attached enclosure are visible near to the first 
building. This building is 6m long and 2.5m wide within wall remains 1m 
wide and 0.4m high. There is an E facing doorway and at the N end 
there are the remains of a possible 'lean to' structure, which measures 
2.5m x 1.5m. The attached enclosure is 8m by 8m set within a tumbled 
wall now measuring 1.5m wide and 0.4m high. 
A linear bank measuring 1.2m wide and 0.4m high runs down slope 
from the second building towards a recent farm track which truncates it. 
An oval enclosure is visible adjacent to the present trackway, set within 
a degraded stone and turf bank which measures 1.2m wide and 0.5m 
high. The enclosure is 11m wide and 16m long, although the N end has 
been truncated by the existing track. A stone and turf bank was also 
identified extending to the E of the enclosure measuring 3m wide and 
0.3m high. 
A rectangular enclosure was visible adjacent to the existing track. The 
enclosure measures 14m x 12m and is set within a turf and stone bank 
which is 1.5m wide and 1m high. A modern post and wire fence has cut 
the N end of the enclosure. 
A quarry was identified on the S side of the existing track cut into the 
hillslope. The quarry has an 8m diameter and a maximum depth of 
1.5m deep. Sections of stone and turf bank typically 1.2m wide and 
0.5m high are present in the vicinity of the farmstead. 

201D Dalvaich NC 808 106 NC81SW 17 NC81SW0017 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Township; Kiln; 
Head-dyke 

The NMRS and SMR record that the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 
depicts eleven unroofed buildings, four enclosures and a head-dyke. 
Eight unroofed buildings and at least three enclosures, two sheepfolds 
and a head dyke are shown on the current Edition Ordnance Survey 
map. 
Field survey identified the remains of at least four enclosures, nine 
buildings, two kilns and a circular pit. A sub-rectangular enclosure 
(Enclosure A) was identified close to the modern farm track. The 
enclosure measures 67m long and 18m wide, and is defined by a stone 
and turf bank that measures 2m wide and 0.5m high. A rectangular 
building (Building A) identified 10m S of Enclosure A is truncated by the 
farm track. This building measures 7m long and 2.5m wide. An area of 
improved land is visible close to Building A. A stone and turf bank, 
measuring 1m wide and 0.5m high, follows the same alignment as a 
small stream and may be associated with this area of improved land. A 
second rectangular building (Building B), defined by a turf and stone 
bank and measuring 9m long and 3m wide was identified close to an 
area of improved land. Building B is set within the E side of a curvilinear 
enclosure (Enclosure B). The enclosure marks out a large area of 
improved land, c. 58m sq., and is defined by a turf covered stone 
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rubble bank measuring 1.2m wide and 0.6m high. A large rubble mound 
was identified just W of the enclosure. The mound includes the remains 
of two rectangular buildings, one on the W side of the mound and the 
other situated on the summit of the mound. Both structures measure 
3.5m by 2.5m. The N side of the mound has been heavily truncated by 
the construction of later farm track. Immediately to the S of the 
Enclosure B is a small rectangular building, partially cut into the hill 
slope and measuring 3.5m by 2.5m. Close by are the remains of two 
well-preserved grass covered cairns. Further W of the large enclosure 
are a series of turf covered rubble field enclosure walls which have 
partially been truncated by the later farm track and a L-shaped building 
(Building C). Building C measures 8m long, 4m wide at the S end and 
2m wide at the N end. Close by is the remains of a circular pit 
measuring 1.2m in diameter, the pit is filled with stones and may be the 
remains of a well. A possible group of rectangular buildings were 
identified adjoining the remains of a further enclosure (Enclosure C) 
The enclosure measures 28m long and 2.5m wide and is defined by turf 
covered stone rubble walls. The ruins of three further possible 
rectangular buildings (Building D, E and F) were also visible. Building D 
measures 5.2m long and 2m wide, Building E measures 7m long and 
2.5m wide and Building F measures 8m by 2m with an entrance on the 
NW side.     

201E Urachoile NC 819 103 
(centred) 

NC81SW 42 NC81SW0043 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Township, corn-
drying kiln, head 
dyke 

The NMRS and SMR records that the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 
map records the presence of the township of Urachoile including three 
unroofed buildings, four enclosures and a length of wall which may be a 
head dyke. The current Edition Ordnance Survey map shows six 
unroofed buildings and an enclosure.  
Field survey identified the remains of five enclosures, one building and 
a possible kiln.  
A rectangular enclosure was identified occupying a level platform on a 
hill slope. The enclosure measures 28m by 18m and is marked by a turf 
and stone bank measuring 1.2m wide and 0.6m high. The NW end of 
the enclosure is divided into tow compartments or buildings, measuring 
7m by 4m and 5m by 4m. A further long but narrow enclosure was 
identified aligned up slope. This enclosure measures 17m by 3m within 
a low stony bank measuring 2m wide and 0.2m high. There may be a 
narrow extension, measuring 1m wide, along the down slope (NE) end 
which is marked by a large and erratic boulder. A circular enclosure 
was identified set within a poorly preserved turf and stone bank 1.2m 
wide and 0.2m high. The enclosure is 18m in diameter and has a 
possible rubbing stone in the centre. The remains of a ruined building, 
probably a farmhouse, were identified close to the enclosure. This 
building is rectangular in plan with a ‘porch’ extension on the side and 
an attached small structure on the N end, which measures 8m by 2m. 
The main building walls measure 1m wide and 0.3m high. A possible 
kiln is present on a quarried bedrock knoll, which measures 6m in 
diameter and 1m high. A roughly circular hollow, which may have 
formed the kiln, is present in the centre of the knoll, measuring c. 1.2m-
1.5m in diameter and 0.4m deep, and opens out to the NE.  

 

201F Urachoile NC 81011 10544   Field survey  Hut circle (Possible) Field survey identified a circular structure situated on a low grassy knoll 
on a hill slope. The feature measures 12m in diameter internally set 
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within a bank 2m-3m wide and 0.8m high with a possible SE entrance 
1.5m wide. The bank has been disturbed by numerous sheep scrapes. 
Due to the size and position of the structure in the landscape, it is 
possible that this structure is a degraded hut circle.   

201G Urachoile NC 81671 10485   Field survey  Enclosure Field survey identified a sub-square enclosure measuring 14m x 14m 
set within a bank (1.2m wide and up to 0.8m) which is partially turf 
covered. 

 

201H Urachoile NC 82242 10993   Field survey  Cist (Possible) Field survey identified five upstanding stones encompassing an area of 
3m x 3m forming a possible cist. There appears to be a small passage 
way, 1m in length and 0.3m wide, which is marked by two upright 
stones that lead to a central chamber, 1m x 0.8m, marked out by three 
upstanding stones, the tallest being 0.7m high. The stones appear to 
be set within an earthen mound but the mound is hard to discern due to 
dense vegetation. There is a possible line of stones encircling the 
structure but these are hard to see due to extensive grass and heather 
cover. 

 

Access 228-232 
228A Achavon NC 75601 05689 

(centred) 
  Field survey  Farmstead Field survey identified the remains of a rectangular building aligned N-S 

and comprising large boulders which define the corners and N wall. 
The E and W walls consist of low turf and stone banks measuring 1m 
wide and 0.2m high. Internally the building measures 6m long and 2.4m 
wide. To the S is a large enclosure measuring 46m by 43m which is 
defined by bank remains 1m wide and 0.2m high. A possible second 
enclosure measuring 10m by 10m is attached to the N end of the first 
enclosure. Only the E bank of this is visible.  

 

228B Sidhean Clais an Uanian  
or Achork 

NC 75670 05440 NC70NE 30 NC70NE0030 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

 Hut circle, 
Clearance cairn 

The NMRS and SMR record a hut circle and minor associated field 
system consisting of stone clearance heaps. The hut circle is heavily 
overgrown with peat but is 9m in diameter with a SE entrance.   
Field survey identified the remains of the hut circle and clearance 
cairns as described by NMRS and SMR. A substantial spread of 
clearance cairns and field systems is present between Towers 228 and 
231. 

 

228C Achork NC 75436 05141 NC70NE 28 NC70NE0028 NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

 Field system The NMRS and SMR record a field system. Field survey identified an 
area of clearance cairns, typically 1m - 1.5m high and 2m in diameter.  

 

228D Achork NC 7540 0522   Aerial photographs  Buildings  
(possible) 

A possible rectangular building aligned E-W is visible on the aerial 
photographs just NW of a trackway.  
Field survey did not identify any remains of the building visible on the 
aerial photographs. A modern rubbish pile was present at the grid 
reference recorded from the aerial photographs. 

 

228E Achork NC 7542 0553   Aerial photographs  Buildings  
(possible) 

What appears to be a possible long building, aligned NW-SE, is visible 
on aerial photographs.  
Field survey did not identify any remains of the possible building visible 
on the aerial photographs. The area was covered by field drainage, 
which may have removed any remains of the building. 

 

228F Achork NC 752 052   NMRS, 1st Edition 
OS 

 Crofting  
township 

A crofting township comprising fourteen roofed buildings and one 
unroofed building is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map. 
Seven roofed and four unroofed buildings are shown on the Ordnance 
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Survey current Edition map. 
The NMRS records the presence of a crofting township at NC 752 052.  
Field survey identified one roofed dilapidated house, one unroofed 
house and associated ruinous structures enclosed by a series of dry-
stone wall boundary dykes. 

Access 233-235 
234A Blairmore Building 1: NC 

74958 03937 
Building 2: NC 
74953 03916 
Wall 1: NC 74972 
03961 – 74964 
03946 
Wall 2: NC 74966 
03951 

NC70SW 101 NC70SW00
93 

NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead; Rig The NMRS and SMR record a farmstead, comprising two buildings and 
an enclosed field of rig situated on a gentle slope below a low hill. The 
buildings lie at the E of the field and are aligned N-S. The larger 
building is 10m by 3.8m within rubble-faced walls 0.5m high and 0.7m 
wide. The smaller building is 5.7m by 2.9m within walls of similar 
construction as the larger building. The field encompasses an area 
150m by 75m, delimited by a now degraded stone wall. Within the field 
there are traces of rig with a width of 3m to 4m. Both buildings are 
depicted as roofed on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition but unroofed by 
the Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition. 
Field survey identified the remains of two rectangular buildings. The 
first building is rectangular in plan, orientated approximately N-S and 
measures 11m long and 5m wide. The walls survive to a height of 0.5m 
high and are 1m wide. No internal features are visible. A modern 
access track has been constructed close to the S end of the building. 
The poorly preserved remains of a second rectangular building are 
present immediately S of the access track, c.15m from the S end of 
building 1. The modern access track has partially destroyed the N end 
of the building and all that survives is the S end measuring 5m by 5m. 
Immediately N of building 1 are the truncated remains of two dry stone 
walls that form a rough T-shaped feature. The first wall is aligned NE-
SW and measures 16m long, the second wall is orientated NW-SE 
abutting the first wall at the NW end and measures 18m long. Both 
walls are 0.5m wide and 0.4m high. These wall fragments may be the 
remains of the field wall previously recorded by the NMRS and SMR 
(see above). The rig previously recorded by the NMRS and SMR was 
not identified during the field survey, both buildings are surrounded by 
wet boggy grassland.  

 

234B Balirmore NC 74918 03895 – 
NC 74825 03926 

  Field survey  Bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank running 
along the edge of a N facing slope. The bank is orientated E-W, c.100m 
long, 1m wide and 0.5m-0.6m high. The W end has been truncated by 
a later farm track but continues on the N side of the track for a further 
6m before petering out in boggy ground.  

 

234C Cnoc-An-T-Sidhein Hut circle: NC 
74767 03987 
Cairn 1: NC 74735 
04018 
Cairn 2: NC 74722 
04031 
Cairn 3: NC 74696 
04018 
 

NC70SW 102 NC70SW00
94 

NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Hut circles; small 
cairns 

The NMRS and SMR record that a hut circle lies at one end of a level 
patch of dry heather, on which are scattered three small cairns. The hut 
circle, which is oval in plan, measures 7m from NW-SE by 6.2m 
transversely with a stony bank 1.8m thick and 0.25m high, and an 
entrance on the SE. The small cairns are up to 6m in diameter and 
0.7m high.  
Field survey identified the remains of a hut circle and three clearance 
cairns. The hut circle is oval in plan, orientated NW-SE and measures 
8m by 6m, within a stony bank measuring 1-1.5m wide and 0.2m high. 
To the NW and c.60m from the hut circle are three clearance cairns 
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ranging in size from 3-5m diameter and 0.5m high.  
234D Cnoc-An-T-Sidhein Cairn 1: NC 74657 

04070 
Cairn 2: NC 74666 
04015 

  Field survey  Clearance heaps Field survey identified the remains of two large clearance heaps, 45m 
apart, on either side of a modern farm track. The first clearance heap 
measures 18m by 9m and orientated NE-SW, the second clearance 
heap measures14m by 6m and aligned E-W. Modern rubbish including 
wire fencing and tree stumps are present on top of what may be earlier 
clearance heaps comprising of medium sized boulders covered in turf.  

 

234E Balimore  NC 74502 04210 NC70SW 100 NC70SW00
92 

NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Hut circle (possible); 
small cairns 

The NMRS and SMR record that situated on a heather- and grass-
covered terrace to the S of the public road at Blairmore, there is a 
scatter of small cairns and what may be a hut circle. The hut circle, 
which lies to one side of a spread of clearance material measures 4.5m 
in diameter within a bank faced with orthostatic boulders, 0.5m high 
and 0.7m thick. There are two gaps visible in the line of the wall, one in 
the NNW and the other on the SSE, which may be the result of 
disturbance, there being a litter of stones lying inside the hut. The small 
cairns extend over a level area of about 100m by 100m around the hut 
circle; they stand up to 0.4m in height by 4m in diameter.  
Field survey identified a spread of clearance cairns situated on a 
heather covered terrace just NW of a small farmstead which is currently 
occupied. At least 20 clearance cairns are spread over an area 
measuring 122m by 100m centred on NC 74502 04210. The clearance 
cairns range in size from 3-4m diameter and 0.2-0.3m high. Most are 
covered in dense heather and difficult to distinguish.    

 

Access 236-242 
236A Allt Bad A' Chrasgaidh NC 7453 0260 NC70SW 104 NC70SW00

96 
NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey  

NSR Code R Township, Kilns,  
Sheepfold 

The NMRS and SMR record the remains of seven dispersed 
farmsteads, with adjacent field-systems and several patches of rig and 
furrow. There are eighteen buildings scattered across the township 
which measure 4.6m to 24.6m in length by 4m to 5m in width. The 
majority of the walls are made of stone, with two examples being of turf 
construct. The two kilns measure 2m and 2.2m in diameter and 0.6m 
and 1m deep respectively within faced-rubble walls. There are a 
number of enclosing dykes on the site and several patches of rig 
cultivation are visible adjacent to the farmsteads. At NC 7474 0247 a 
circular sheepfold has built over the site of one of the farmsteads. 
Field survey identified the township as described by the NMRS and 
SMR. 

 

236B Remusaig NC 7412 0231 NC70SW 114 NC70SW01
16 

NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey  

NSR Code R Farmstead, Pen The NMRS and SMR record a farmstead and associated features 
situated on the grass-covered valley above Remusaig. The farmstead 
comprises three buildings, an enclosure and what may have been a 
small store. The largest building has been divided into two 
compartments and measures 21.4m by 4.8m over stony banks. On its 
NW corner another building has been built slightly overlying it 
measuring 5.75m by 3.1m within turf walls. The third building has been 
set into the slope measuring 3.8m by 3.5m but now is reduced to a 
platform. A possible store is set into the slope beside the peat-track that 
leads from Remusaig over the hills to the N. To the W there are traces 
of an earthen dyke surrounding a field and there is a pen at NC 7399 
0233,. 
Field survey identified a farmstead and field boundary system 
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comprising: two sides of a square field formed by a stone built bank 
measuring c.180m sq., a curvilinear boundary bank measuring c.160m 
long by 2m wide and 1m high, and a probable grain drying kiln 
measuring c.5m in diameter and 2m high with a stone lined flue.  A two 
compartment rectangular building was also identified adjoining the east 
end of the curvilinear boundary bank. The building measures c.12m by 
4m. 

236C Remusaig NC 7402 0222 NC70SW 117 NC 
70SW0119 

NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey  

 Enclosure  
(Possible) 

The NMRS and SMR record the remains of what may have been an 
enclosure indicated by a row of orthostatic boulders, running from NW 
to SW over a distance of about 20m, and on the S, faint traces of a 
bank which forms the remainder of the enclosure.  
Field survey identified an enclosure bank at NC 74212 02581 and a 
building at NC 74142 02551. 

 

236D Remusaig NC 7394 0215 NC70SW 119 NC 
70SW0121 

NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey  

NSR Code R Cairn The NMRS and SMR record a cairn situated on the front of a terrace on 
the SW face of the hills above Remusaig. Measuring 11.4m by 9.3m, it 
stands to a height of 1m with traces of a kerb of boulders most of, 
which are visible on the SW, where they rise to a height of 0.75m. 
There is a cist offset to the NW of the centre of the cairn, which is partly 
covered by a capstone. Field survey identified the cairn as described by 
the NMRS and SMR. 

 

236E Remusaig NC 7380 0216 NC70SW 120 NC70SW01
22 

NMRS, SMR Field 
survey  

NSR Code R Hut circle The NMRS and SMR record the remains of a hut circle situated on a 
bracken covered terrace on a SW facing slope. The hut circle 
measures 10.3m in diameter within a stony bank 1.8m thick and 0.5m 
high. Field survey identified the hut circle as described by the NMRS 
and SMR. 

 

236F Remusaig NC 7380 0212 NC70SW 145 NC70SW01
48 

NMRS, SMR Field 
survey  

NSR Code R Standing stone The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a standing stone that is 
1.1m high, 0.6m wide and 0.4m thick.  
Field survey identified the standing stone as described by the NMRS 
and SMR. 

 

236G Remusaig NC 7364 0220 NC70SW 121 NC70SW01
23 

NMRS, SMR Field 
survey  

 Buildings The NMRS and SMR record the presence of two buildings in the 
garden of a croft at Remusaig. The larger, now heaped with rubbish, 
measures 9.4m by 2.8m set within rubble faced walls which are 0.8m 
wide and 1.5m high. The building has an entrance in the N. The smaller 
building, has two compartments and an entrance in the SW and 
measures 3.9m by 2.1m set within walls 0.8m wide and 1.5m high. 
There is an extension to the SE 5.5m in length, with an outshot (1.3m 
across). Both buildings are depicted as roofed on the Ordnance 1st and 
2nd Editions.  
Field survey identified the buildings as described by the NMRS and 
SMR 

 

236H Remusaig NC 73447 02089  NC70SW01
83 

SMR; Field survey NSR Code R Grain Mill The SMR records the presence of a grain mill.  
Field survey identified the remains of a structure in poor condition. 
Marked out by walls made from one course of stone boulders which 
has spread to least 1.5m and are no higher than 0.5m. Farm rubbish 
has been dumped inside and around the structure. 

 

Access 249-256 
253A Dalnamein NH 72051 98538 NH79NW 45 NH79NW00

49 
NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Corn-drying kiln The NMRS and SMR record the location of a well-preserved corn-  
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drying kiln at the NW corner of another enclosure.  
Field survey identified the remains of the grass-covered kiln as 
described by the NMRS. Also identified were two field banks at NC 
71999 98525, NC 71993 89492 and a clearance cairn at NC 72071 
98514, which is 1.5m high. 

253Ba&b Dalnamein NH 7213 9854 NH79NW 46 NH79NW00
50 

NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Dyke, Enclosures,  
Hut circle 

The NMRS and SMR record that a series of features at Dalnamein 
were recorded by the Tain Archaeological Group in 1995 including a 
dry-stone dyke/land boundary at NH 7213 9854, a hut circle NH 7213 
9859 and a sub-rectangular enclosure NH 7212 9857.  
Field survey did not identify the enclosure as described by the NMRS, 
but did identify the hut circle and the boundary dyke. An additional bank 
was seen at NH 72119 98590 and two clearance cairns were identified 
at NH 72084 98539 and NH 72108 98371. There is a possible burnt 
mound at NH 72114 98553 measuring 3.5m-4m in diameter and 0.8m 
high. 

 

253C Dalnamein NH 7233 9859 NH79NW 9 NH79NW00
09 

NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Corn-drying kiln The NMRS and SMR record that a well-preserved corn-drying kiln and 
flue are present at Dalnamein.  
Field survey identified the kiln as recorded by the NMRS and SMR. 

 

253D Dalnamein NH 7253 9860 NH79NW 44 NH79NW00
48 

NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Township Corn-
drying kilns, Rig, 
Dyke 

The NMRS and SMR record that a series of features at Dalnamein 
were recorded by the Tain Archaeological Group in 1995, including 
three rectangular turf covered footings NH 728 987, footings of other 
building NH 725 987, large area of rig NH 723 988, a cruciform house 
and three associated buildings NH 724 985, four circular depression, 
three corn-drying kiln NH 722 985, NH 726 986 and NH 727 985, a 
three compartment building NH 725 985, two arcs of stone and another 
are of cultivation rig, a rectangular enclosure NH 726 986, sunken 
enclosure NH 726 987 and two associated grave stones. 
The remains of the township, kiln, rig and dyke were all identified as 
described by the NMRS and SMR.  

 

253E Dalnamein NH 7245 9850  NH79NW00
41 

SMR; Field survey  Find spot, Slag The SMR records the location of a slag find spot at NH 724 985.  

253F Dalnamein NH 725 989  NH79NW00
39 

SMR; Field survey  Building The SMR records the location of a building at NH 725 989.  
Field survey identified the remains of a small stone built hut in a poor 
condition. The structure is split into two compartments and measures 
10m by 5m, with walls 0.6m high. A large mound, possibly a midden, 
defines the W edge of the structure. 

 

253G Dalnamein Enclosure 1: NH 
72039 98522 
Enclosure 2: NH 
72031 98517  
Wall: 
NH 72059 98500 
Wall: 
NH 72060 98506 
Building: NH 72049 
98498  

  Field survey  Enclosure, Field 
walls, Buildings 

Field survey identified a well preserved grass covered enclosure at NH 
72039 98522, two field walls (NH 72031 98517 and NH 72059 98500) 
and two buildings at NH 72049 98498 and NH 72060 98506. 

 

Access 257-264 
261A Leathad a Chaorainn NH 69507 98550   Field survey  Peat cutting Field survey identified a small area of possible peat cuttings at NH  
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(centred) (possible) 69507 98550 measuring c. 35m long and 20m wide orientated N-S.  
261B Leath a Chaorainn NH 69501 98708 

(centred) 
  Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a small quarry immediately S of the Loch Buidhe 

public road close to the proposed access track for Tower 261. The 
quarry is roughly circular in plan and measures 10m in diameter and 
2m deep. No worked faces are visible.  

 

Access 282-283 
282A Badbog NH 6380 9613 NH69NW 32 NH69NW00

32 
NMRS; SMR; 1st 
Edition OS; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead A farmstead, comprising five roofed buildings and one unroofed 
building is depicted on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey map.  
The NMRS and SMR record the location of a ruined farmstead at 
Badbog. 
Field survey identified the farmstead as described in the NMRS. 

 

Access 284 
284A Ausdale NH 626 956 NH69NW 38 NH69NW00

38 
NMRS;SMR NSR Code R Township The NMRS and SMR record that a township, comprising seven roofed, 

two unroofed buildings and enclosures is depicted on the Ordnance 
Survey 1st Edition.  
It was not possible to access this site.  

 

Access 292-293 
293A Drumliah NH 60947 93392 NH69SW 124  NMRS; Field survey  Cairn The NMRS records that a desk-based assessment and walkover 

survey were made in December 2001 of four pipeline routes in the 
Bonar Bridge and Ardgay areas. The remains of a cairn were recorded 
at NH 6095 9339 during the walkover survey.  
Field survey identified the poorly preserved remains of a stone 
clearance cairn comprised of a loose heap of rounded boulders 
measuring 3.5m by 3m and 1.5m high. 

 

293B Drumliah NH 60901 93326   Field survey  Cairn Field survey identified the base of a denuded stone clearance cairn just 
NE of Drumliah settlement. The cairn was 4.5m diameter and 1m high. 

 

293C Carn Liath NH 6095 9315 NH69SW 25 NH69SW00
25 

NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

SAM 1785 Chambered cairn The NMRS records the presence of a large round chambered cairn 
about 19.8m (65ft) in diameter and 2.7m (9ft) high. The passage and 
chamber were filled with rubbish and nothing can be seen of the 
structure except the top of a large stone near the centre.  
Field survey identified the chambered cairn as described by the NMRS, 
however access to the cairn was not possible due to cattle within the 
field surrounding the cairn. 

 

293D Carn Liath NH 6095 9315  NH69SW01
48 

SMR NSR Code V Hut circle The SMR records the presence of a hut circle at NH 6095 9135. 
Field survey could not access this area of the survey due to the 
presence of cattle. 

 

Access 298-300 
300A Unused number         
300B Invercharron NH 5958 9196  NH59SE008

5 
SMR NSR Code V Ice house The SMR records the location of an icehouse at Invercharron House. 

 
 

300C Invercharron NH 5979 9203 NH59SE 50 NH59SE004
0 

NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

Category 
C(s) Listed: 
NSR Code R 

Farmhouse The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a farmhouse at NH 5979 
9203. 
Field survey identified the farmhouse, which is currently occupied.  

 

Access 311-320 
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311A Kincardine NH 60 89 NH68NW 9 NH68NW00
14 

NMRS; SMR  Enclosure (possible) The NMRS and SMR record that near Kincardine Church is a walled in 
alley, which terminates in a large semi-circle. The alleyway is said to 
have been used for wapinshaw's  (periodic muster and inspection of 
men under arms in a particular district). 
The grid reference provided by the NMRS/SMR is imprecise and this 
has not been added to illustrations. 

 

311B Kincardine NH 60 89 NH68SW 30 NH68NW00
41 

NMRS; SMR; 1st 
Edition OS 

NSR Code R Farmstead A farmstead comprising one unroofed long building of three 
compartments is depicted on the 1st Edition of the Ordnance Survey 
map.  
The NMRS and SMR record the location of a ruined farmstead at NH 
60 89. 
The grid reference provided by the NMRS/SMR is imprecise and this 
has not been added to illustrations. 

 

311C Kincardine NH 6040 8900 
(centred) 

NH68NW 31 NH68NW00
32 

NMRS; SMR; 1st 
Edition OS; OS 
(1971); Field survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead A farmstead comprising one roofed and two unroofed buildings, an 
enclosure and a length of wall is depicted on the Ordnance Survey 1st 
Edition map. One unroofed building and a length of wall are shown on 
the Ordnance Survey map of 1971. 
The NMRS and SMR record the location of a ruined farmstead at NH 
604 890. 
Field survey identified one unroofed rectangular building comprising a 
much reduced turf covered wall footing measuring 25m long, 5m wide 
and 0.6m high. An entrance is visible on the S side. A section of dry 
stone wall was also visible following the course of a small stream, 
measuring 1.2m thick, 12m long and 0.2m high 

 

311D Kincardine NH 6036 8945 NH68NW 22 NH68NW00
21 

NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

 Water mill The NMRS and SMR records the presence of a late 18th to early 19th 
century mill at Kincardine comprising a ruined two storey, L-plan rubble 
building.  
Field survey identified the mill which has been renovated and is now a 
residential home 

. 

311E Kincardine NH 6050 8940 NH68NW 6.02 NH68NW00
45 

NMRS; SMR NSR Code V Churchyard gates The NMRS and SMR record the location of churchyard gates at NH 
605 894. 
This site is outside the 20m targeted study area and was not visited 
during the field survey.  

 

311F Kincardine NH 60516 89418 NH68NW 5 NH68NW00
05 

NMRS; SMR NSR Code V Sculptured stone The NMRS and SMR record that a rectangular sandstone monument 
lies in the middle of the churchyard at NH 6054 8941. The stone 
appears to be a trough, which is divided into two compartments. On its 
S and W faces are traces of sculpturing. The monument was not 
located at the co-ordinates original recorded by the NMRS/SMR. 
However a grave slab which may fit the description was identified at NH 
60516 89418. 

 

311G Kincardine NH 6051 8942 NH68NW 6.01 NH68NW00
57 

NMRS; SMR NSR Code V Churchyard The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a churchyard at NH 605 
894. 
This site is outside the 20m targeted study area and was not visited 
during the field survey. 

 

311H Kincardine NH 6055 8943 NH68NW 6.00 NH68NW00
06 

NMRS; SMR NSR Code V Church The NMRS and SMR record that the church is believed to occupy the 
site of a previous church or churches. It is now disused. 
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This site is outside the 20m targeted study area and was not visited 
during the field survey. 

311I Kincardine NH 6050 8944 NH68NW 7 NH68NW00
07 

NMRS; SMR  Spot find; silver coin The NMRS and SMR record that in building a new wall round the 
churchyard in 1838 a small silver coin of James VI was discovered. 

 

311J Kincardine NH 605 894 NH68NW 43  NMRS  Symbol Stone The NMRS records that a sketch survives from 1830 recording what 
appears to be a fragment of a symbol stone, bearing the triple-disc and 
bar symbol. The present location of the stone is unknown. 
 

 

311K Kincardine NH 60523 89432  NH68NW00
30 

SMR NSR Code V Memorial The SMR records the location of a memorial at NH 60523 89432.  
This site is outside the 20m targeted study area and was not visited 
during the field survey. 

 

Access 335 
335A Struie NH 65056 84945   Field survey  Quarry Field survey identified a roughly oval quarry located at NH 65056 

84945. The quarry is aligned NE-SW and measures 30m by 20m and 
2.5m deep. It is open to the NE side. The quarry is situated immediately 
W of the main public road and was probably formed during construction 
and maintenance of the road.  

 

Access 354-357 
357A Ruighe Corrach NH 6519 7808 NH67NE 13 NH67NE001

2 
NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Farmstead The NMRS and SMR records that a farmstead comprising four 
buildings and associated enclosure are located at NH 6519 7808.  
Field survey identified a farmstead consisting a rectangular building, a 
series of enclosures and an extensive area of improved land all 
surrounded by a boundary wall. The farmstead extends to either side of 
a modern track. The rectangular long building measures 6m long and 
3m wide with a possible entrance on the S facing wall. A possible cart 
shed extension is also visible measuring 3m by 2m. The buildings are 
covered with heather grass and moss and are difficult to distinguish. 
Surrounding the building are a number of large rectilinear enclosures 
with walls measuring 0.5m high and the largest enclosure measuring 
20m long by 16m wide. Just W of the building is a further sub-
rectangular enclosure. This measures 19m long by 13m wide and with 
walls 0.6m high. The E side of the enclosure has been covered by 
modern debris dumped during the construction of a modern track. 
Surrounding the farmstead is a substantial area of improved grassland 
defined by the remains of a rubble wall spread up to 1.2m wide and 
0.5m high. Crossing this area of improved land are various stone and 
turf banks and the remains of a possible further structure measuring 
3.5m by 2.5m 

. 

Access 358-367 
366A Baldoon NH 6331 7591 NH67NW 3 NH67NW00

03 
NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

SAM 4753 Chambered cairn The NMRS and SMR records that on the upper south facing slopes of 
Cnoc Strathy are the remains of a chambered cairn consisting of a 
chamber aligned NW-SE, measuring 5m by 2m and divided into two 
compartments. Large stones are scattered around the chamber; eight 
of the stones are still insitu. The remainder of the cairn has been 
reduced to ground level. The perimeter of the cairn is traceable 
indicating that it was roughly circular with a c.16m diameter. In 1883 a 
cist containing human bones was found in the cairn.  
Field survey identified the chambered cairn as described by the NMRS. 
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Only seven stones are still in situ, with one of the stones on the SW 
side having slipped and now standing at an angle. 

366B Cnoc an t-Strahaidh NH 62836 76395 
(centred) 

  Field survey  Peat cuttings Field survey identified an are of peat cuttings centred on NH 62831 
76450 and measuring c.450m NW-SE and >300m NE-SW continuing 
outside the study area.  

 

Access 377-378 
377A Dalneich Bridge NH 6411 7160 NH67SW 31 NH67SW00

33 
NMRS;SMR  Road Bridge The NMRS and SMR record that a bridge carries the A836 public road 

over the River Averon or Alness River and forms the boundary between 
the parishes of Alness and Rosskeen.  
The bridge carries an existing road that is proposed to form part of the 
access road for Tower 377. 

 

377B Dalneich Bridge NH 6411 7160 NH67SW 31 NH67SW00
33 

NMRS;SMR  Road Bridge The NMRS and SMR record that a bridge carries the A836 public road 
over the River Averon or Alness River and forms the boundary between 
the parishes of Alness and Rosskeen.  
The bridge carries an existing road that is proposed to form part of the 
access road for Tower 377. 

 

 
Access 387-393 
388A Fryish NH 618 689 NH66NW 35 NH66NW00

32 
NMRS; SMR  Quern stones The NMRS and SMR record that there are three quern stones in the 

garden at Fyrish. 
The site was outside the 20m targeted survey area and was not visited 
during the field visit.   

 

390A Novar House NH 6145 6845 NH66NW 24 NH66NW00
41 

NMRS; SMR NSR Code R Farm steading The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a farmstead at NH 6145 
6845. 
Access to Novar Estate was restricted and this site could not be visited 
during the field survey. 

 

Access 394 
394A Novar House NH 6088 6795  NH66NW00

60 
SMR  Novar House 

Kennels 
The SMR records that what may be a single unroofed building is 
depicted on the Ordnance Survey 6-inch map (1880) but it is not shown 
on the current Edition of the Ordnance Survey (1990). 
Access to Novar Estate was restricted and this site could not be visited 
during the field survey. 

 

Access 403-406 
404A Knockancurin NH 5820 6522 NH56NE 17 NH56NE001

7 
NMRS, SMR; 
Field survey 

 
NSR Code C 

Cup-markings The NMRS and SMR record the presence of at least thirty weathered 
cup-marks on a sub-rectangular slab, lying at the NE side of a field gate 
and measuring 1.4m x 0.6m and 0.2m thick. There are two additional 
cup-marks positioned on the S edge of the stone and the upper surface 
has two dumb-bell shaped marks measuring 0.2m x 0.08m. This stone 
has almost certainly been moved from another position. 
Access to Novar Estate was restricted and this site could not be visited 
during the field survey. 

 

406A Foulis  NH 58 64 NH 56SE 24 NH56SE003
4 

NMRS, SMR; Field 
survey 

 Burgh This is a documentary reference and does not relate to any site. It is 
not shown on the illustrations.  

 

Access 410-411 
410A Culbin NH 567 637 NH56SE 23 NH56SE001

9 
NMRS; SMR  Spot find; Axe The NMRS and SMR record that a flanged Bronze Age axe was found 

after the first ploughing of a boggy plateau at Culbin. The axe is now 
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housed in Dingwall Museum.  
410B Culbin NH 5671 6351 

(centred) 
  Field survey  Walll Field survey identified the remains of an old field wall comprising of a 1-

1.2m wide scatter of stone, aligned NW-SE and running parallel with a 
modern field drain. The wall survives to a height of 0.1-0.2m and is 
c.300m long, continuing on under the existing overhead transmission 
line.   

 

410C Culbin NH 56626 63812 – 
NH 56452 63734 

  Field survey  Bank Field survey identified the remains of a linear stone and turf bank 
aligned NE-SW. The bank measures c.100m long, 0.8-1m wide and 
0.3-0.4m high. The NE end is terminates at a modern field drain and 
the NW end terminates at a modern farm track that leads to the 
steading at Yellow Wells.   

 

Access 414-416 
415A Fluchlady NH 5540 6178   Field survey  Farmstead Field survey identified the remains of a house comprising mortar and 

stone walls up to 2m high. The building measures 8m long and 4m 
wide with a single compartment and a cart shed attached to the N wall. 
An entrance to the building is visible on the W side. The remains of 
partially demolished stone built farm house are visible approx. 50m to 
the SW.  

 

415B Fluchlady NH 5540 6184   Field survey  Stone and turf bank Field survey identified the remains of a stone and turf bank measuring 
1.5m wide and 0.5m high.  

 

Access 417-423 
417A Drynie NH 5444 6113 NH56SW 38 NH56SW00

24 
NMRS; SMR Category A 

Listed 
Caisteal Gorach, 
folly 

The NMRS and SMR record that a folly stands on a hilltop over looking 
Tulloch Castle. The folly was designed by Robert Adam in 1789-1790 
specifically as a ‘ruinous castle’ and consists of a 2-storey circular 
‘ruined’ tower with flanking single storey quadrants linking outer square 
terminal blocks which are all in rubble.  

Access refused 

422A Drynie NH 5392 6060 NH56SW 52 NH56SW00
39 

NMRS, SMR NSR Code R House The NMRS and SMR record the presence of Drynie House at NH 5392 
6060. Field survey identified the house, which is currently occupied. 

 

Access 428-431 
430A Wester Blackwells NH 5352 5843 NH55NW 169 NH55NW01

84 
1st and 2nd Edition 
OS; NMRS, SMR 

NSR Code R Residential Wester Blackwells is recorded on both the Ordnance Survey 1st and 
2nd Editions maps. The NMRS and SMR record a Scottish Record 
Office reference, which notes that Wright work was undertaken at 
Blackwells by Donald Fraser, Wright to Colin Robertson, Esq. of 
Blackwells. 

 

Access 444-445 
444A Balnain NH 523 540 NH55SW 35 NH55SW00

32 
NMRS, SMR NSR Code C Cropmarks Air photography has revealed arcs of possible archaeological features 

at least 10m in diameter. The crop marks were not visible during the 
survey; the field had recently been ploughed. 

 

Access 446-448 
446A Conon House, 

Conon mains 
NH 5325 5346 NH55SW 28.02 NH55SW00

36 
NMRS, SMR; 
Field survey 

Category B  
Listed 
(14901): 
NSR Code V 

Steading The NMRS and SMR record a large U-plan steading, with two storeys, 
with an ashlar-built tower at the centre of the long principal south range. 
The tower is square in plan with an Venetian window and octagonal 
domed belfry with a weathervane surmounted by a plough.  
The steading is currently occupied.  

 

Access 452-453 
452A Baveran NH 513 510   Aerial Photographs; 

Field survey 
 Quarry  

(Possible) 
A possible tear-shaped quarry is visible on the aerial photographs 
situated in rough pasture. No visible remains of the quarry were 
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identified during the field survey.  
Access 454-456 
454A Muir of Ord NH 5145 5046 NH55SW 62 NH55SW00

42 
NMRS; SMR; Field 
survey 

Category B 
Listed: 
HBNum 
14017: NSR 
Code V 

Old Ord Mains 
House 

The NMRS and SMR record the presence of Old Ord Mains house at 
NH 5145 5046.  
Field survey identified the house which is currently being used as a 
hotel.  

 

455A Ord Mains NH 5150 5003 NH55SW 24 NH55SW00
28 

NMRS; SMR; 1st and 
2nd Edition OS 

  Farm buildings Ord Mains is depicted on both the Ordnance Survey 1st and 2nd 
Edition maps. 
The NMRS and SMR record the presence of farm buildings at NH 5150 
5003. 
The farm is currently occupied. 

 

455B Broomhill  NH 5192 5015 NH55SW 27 NH55SW00
25 

NMRS; SMR  Ord Farm Mill The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a mill at Ord Farm. 
The steading in which the mill originally stood is still occupied.  

 

Access 459-460 
460A Teandalloch NH 5180 4878 NH54NW 66 NH54NW01

29 
NMRS; SMR; 1st 
Edition OS; Field 
survey 

NSR Code R Building The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition records one unroofed building with an 
attached length of field wall.  
The NMRS and SMR records the presence of a unroofed building and 
associated field wall at NH 5180 4878. 
Field survey identified the collapsed remains of a building. No walls 
remain standing and no internal or external features were visible. 

 

460B Aultvaich NH 5179 4870 NH54NW 93 NH54NW00
93 

NMRS; SMR  Cottage; cruick 
building (site of) 

The NMRS and SMR record the presence of a cruick building/cottage 
at NH 5179 4870. No further details are given. 
There were no visible remains of the building, previously recorded by 
the NMRS/SMR, during the field survey. 

 

460C Teandalloch NH 51811 48769   Field survey  Clearance cairn Field survey identified the remains of a clearance cairn close to the 
roadside. The cairn measures 12m in diameter and is extremely 
overgrown by vegetation.  

 

460D Teandalloch NH 57702 48805   Field survey  Bridge/culvert Field survey identified the remains of a bridge and associated culvert 
overlying a small stream. The bridge and culvert appear to be modern 
in date. 

 

Access 468-469 
469A Inchrory Farm boundary: NH 

50866 46120 
Field bank A: NH 
50878 46162  
Field bank B: NH 
50889 46049 (Field 
bank) 

  Field survey  Field banks, Farm 
boundary wall 

Field survey identified two discontinuous field banks aligned NW-SE 
extending for c.120m. They measure 1m wide, 0.5m high and were in 
an extremely poor condition. 

 

 


